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Fat Liberation
Mayer Aldebaron
Fat people have many problems in slimfavoring American society. Thcy are rejected as ugly, lazy, self-i ndulgent and
unhealthy. They are ridiculed in the
entertainment media and discriminated
against in employment . Fat people are
harassed by health workers and are exploited by the fash ion and diet-aid industries, which make billions of dollars
each year selling useless products. For,
of the tens of millions of Americans,
prcdominantly women , who try to lose
weight each year, less than one in a
hundred succeeds in keeping weight off
for more than a year or two. Despi te the
colossal failure ratc they continue
straining their bodies with hunger and
malnutrition and their psyches with
anxiety, self-hatred and ultimately more
failure - all to achieve bcauty, poise and
health!
Being a fat radical therapist, I began
to gather information about fatness in
the hopcs of helping myself lose weight.
But thc information that J found totally
turned my head around! Fat is not
necessarily a problem at all: not a problem of cating behavior, not a problem of
beauty, not evcn a problem of health!
Thc real problem is the oppression and
discrimination under which fat people
live. J believe that fat people are a biological minority, an oppressed minority,
a minority needing liberation .
The purpose of this writing will be to
expose the mystification of medical
knowledge which has oppressed fat
- __ .....ople. This includes psych iatric oppression. I will present a radieal therapy
interpretation of fat liberation, and sug'
gestions for working with fat people in a
radical therapy problem-solving groups.
Be it understood from the outset that
fatness is not seen as a problem, and
weight loss is not seen as a goal of this
therapy. It is not a valid criterion of the
therapy's success. Rather, the suggested
approach is aimed at developing fat
pride and fat power.
Common knowledge holds fat to be
ugly, unnatural and unhealthy. Health
statistics claim a sign ificant connection
between fatness and. a host of illnesses,
especially heart disease, all leading to an
early and miserable death. It is generally
understood that fats are far because we
cat too much and of the wrong SOrts of
foods, chiefly swects and greasies. Some
people blame ·the fat person's overeating on "nutritional ignorance. With
to high·class snobbery
what
thcy point to the prevalence of fatness
among the poor, the uneducated and
the children of immigrants. Prcsumably
these fat people mistake over-cating for
affluence. Many peoplc believe that fats
simply lack will-power-can't resist
temptation as well as "normal" humans
can. And many others, \o,;-hp superficially
S(:em to be the most charitable, attribute fat ness to over-cating rooted in
emotional problems. The fat spend fortunes on psychiatrists trying to figure
out why they over-cat.
Mental health professionals have generally established (at least in the popular
mind ) that fats are compulsive overeaters. As rationalized, fat people eat
sweets to make up for loneliness.
They're lonely because they're fat;
they're fat beeause they're lonely.
Somewhere in the individual's past is
buried the inadequacy, the fear, that
made them over-cat and get fat in the
first place. If therapy could only get at
that fear ... that primal cause" .. !
Psychoanalytical dabbling within the fat
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soul has produced some fa r-fetched and
damaging notions.
Fat is Natural
These health studies tend to ignore
or discount the most obvious truths:
that there arc many different kinds and
deg rees of fatness, and that health
workers, especially mental health
workers, sec only a small, troubled minority from among the millions of fat
people. Tremendous harm has been
done by those early researchers who
generalized from rare, pathological cases
of fatn ess signall ing diseasc, to cases of
moderately fat people who have been
fat sincc childhood but are othcrwise
perfectly "normal." Many fat peoplc arc
born fat, many others bccome fat as
they grow through middlc-age. Sometimes glandular problems or periods of
unusual
distress cause gains in
There arc some people, especially women, wh? are not fat but who
think thcy arc. The fallacy is to judge all
these different types of fatness by' the
same critcrion, the
of losing
weight. "J'hat some few fat peoptc arc
able to maintain sl imness th rough controlled eating is used to justify the same
eXP7ctation for all the others, and to
justify
persecution for seemi ng to
reSist 'weight loss" Ye"t this persecution
ov'crtooks bio.logical. facts about fatness .
It aiso. o1ler]ook's · the human needs of
fats .and
and mystifies this oppression tei seem like " reasonable" conccrn.
All along, fats have
that
their r:cal problem was oppression. Pan
of {lie is offc;nd'ed that I had to refcr to
studies- .the .lesser-known ones-by the
medical experts themselves to validate
what my body has "known all along. I
want it to be clear, however, that I'm
no.t.
unfounded claims. Readers
who wan t more scientific documenta·
tior \.;ill find the bibliography at the
end of this writing usefu l.
Fat is Healthy
Thin ·people also die of the diseases
blamed on fatness. Thin people's heart
and high ' blood pressure are
blame'd 0"0 "stress." But aren't fats also
subjett"t'?
In f3.ct, fats arc subject
to stress b'e yond many thins- not only
living iri stressful contemporary society,
also living hated lives in despised
bodies.
The most somber claim against fatness is that it shortens life, chiefly by
straining the heart. This claim is based
on evidence from tWO sources: doctors,
and mortality tables of life insurance
companies. Neither of these sources rcpresents an accurate sample of fat
pcople- a point which has been made by
many researchers, most notably Dr.
Ancel Keys in the early 1950's. When
this bias is eliminated, the presumed
connection between fatness and heart
disease disappears.
People who visit doctors and buy life
insurance tend, first of all, to be reasonably wealthy. Since fatness is estimated
to be five or six times more common
among lower-income groups, well-to-do
fat people are not typical of fats in
general. But of all fat people these
wealthy and educated on.es are the most
likely to be persecuted for reason of
their fatncss; they are most likely to
succumb to stress-related discases such
as heart attacks. The hostility of doctors
toward fat people is well-documented ;
also fat people have special difficulties
obtaining life insurance . Thus, those fat
people who persevere in obtaining a
3
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doctor's care and life insurance generally have pressing reasons to believe
that they need it. In other words. evidence from doctors and life insurance
mortality tables arc bound to make fat

look sick. The healthy ones stay

,"
,I "-

away!
Following the criticism by Dr. Keys,
several srudies were instituted to correct
the bias in the statistics on fat and
mortality. In studies In Boston,
Minneapolis and Nashville the distrib-

ution of weight in groups of coronary
patients was compared with the distribution of weight in healthy conrrol
groups of the same age and occupation.
The distributions turned out to be
identical!

Yet the life insurance mortality
tables were still widely quoted morc
than a decade later, in 1966, when the ,
United States Public Health Service
report on obesity cri ticized them as
invalid. To no apparent avail: they arc
still used today to justify barring fa[
people from employment with companies offering group insurance. Their
debunking and de-cmpowering will be
onc of the most important immcdiate
goals of fat libcration.
The Roseto, Pennsylvania study of
the earl y 1960's deserves special
mention. Living in Roseto was a large
group of bluc-collar Italian immigrant
famil ies, mostly fat, who were unimpressed by mainstream America's thin

'standards of fashion. They ate generously of high·cholesterol ethnic foods,
and liked their fatness as a sign of
comfortable "affluence." They were
also astoundingly healthy, with a low
mortality rate and with none of the
diseases attributed to fatness. The
Rosetans were followed as they [eft
their sheltered ethnic community and
assim ilated into the mainstream culture. '
With thei r size no longer, acceptable,
with pressure on them to lose weight,
compete, and stop liking the mselves as
they were, these people soon were as
sick as the fats around them. The study
was popularly quoted as proof that
stress is a killer. Almost ignored was its
suggestion that fat is not a killer.

Fat is Not Caused
By Overcating
The belief that fatness is caused and
maintained by overeating is folk lore. Its
origin is easy enough to unde rstand,
however, as it is based on the observation that most' people lose weight when
starved and gain whefl stuffed.
Only in the last few years has the
food consumption of fats and thins
been compared scientifica lly. Studies
such as reported by Dr. A. M. Bryans
(Canadian Journal of Public Health,
November, 1967) show that fats in general cat the same, or less, than thins!
Some fat people- and also some thin
people-eat a lot . Others, both fa t and
thin, eat very lightly.

I
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Fat and thin people metabolize food
differently. In fact, the metabolism of .
!Orne fats under nOrMal circumstances
·has bem found to be id8tkal to that of
a starving thin person- in high gear,
eking the most out of every calorie!
These recent findings are becoming
widely accepted by doctors. They see
fat as a grave health hazard ca\lsed by
metabolic peculiarities. They are looking for chemical ways to change the fat
metabolism. But in most cases the real
"health hazard" is oppression, not fa tness. And before the kindly doctors
turn us into drug addicts, dependent on
injections and pills for our social acceptability, they'll also have to "cure" the
fat physiology.
Research by Dr. Jules Hirsh of
Rockefeller University found that fat
people have more fat cells in their
bodies than thin people. These cells
exist fo r the storage of fat. Under
normal conditions, the fatter the individ ual, the mo re fat cells she or he has.
However. when one loses weight, the fat
cells are not destroyed! They merely
drain out like empty bags. When one
gains weight, they fiJI up. There appears
to be a comfortable "normal" weight
4

and fatness for each body, dependent
not on the standard height-weight
charts, lIut 011 number and distribution
of fat cdts in that indivieual
Many researchers, notably nutritionist Dr. Je.fI Mayer (no relation to the
present writer) believe that an individual's tendency to fatnClli is hereditary.
Where both parents arc fat, the,e is a
likelihood of 80% that the children will
Dc fat. To some extent this has been
passed off as envM-onmefltal-oversized
portions on the family dinner plates.
That is tOO easy a discount. It seems to
be part of the general attitude that
fatne ss is caused by willful bad behavior, which, as shown above, IS
incorrect.
Psychological Oppression of
Fat People
The oppressed fat is told that she is
ugly and unhealthy. that these are scientific facts, and that the only way (0
rectify the situation is through recognizing her sickness, dieting, and changing from fat to thin. That 99% ultimately lose this battle against their
bodies is hardly surprising. In fact, the
1% that succeed are a demonstration of
human ability to alienate soul from

body. Yet for most despairing fats, failure to become thin is seen as personal
failure.
A typical fat dieter loses as mud!
as she can for as 10AK as she call
stand it. As soon as dieting stops, she
gains the weight back . She may still be
!tnIggling with restricted, mechanical
"maintenance" dtets. She may be
hungry much of the time. (But who
believes her?) To be Raining weight. anyway is adding insult to injury! But
something is wrong, ·and mystification
has it th at she or be is wrong; he or she
is over-cating, is crazy, bad and lacking
in wiU-power. Eventually the fat person
is overcome with self-loath ing and guilt.
Once again he begins to diet. As he loses
weight he may feel like a penitent fas ting in purgatory. But inevitably he gains
the weight back. Thus a pattern evolves
of losing and gaining over and over.
Most fat people who diet go through
such ups and downs, shedding tens or
hundreds of pounds, year after year.
This "yo-yo effect" is a real kille r, stress
to the body and stress to the soul.
No wonder some fats suffer from
high blood .pressure , heart attacks, and
other ills! Even without dieting, we arc

never allowed to feel good to be alive.
Advertisements for ways to "lose ugly
fat" leer at us fn. me pages of popular
periodicals.
We
aFe
invisibleme entcctainmeAt medM.
except where O\lr fatness is the S¥bjcct
of comedy, pity or villainy. AM with
dkting, me suess worsens. Comfort that
could be gonen from food is denied.
And the diete'r is really hungrygnawingly, dcbilitatingly hungry. To
most people, the effects of prolonged
starvation-even .if voluntary- arc not
beneficial. Starving people grow irritable, weak and paranoid.
Fats are characterized as " sloppy and
unfit." But when we go out for athletics, dancing or .other activities which
might make us fit we frequently are
discouraged by jeers. Embarassment
over body size is one reason why many
fats do not treat their bodies well.
Another is that fat people believe what
society tells us abo ut the "sickness" of
our bodies. Complying with social rejection , we avoid healthful fun and exercise . Perhaps some fats even "psych"
themselves into sickness and early
death!
The fo regoing establishes a pattern in

1lost 79 pounds and tumed into
Casanova's dream girl.
the relations between the typical opprcsst'd (at individual and the world
around her. Society says, "You're not
okay." The fat person agrees, "I'm not
okay, and you're right, you're okay."
Then the fat relates by adapting to
whatever is wanted o r expected, good or

bad . If fat is supposed to be ugly , he
will think himself ugly. If fat is sup·
poscd to have high blood pressure, she
will develop high blood pressure. If fat
is supposed to over-eat, he will eat more
than feels good. If fat is supposed to be
joily , she will take any amount of insulting "joshing" and- in public- remain
jolly!
By adapting, a fat gives up hcr
power. But in rerurn she receives some
social app roval, validation and a mea-

,-__
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sure of "okayness." Fa{S repOrt suong
feelings
of okayness-almost like
salvation!- when they arc losing weight.
At such times they may be sick and
weak with hunger. A comfortably full
stomach, after a good meal, however,
soon turns to feelings of misery, guilt
and indigestion . Obviously this "okayness" was false, coming from internalized oppression. Its price is alienatio n
from the body-to feel bad when the
body feels good and good when the
body feels bad!
Americans (and most others) generally believe that merely being alive
isn't commendation enough, one has to
life. The essential commodities
of life must be earned, by labor, good
behavior and popularity. Thus food ,
sheher, health care, sex, companionship,
stimulation and even love are subject to
"economic" rules. Material commodities
arc obtained through money, which is
generally earned through alienated
labor. Non-material commodities include love, recognition, companionship
and touching. These arc called "strokes"
in the language of Transactional Anal·
ysis. Strokes are as necessary to life as is
air. Radical therapist Claude Steiner
introduced the concept of the "stroke
economy"-who can stroke whom,
under what conditions, and in what
ways. According to its rules, people arc
mystified into thinking that strokes arc
in limited supply and have to be deserved through behaviors (work at un'
rewarding jobs, sex-role stereotypes,
etc.) which support oppressive institutions.
Strokes and Fat People
Society denies fat people basic good
strokes and ridicules those who try to
get them anyway. Fats ourselves in ternaliZe the
"you should nO[ get
strokes." Internalized, this enemy message amounts to an oppressor, a PIG ,
speaking in our heads, coercing us into
compliance with our oppression. The
only strokes this internalized PIG allows
us to have are strokes that feel bad,
negative
recognition
("You're
a
fatslob,") or the crooked approval that
comes from adapting to the wishes of
others, at the COSt of our own wishes.
Fat people often play games which keep
them from getting really nourishing
strokes from other people. Those good
strokes that (l,.e offered are deflected,
discountcd and distrusted . Psychiatrist
Hilde Bruch describes many of the behaviors of fat people which cause them
unhappiness in relating to other people.
Unfortunately she was a traditional
psychiatrist and interpreted the beha-

viors as a C(lUU of fat, whereas they may
often be the result of oppression of
fa tness. Also she overlooked their presence among people who arc not fat and
their absence among many who arc.
Many the rapies. especially those that
become popularized as "Common
knowledge" through certain diet clubs,
assume that fat people try to make up
for a stroke deficit by over'"e"ating. (" I
always eat cand y when I'm feeling
blue.") This model sees eating as selfstroking. Food strokes arc relatively
easy to get. They don't necessarily
depend on other people's willingness to
give them. With food strokes the fat
person presumably nurtures herself and
appeases her psychological hunger without having to risk rejection by others.
Therapists who ascribe to this model try
to teach fats to get the nou rishing personal strokes they really want. At the
same time, fats are expected to give up
the "unnatural" and "less important"
food strokes which made _and maintained our fatness. T he trade'"<)ff is food
or friend s-as though one can't have
both if one tends to be fat. Two wonderful changes are promised for the
receiver of therapy who loses weight:
first she'll become more skilled at getting real strokes. Second, people will be
more willing to stroke her than before,
when she was fat. She'll have been cured
of fatness and no longer need to
overeat.
Such psychological reasoning pertains to over'"e"ating, not fatness. Since it
is now understood that most fats are
biologically fat , attempts to substitute
food for strokes are not usually the
cause of fat. But for some people they
may result from trying to fit the "fat
and frustrated " stereotype-a way to get
acceptance, validation, and crooked
strokes, which are better than none at
all ..
Fats and Food
Hunger, appetite, eating and overeating are heavily mystified , especially
for fat people. Eating and food have toO
many social and symbolic aspects to be
defined by cellular needs alone-this is
true fo r a.ll people, whatever their
weigh t. Humans arc not just machines
with fuel tanks. Individual variation in
appetite may be perfecdy natural. Yet
social punishment discriminates most
heavily upon those who happen to have
moderate or large ap petites and an inherited tendency to be £at.
Most fat people whom I know (middle class, upset about their weight) have
strong injunctions against eating. Researchers such as Jean Mayer have also
observed these injunctions and noted
that they apply to (llf eating, not JUSt
so-called "over'"e"at-ing" that presumably
makes people fat. The message may be
stated as "Don't eat so much," but it is
hears as, simply, "Don't eat!"
Many oppressed fats consider themcompulsive eaters. That is,
selves to
they are forced to eat food they don't
really want. But when asked to describe
their compulsive eating, they frequently
describe what sounds like a no rmal response to hunger and a pleasant indulgence of the appetite! Since oppressed
fats are made to feel guilty about every
mouthful beyond starvation level, we
interpret indulging our appetites as
something sinful, not really wanted, and
hence compulsive.

It would be much more reasonable
fo r a fat person to say, "Sometimes I
eat compulsively." So do thins sometimes cat compulsively. Or, like us, they
smoke, or chew gum. Many people do
things with their mou ths when they're
feeling frustrated , lonely, angry or
bored . When fats do it, their internalized PIG messages make a big deal out
of it. Actually, over'"e"ating is a relatively
tame way for people to relive bad feelings without solving their problems.
Hopefully the person in therapy learns
to solve problems rather than contino
uing to suck, inhale or chew them into
temporary oblivion. But the point is
that fat people are not the only ones
who eat when they're disturbed. The
problem is the excessive guilt that such
cating brings down on the fat person,
and the label "compulsive eater" which
victimizes fats so they believe they arc
crazy and hel pless.
A thin person may eat a lot one day
and forget about it the next. Oppressed
fats obtain little satisfaction from food,
because of gu ilt. Yet they are often
preoccupied with food. In the year that
I've done radical therapy I've observed
that when a person feels guilty about

doing something that she continues to
do anyway, the guilt may turn into
obsession. Thus I believe that fll
people's preoccupation with food, when
it exists, is not a cause of fatness, but
rather a result of oppression. Preoccupation with food is also encouraged
by diets which require that we spend
hours computing calories and preparing
menus. And if, when dieting, one's
thoughts keep turning to hot fudge
sundaes, there's no mystery in that: the
dieter is startling. To Starve fo r weeks or
months, without relief, and "ot to think
a lot about high-calorie foods, would be
the height of insensitivity.
Extreme compulsive eating is the
food binge-a te rrifying, frantic eating
tantrum fairly common among oppressed fats. To an observer, the binger
seems to be trying to kill herself with
food. She may eat until stu pified. Or
she may vomit and go back to eat more,
until absolutely exhausted with pain
and misery. Psychoanalysis has made
much of binging-all negative, all
tangled
up
with
mother-hatred,
Freudian com plexes, misplaced aggressio n, defensiveness and stroke deprivation . As fats seek relief from the hor-
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rible expaience, therapists tty to suppress it and channel its encrgy elsewhere. But, in effect, they reinforce thc
messagc, "Don't cat." Fat people adapt
to the "cure" up to a point, then ulti·
mately brcak out in another binge. I
think that the motive for binging is
really very simple: rebellion ! "I will
eat!" Binge behavior looks deadly, but
that is because logic has been squeczcd
out of the struggle.
Fat Power-Action
As long as fats adapt, we will not feel
okay. Anyonc who buys the message,
"Lose weight and gain human respect"
is adapting- adapting to a PIG that punishes us for nOt doing the impossible
with our bodies. Fat people nced to
take back power over their bodies, to
love them and be good to them. That '
docs not mcan to lose weight. The first
step is to dcmystify the medical con·
fusion . Education about fat biology will
show that we're not crazy and not sick,
only diffcrent. Dcmystification of the
stroke economy will show the direction
of changes to be made. Fat people will
organi:r.e to end discrimination and prejudice against themselves and to develop
life-styles enabling them to live with
comfort and respect in a world where
most people. and the facilities which
serve them, arc smaller in size.
In therapy, awareness that fat is okay
will probably be internali:r.cd only
slowly. The most oppressed fats arc
starving for strokes of all kinds and
think that they don't descrve them.
Radical therapy groups can help fat
people learn how to get strokes and feel
okay.
people in therapy need
Many
permission to cat. A fat person might
make a contract in his problem-solving
group: "I want to Cat what I want and
feel good about it." He could work on
the contract by eating in an atmosphere
of strokes and nurturing support. One
way would bc to cat meals and snacks
with friends. It is important that these
friends like to cat, and know and support the fat's therapy contract.
When eating alone, it's especially
important for the fat person to be in

l
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touch with nurturing messages likc,
"You can cat anything you want.
You're okay when you cat. It's okay to
feel good." Some fa t people feel extremely unsafe eating in the prescnce of
othcrs; they may need to work first on
feeling good about eating alone.
Radical therapists must beware of
hidden agendas: Don't assume, as many
other "nurturing" therapics do, that fats
will cal less once they really enjoy their
food. The suggestion sounds tOO much
like the" enemy message, "You cat too
much; If you really had it together
you'd cat less." What matters is to cat
whatevcr one Wants. more 0' less, and
fcel good about it. If it doesn't feel
good, why cat it?
As for binges, they require nurturing.
Fats suffer terribly from binges. yet
trying to StOp them colludes with the
injunction against eating. Such efforts
only add the therapist'S voice to the
oppression against which binges arc
rebellion.
Accepting binges is not the same as
accepting tissue damage. Fatness is not
generally a health hazard, so there is no
need to stop people from being fat. As
for painful over-cating. the goal is 10
wipe out the PIG that makes the pain.
Nurturing
messages
arc
not
conditional- they don't suddenly evap'
orate when the caloric count goes over
twO thousand. A fat person, racked by a
binge, needs special safety to be able to
call on friends for suPPOrt and strokes,
before, during and after. Mao said, "We
must make a clear distinction between
ourselves and the enemy," and his
words surely pertain as much to fats as
to any other oppressed people. It's in
our own healthy selves' best interests to
eat what we want. The enemy is panic,
pain and guilt that mystify the want and
turn eating into torture.
EVen with nurturing messages, the
process of destroying th is cnemy will be
a struggle. There may be set-backs when
the binges sccm worse than ever, when
the person cannot bear to have strangers, or family, or friends sce how fat
she is. Such cvents may be SCt-ups for
the fat person to prove, once again, that

she's helpless. To avoid falling into the
SCt·up, the therapist and group must be
firm in maintaining that fat is okay.
Therc must be no suggestion that,
"When you really get it together you'll
stop binging." What will happen is that
the person will stop hurting. Meanwhile,
the process is what matters, the process
is the goal.
Along with pcrmission to cat, fats
need permission to enjoy' other body
plcasures. We want to look good, to
move our bodies with enjoyment and to
enjoy touching and being touched. We
want t? reclaim the beauty of fatnessall deg rees of fatness!-from its oblivion
in history. We want strokes that come
without performing or adapting- verbal
strokes, touching, loving and sexy
strokes, all the good strokcs that
humans can think of and maybe some
we haven't thought of yet. As for the
bad strokes, no more of thosc: no more
adapting, no more being Victims as well
as victims, and no more pretending to
be jolly and letting others make jokes at
our eltpcnsc. We don't need that kind of
attention. The same is truc for fau as
for other oppressed people: as we re·
spect ourselves more, we will demand
respect from others.
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Cooperation

I'm writing this paper outlining the concept of cooperation as a guide to
problem-solving group members who arc
in a couple with another person or in
nuclear families into which they wish to
introduce the interpersonal behavior
which is called cooperation.
We white North Americans arc members of a society thoroughly indoctrinated In individualism and competitiveness- traits which have been
presented [0 us as desirable from early
in our lives. We are told that, if pursued
assiduously , individualism and compcti_ _.'rivc:ness will lead us to happiness and
success in life, and these qualities have
become: an integral part of our life
scripu.
This mystification , which has as its
main purpose to shape: us into pliable
workt'rs easily exploited by a ruling
class, is not only' not the way to achieve
happiness, but it is in fact the most
specifically successful manner in which
to destroy and liquidate our human
potential for harmony with ourselves,
harmony with each other, and harmony
with nature.
Competitiveness and individualism
are two most highly touted qualities of
the "good" American; actually, they are
a conspiracy to put out powers at the
service of o thers rather than ourselves.
Individualism
Individualism gives people the impression that when they achie"e something it is on their own and without the
help of others and that when they fail it
is, once agai n, on their own and without
the influence of o thers. Belief in the
value of individualism obscures any understanding of the way in which human
beings affect each other in both good
and bad ways; thus it completely mystifies both oppression and cooperation.
individualism results in the isolation of
human beings from each other so that
they cannot band together to organize
against the well organized oppressive
forces that exploit them. Individualism
makes people easily influenced and also
easily targeted when they step out of
line and begin to want to remedy their
oppression in an ind ividual fashion.
Finally, ind ividualism prevents people
from validating their growing awareness
of oppression with each other. The
healthy paranoid suspicions which accompany demystification of oppression
arc invalidated, and people arc reduced
to schizophrenia, each pcrson in their
individual, impotent, puanoid system.
Individualism as a way of relating to
other buman beings, while highly

touted, can, in fa ct, be a most selfdestructive form of behavior.
The above should not be misunderstood to mean that individuality, individual action or self-centered behavior
is invariably wrong. I am simply attacking the notion that individual ism is a
super-trait, to be pursued at' any cost. It
is clear that some individuals and their
individual actions have been of ultimate
benefit to themselves and others. In
fact, it is the clearly positive individual
actions of certain scientists or politicians that arc used by our educational
institutions as show cases to highlight
the value of individuality. But these examples are distortions and exaggerations
of its value, for the purpose of instilling
individu:alism and competitiveness in the
young.
Competitiveness
Individualism goes hand in hand with
competitiveness. Since we $land or fall
strictly on our individual efforts, it fol lows that we must think of everyone
around us as individuals equally invested
in succeeding and, in the mad scramble
to the top, also necessarily invested in
achieving su periority or one-up status to
us. Being one-down is intolerable; the
only alternative in our society is to try
to stay one-up. Equality is not comprehended by us and often not even considered. Competitiveness is trained into
human beings from early in life in our
culture. Yet, not all human beings arc
bred into competitive styles of life, and
there arc some societies, some American
Indians for instance, in which competitiveness is not seen as a positive trait. In
an individualistic, competitive society a
person who is not highly competitive
cannot keep up and is going to become
chronically one-down and eventually
highly alienated . It is because of this
that competitiveness persists in appearing to be a good trait, becau se it is
impossible in our society to achieve any
weU-being without having very strong
competitive skills. The only ahernative
to individualism and competitiveness
which has potential fo r the production
of well-being is collectivity and cooperation between equals. But while we
arc well trained in the sk ills of competition, we know very little about how to
cooperate or be equal with others. I
have observed many situations (communes, relationships) in which people
'.Yorked hard to cooperate and establish
equality with each other. Most of these
efforts collapsed, giving way to the well
establiShed and familiar competitive and
individualistic patterns.
Capitalism thrives on individualism,

competitiveness and inequality. Collectivity, cooperation and equality, on the
other hand, have great difficulty in tak·
ing hold, with people reared in this soci·
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Competitiveness is based on the
premise that there is not enough to go
around of whatever a person needs. if
the material needs of human beings arc
in drastic sca;city, it follows obviously
that competitivenesss is the mode for
survival. If there is one loaf of bread
daily to feed 20 families, it is pretty
clear that all 20 families will starve. If a
competitive member of this subgroup
manages to obtain the whole loaf of
bread for his family, that one family
will survive while the others will still
starve. The net effect of competitiveness
in scarcity is actually a positive one for
those who compete and win, and even
for the survival of the species. But as
scarcity becomes a thing o f the past, as
it is in the United States, competitiveness actually CreDleS searcity and
hunger. The hoarding behavior which
goes along with competitiveness causes
certain people to have a great deal more
than they truly need, while large numbers of others, who could be satisfied
with the surplus of those few who have,
go without. Competitive, hoarding behavior is based on unrealistic anxiety
based on fea rs of scarcity. Oppressive as
he is to others, the hoarder is himself
oppressed by it.
I first experienced the relationship of
cooperation to scarcity when in the
Santa Cruz mountains as a guest of the
Resistance . One evening everyone sat
around in a large circle in the center o(
which everyone had placed the food for
dinner. To my scarcity-oriented eyes it
did not appear that there was enough to
go around. I was alarmed and scared by
the prospects of going hungry and in
great conflict about the situation. Portions of food began to be passed around
the circle. everyone eating from them as
much as they wanted and passing them
on. The food circulated over and over,
and to my amazement, I found that
there was actually enough food to satisfy me quite full y. Yet my experience,
because of my scarcity-oriented , competitive and individualist training, was one
of anxiety and alarm about not being
properly fed. As food went by me I
took larger bites than I needed; I felt
guilt about this; I schemed about ways
in which I could make certain kinds of
food return to me; I worried as food
went around the circle as to whether it
would reach me again. I ate more than I
needed and was. in short, unable to en-

joy the meal beeause I was so driven by
fears of scarcity and f«lings of competition .
At the next meal, however,l allowed
myself to tTUst that there was enough to
go around. and I experien«d for the
first time in my life the clear sensation
of plentitude and satisfaction based on
having enough on the basis of cooperation rather than on the basis of getting a
big enough portion in a competitive situation.
The above aneedote is to illustrate
how we are not only mystified into
being competitive and individualistic
but into believing that competitiveness
and individualism do in some way bring
us benefit, when in fact at this point in
our development as human beings the
opposite is true.
Competitiveness is taught us from an
early age by our parents, but especially
in school. SportS, grades, tests, arc all
training exercises in competitive skillsmock scarcity situations that prepare us
for the business world. for the assembly
line, for the job market_ Competitiveness is taught to boys in its most blalant
form; girls are taught to compete in
more subtle, psychological forms.
Power Plays
The basic interpersonal operation
with which individualism and competition are brought into practice is the
power play . A power play is a transaction whereby a person obtains from
another person something that he wants
against that other person's will.
Power plays can be: crude and involve
actual physical coercion or can be: subtle
and simple ways in which people talk or
mindfuck each other out of things that
they want.
The most crude power play is simply
one in which a person grabs from
another their loaf of bread and then
harms her if she tries to get it back. The
same effect, namely the taking away of
bread, can be obtained by mental,
psychological means, which are, however, equally power plays and which
have the same outcome. This type of
power play could make use of the vic:tim's fear rather than force since no
physical force is really applied. or it can
be carried out by arousing guilt or
shame so that a person willingly gives up
what is rightfully hers. In any case
power plays have the effect of taking
away what is rightfully one person's and
putting it in another person's hands. Rc-
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lationships based on power plays immerse people in a miserable, unhappy
series of skirmishes, banles and major
wars in which everyone but maybe one
always loses.
Cooperation
How then are we who live in a society in which there is plenty to go
around, to take advantage of this plentitude? The answer is cooperation. Cooperation is a mode of interpersonal re'
lations which, based on the assumption
·that there is no scarcity of basic needs
(food, shelter, space), provides a mode
in which everyone can have everything
they need.
One very good context in which to
learn and struggle against individualism
and competitiveness towards achieving
cooperation is in the couple. The situation in which two people are in an intimate, long-term relationship is a situation in which the seeds of individualism

from each other. This agrcement is not
necessarily always obtainable since- in
somc cases there isn't enough to satisfy
both of them. For instance, with respect
to sexual needs, one person may want
to have sexual intercoursc twice a day,
and the other person may not want to
have any sex at all. When the discrepancy between what people want is so
large that there can be no compromise,
there is in fact a situation of scarc,ity
which cannot be remedied. In the above
si tuation it's not very likely that a cooperative compromise can be arrived at.
However, in most situations the discrepancies are not so large, and a cooperative compromise can be arrived at. A
more common situation might be the
one in which one person wants to have
daily sexual intercourse while another
person would prefer to only have sex
every third day. Here, based on the assumption that there need not be scarc-

and competitiveness cause great trouble
and can be successfully defeated. individualism and competitiveness are best
pursued as a person standing alone. If
one has no elose ties to anyone, one
hardly notices how individualism and
competitiveness are destructive forces.
It first becomes clearly destructive in a
couple or family situation. Because the
couple is the most available and protected laboratory for personal relationships and a situation for which people
have a great deal of energy to struggle,
cooperation is most easily worked on in
a couple. Also cooperation is easiest between two people. Thus, this article devotes most of its attention to cooperation between two people.
Two people who decide that they
want to enter into a cooperative relationship need to agree on several things,
1. That there is between them a
satisfying quantity of what they need

iry" com prom ises can be arrived at such
that both people can feel satisfied. For
instance, one couple in such a situation
agreed that the person with larger sexual
needs be willing to masturbate while the
other person held and gave her loving
strokes. This took the pressure off for
both and eventually egualized their sex•
ual wants.
We have found cooperation of this
sort tends to bring about a plentitude of
what might at first have been scarce.
The above exemplified how artificial
scarcity comes about. This couple had a
"sexual" problem which could easily
have become complicated into a case of
"impotence" for the man as he became
more and' more anxious due to her sexual demands, ending in complete scarcity of sexual str.okes for bothl The
"problem" however was based on their
strict adherence to stroke economy
rules which does not allow sexual self-

stroking, especially in the presence of
another person. But as he asked for
what he wanted and she compromised,
they broke down the stroke economy
and created sufficient and satisfying sexual strokes for bmh of them.
2. Given that there is enough to go
around, the next agreement is that both
of the persons have equal rights to satisfaction and agree to a contract which
il/volves them equally in cooperating.
A person may be aware that there is
enough to go around and still not be
willing to share and struggle to bring
about the equalization of what there is.
For instance, sex role scripting causes
relationships between men and women
to have built-in inequities which, on the
whole, favor the man.
For example, it is ·expected that
women will do a larger proportion of
the housekeeping even if both arc employed, but certainly if she is not. She
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may work at home as long and hard as
he does at his job but it is assumed that
he is entitled to more leisure time than
she. If she asks for equal leisure he
might agree that he gets more but be
unwilling to equalize it based on his
male privilege.
On a more subtle level, men are encouraged to expect to get more nurtur·
ing strokes than they give. Typically,
when confronted with this inequity;
they acknowledge it, but don't work to
change it-once again, they hold on to
their privilege.
The inequities are not always in favor
of the .man, however. For instance
women expect men to do most of the
work in their sexual life. Men are supposed to initiate, direct and successfully
complete sexual relations. When this inequity is pointed out women often balk
at giving up their privilege.
One couple's struggle for cooperation

developed as follows: She wanted nurturing and caring strokes when she got
sick or when she was afraid. He knew
this and even though he knew what she
needed he did not comply with her
needs. He also refused to work on the
problem on his own accord. He would
give her the strokes when she asked, if
she asked "nicely," but never initiated
nurturing. He didn't show any interest
or put any energy in sharing the strokes
he had for her.
For a while she tried to deal with the
problem by withdrawing her strokes for
him, but this only created further scarcity and did not solve the problem even
though it equalized the flow of strokes.
Eventually they worked the problem
out by a mutual giving up of privilege.
They agreed to the following: He would
work on his difficulty with giving
strokes to her if she worked on her
jealousy about his giving strokes to
other women. He
other people
became willing to give up his unequal
share of her strokes, and she became
willing to give up her unequal share of
him.
3. The effective establishment of a
cooperative relationship is also based on
the agreement that power plays are not
an option under any circumstances.
Power plays arc based on the assumption of scarciry and competitiveness and
are the antithesis of cooperative behavior and must be given up as a
method of getting what one wants in a
cooperative relationship.
This point seems simple at first, but
it turns out to be one of the most difficult cooperative agreements to honor.
\\le are deeply immersed in fears of
scarciry and thoroughly trained to use
power of one son or another to get
what we want. Threats, sulking, yelling,
banging doors, discounting, and so on
are more accessible to us as approaches
to what we want, than discussion and-::negotiation. Both partners need to be
on the lookout for power plays and
willing to call them and stop them as
soon as they happen.
4. It is necessary for cooperation to
exist that everyone in the situation ask
for everything that they want 100% of
the time. (See Wyckoff, "Between Men
and Women" in IRT, I, 2, 'Spring,
1973.) The tendency to use power plays
to get what one wants is coupled with
the inability to .know or ask for what
one wants elearly and openly. The
reason for this is that in a competitive
situation to reveal what one's needs are
is to warn one's competitor of where
the demand is going to be so that fears
of scarcity for the supply will be
aroused. As a consequence, people in a
competitive, individualist situation arc
thoroughly trained and indoctrinated into not saying what their wants are, and
for good reason, since to express one's
needs will immediately decrease the supply of what is needed and create further
scarcity of it. However, in a cooperative
situation, to ask for what one needs is a
basic requirement for satisfaction. Given
a context of willingness to struggle
against competitiveness and individualism, to say what one wantS is the first
step to getting it. It will immediately
enlist the interest and ener,&y of the
others to provide satisfaction of those
wants. In the struggle for cooperation
one of the biggest problems is that
people either will not say what they
want or are not actually in touch with it
and eventually become resentful because they don't get it.
Paradoxical as it may seem, to ask
for everything that one wants 100% of
the time seems an individualist and competitive move, yet' it is an' essential aspect of the struggle against competitiveness and individualism. One only needs
to understand that to ask for what one
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wants 100% of the time is not the same
as to grab, to outfox, to cajole, to mindfuck people out of what they want; it is
simply stating one's position, a position
with whictt everyone who has stated
their can cooperate and negotiate.
I do not mean to imply that in a
cooperative situation everyone will get
what they want immediately. However,
the process by which what one wants is
modified by what others want in a cooperative si tuation is amazing, an almost
magical event , so that, often, when it
doesn't seem possible that there will be
enough for everyone it turns out that
there is. It appears that people's drive
towards cooperation is as strong as their
drive for food, for shelter, for strokes,
so that one's need for food, for shelter,
or strokes can be very strongly modified
by one's need to cooperate. The pleasure in supplying for others what they
need, which is a fun ction of the Nurturing Parent, the sou rce of the cooperative
instinct , in many cases overrides the
needs for sex, food and other material
goods. Felt needs for items which are in
short supply actually decrease in the
presence of others with whom one can
cooperate by sharing, while the artificial
consumer needs created by merchandising and advertising are dra matically
diminished .
The effect of cooperation on consumer needs becomes most visible in
larger groups. This country is made up
essentially of pairs of people and their
children living under separate roofs with
one refrigerator, one stove, one washer,
one or two cars, etc. Eight people and
their child ren could live equally well,
provided they were able to cooperate,
with the same refrigerator, stove, washer
and perhaps three cars. Further, the decrease
in competitiveness would
diminish their need to "keep up with
the Joneses;" Finally, strokes would be
in less scarcity, so that consumer needs
which arc based on stroke hunger (cosdrugs, new clothing, au tomobiles and so on) would be sharply
diminished. Capitalism and consumerism would definitely suffer from large
seale cooperation.
In the event that in the cooperative
process a person d ocs nOt get what she
wants, it is part of the agreement that
she continue to ask for what is needed
as ohen as possible and that she make
clear her dissatisfaction, if not expressed, will be accumulated in the form
of resentment which can build into the
tendency to become, once again, individualist and competitive. Generally, a
person who docs not get what he wants,
a person who is in need of something, is
scrip ted in a competitive and individualist society to bl:1me himself for his unfulfilled needs. As an example, poor
people blame themselves for their
poverty, with ample help from the rich
ruling class. They attribute it to lack of
drive, lack of will power, etc. People
who are hungry o ften feel ashamed of
the fact. People who arc sexually in
need find it hard to admit to it . It is
extremely important that the selfblvne, the taking onto oneself the cause
of one's oppression, be combated by
not going along with the feelings of
shame 'and worthlessness and asking for
what one wants. A cooperative society
is based on the assumption that everyone deserves enough of everything they
need and would strive to provide it.
S. A fifth requirement for an effective cooperative situation is that there
be no Rescues. While people arc supposed to ask for 100% of what they
important that if they do
want, it is
not ask others to provide for their
needs, others do not act out of shvne or
guilt or misguided nurturing without
having a elear sign that the need exists.
In this particular situation a ' Reseue
would be to do things or go along with
situations which one
not want

because one suspects that the other person, now seen as Victim, powerless to
fe nd for himself, wants them. This is a
Rescue which violates the contract to
ask for what one wants, for both the
Rescuer and the Victim. It also recreates
the situation in which power plays to
arouse guilt and shame can be used to
get what one wants instead of asking for
it.
On the other hand, it is also important that in a cooperative situation
people do not persecute each other
through anti-Rescue, wh ich is an exaggerated disregard of whal o ne guesses
other people want. Anti-Rescue, which
is a kind of hardening of one's perceptions of other people's needs for the
purpose of not Rescuing, is Persecutory.
For example, in one couple, the woman
decided to stop Rescuing her husband 's
needs for nurturing, which she had rou-

proper response in this temporary noncooperation is to be quite explicit about
one's feelings of disappointment. The
withdrawal of sharing as a response to a
dearly uncooperative move on someone
else's part, ia a legitimate maneuver in a
cooperative struggle. This is especially
clear in situations with children, who
often either overtly refuse to cooperate
or gi\'e up completely in their coopera·
tive efforts. In this case it's legitimate to
act in a manner which withdraws one's
own willingness to cooperate and share.
This is not a power play because it is an
overt, demystified maneuver based o n
one's feel ings. One simply loses interest
in cooperating in the presence of un'
cooperative people. Therefore, once
again, based on the rule that o ne should
say what one wants all the time. it is a
legitimate approach.
For
in a cooperative house-

was the child's renewed choice soon
after she saw the Joss incurred duc to
her lack of cooperation.
Two, Three or More
The struggle for cooperative behavior, which as I said before is most
easily engaged in within a couple, can be
expanded to a couple and child ren , or
to th ree, four, five or more people. In
every case it requres that the above
agreements be respected, and while the
struggle between people who are not
couples is not often as committed and
has less cohesiveness to carry it through
difficult spOts, it is also quite possible
and desirable. Clearly, the difficulties
multiply the more people that are involved, and the two-person situation
seems an almost indispensable first step.
It appears to me that in a dialectical
process where one moves from competitiveness to cooperation, from acting
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anely satisfied without his requests or
thanks. She stopped guessing what he
needed and took a hard anti-Rescue
stance which frightened and angered
him . This was an incomplete solution, in
group she worked out a nonPersecutory, non-Rescuing stance in
. which she wou ld still be aware of his
needs and makc this awareness dear to
him but refused to nurture hjm unless
he asked for and actively appreciated
her nurturing. She also made a trade
agreenient for nurturing from him,
when she needed it. This was not a
Rescue because she did not do anything
he didn't ask for, but it also defeated
the tendency to Persecute because it
offered a vehicle for the satisfaction of
his needs.
No matter how smoothly a cooperative snuggle goes it often happens that
one person is reluctant or unwilling to
cooperate at c?nc time or another. The

hold involving children, the expectation
is that they contribute their efforts.
Chores, being helpful, anticipating
people's needs, not disrupting, entertaining and taking care of themselves, all
are ways in which children can cooper·
ate. Children who contribute their
energy to the household arc appreciated
and liked . One wants to do things for
them, spend time with them.
When a child refuses to cooperate the
opposite reaction occurs. One dislikes
them , one does not want to do for
them. In one household the parents
stopped being helpful in many smail
ways to a ten year old who was nOt
cooperative: They stopped making
special treats., taking her to her friends ,
inviting her to movies, cooking minor
meals like breakfast or snacks. This wu
done without vindictiveness or anger,
simply because it no longer felt right in
light of the girl's behavior. Cooperation

alone to acting in groups, the first step
is cooperation in a couple in which. the
snuggle is most easily pursued and
moving from there to larger groups of
people. Long term cooperation in large
groups of people, it seems to me, is the
only path to the overthrow of our oppression, and the most effective weapon
to defeat the grip that the ruling dass
has on our lives.
t deeply appreciate Hogie Wyckoff's
large theoretical contribution to tbis
paper as well as the enngy she put into
the cooperative stTUggles that created
these concepts. Thanks are due. also. to
Bob Schwebel for first actwely promot·
ing cooperative concepts at the Berkeley
Radical Psycbwrry Center through tbe
. medium of cooperatifJe. (f11. comperime)
games, and to tbe people at the Center
who proflided ideas and a fertile soil for
cooperarive slnIggles.
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Hogie Wyckoff
The issue of bisexuality is in many ways
at the very hcan of my struggles, but
until now I have fclt unsure of my
position and unwilling to speak out.
Unsure because I thought I didn't have
anything definitive to say and unwilling
because I feared criticism, particularly
from radical lesbians. But compelling
statements made by Sidney Abbot and
Barbara Love in their excellent hook on
ksbi:,-nism, Sappbo Was A Right-O"
Woman, have stimulated me and created
a need in me to articulate my position.
They definitely hooked me when they
said: "Bisexual women, who have been
caught on both sides and in [he middle
of the heteroSC'xual/homosexual argument, have a unique contribution to
make to open discussion on sexuality in
the
Although I lack any "final" statement on
because I prefer to
view myself as being in process. I do feel
it's imponam to say where I am at right
now as a bisexual
radical psychiatrist_ I
my bisexuality
as a multi-faceted prism. and I want to
share its many sides with you as mey
nash in my inner vision. My theory has
and continues to be transformed by my
own personal
What are my political as well as
personal reasons for wanting to love
(both physically and mentally) women
and men?
First. I want to be loving with
women because: a) It feels good. b) I
feel that in
to truly love myself
completely as a woman I must be able
to love others
me (i.e. women) born
with my mind and body. c) Being
homosexual and homosensual makes
twice as many people available for me
to love and to develop decp affinity
with. d) [ want to fight the exploitation
.....omen have had in their loving capacities. Women as a class have
panic10

ularly
by the
economy
(Wyckoff. 1971) which limits
amount of lovings
can get. Women
have done more than SO% of the work
in producing love and emotional well
being in human relationships. Being bisexual makes it possible for women not
to be giving more than they are gening
by having first-rate loving relationships
with other women who can match their
loving energy. This may, by producing a
scarcity of
force men to learn
how to
an equal
of
the lovings they consume.
Seeond, I want to love men because:
a) It feels good. b) I desire to be in a
wholistic struggle with all humanity; I
don't
as the enemy and do feel
willing to struggle with men who are
actively fighting their sexism. c) In principle, I want to have available to me as
much energy to struggle with men as
with women. Since being in loving and
intimate relationships with people commits us to a
intense level of Struggling, I want to have equal energy
potential for men. I realize that this is a
political principle and that it may be the
that, in practice, I may find more:
women at this moment in history than
men who arc actively fighting sexism
and on this basis, may j" f act relate to
women more than to men.
Third, I want to love both women
and men because : a) I don't want to
make loving men my priority by bcing
or make loving women my
priority by bcing homosexual. I want to
take a stand in my life mat shows that I
value loving
and men equally by
identifying myself as bisexual. b) I wam
my choice of identity to be unrelated to
gender, that is
male nor female
but rather a third new choice, to be
completely human. And since I will be
partially created by myself and partially
created by my Struggles with those I
love. I want to base my choice to

intimate with someone on whether that
particular individual is fighting sex role
oppression rather than on
given
physical sex. c) As will be
below, bisexuality by its non<xdusive
nature opposes monogamy which I wish
to fight against because I consider it an
institution.
I want to point out that some of
these above reasons are personal and
political; I
inextricably tied together in (he same manner as theory and praxis.
FantaSies of Loving
Heterosexually, my development has
been pretty commonplacc and parallels
most women's heterosexual programming or scripting in a sexist
trying to
intimate relationships
with men from a one-down position.
These were very difficult to make work
because of our sex role programming
which made us
opposeeking to be
· into
dency relationships rather than being:
cooperative similar totalities relating
equally to
and each other.
(Wyckoff, 1973) I spent time in
tionships with men whom I rt!ally didn't
want or whom I found
because I was desperate for lovings and
and saw no other way to
to adapt to situations that
weren't
what I
Also,
again because of scripting, I
in love
with my fantasies of the men I was
relating to rather than
and
concretely who they
When I
would fall in
with my fant:asy of
who a man was I would tend to
myself away to
and not demand
that he give himself away in
My
indoctrination into this was
and
subtle. The adolescent years I spent
longing and hungcring for Marlon
Brando without him
knowing of
my
were my training grou nd. I
also
myself emotionally with
my fantasies about
and friends
of my
whom I had crushes

with my power as a street fighter; and
I'm more afraid of
emotional hurt
of
than of being physically hurt.
Also, I
a
picture of what
fo r me on the
the actual
and part of my
is [0
those factS in mind.
Loving Women
My homosexual
has
been continually
and
throughout my life. But in
spite of this oppression. I know I
always
my
round tomboy girlfriends. That
era of
"tomboys"
was a great lime in my life. For that
brief
it was okay for me and my
lovely friends to be strong and wild and
healthy. I think that this was the period
during which I was
pCTfTIission (by
my mother's smiles of approval) to be
an amazon and to love
but
sadly it was soon and very strictly
brought to a hah by united forces
whose goal it was to indoctrinate me
into
of
Since
I
have longed for those amazon days in
the sun and, now, slowly, I am getting
back.
I have fond
of how
it was to
with my
friend Mary,
we
un and life
was fat and right. I also had exciting
playing doctor with
in
the back yard until one
and
fateful day
freaked and said
I was "ot to play with l)er daughter any
more! I didn't fully
but I
felt awful and
that what we had
doing disgusted
mother
and that in her opinion 1 was a creep. I
definitely gOt
message: what we had
been doing was very bad.
So later when Cathy and I were
adolescent buddies and slept
I
was afraid to cuddle with her, although
I wanted to.
we satisfied ourselves by brushing
other's hair and
playing
and talking about boys
and sex.
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Eventually, I
angry
about this unequal fantasy exchange.
For tOO long a time, if I had a
to look at th ings in a cool, calcularing, ratio nal way with a
analysis
of whar was
or to lCl,ok at
things
with a great deal of
my
programming
caused
to choose the heavy or intense feelings. This was
to me, and now I much
to have a
vision of who I am relaring to and
what that person has for mt!. This insures that I don't
myself away
than the other
and protects
mt! from
scripting to
women for strokes. I also
decided
that I don't want to
myself completely away, thar I want to always keep
half of me and my
for me.
Anorher serious problem I had with
giving up my
to fantasies was
that often, in
nor to
accountable for what I wanted (sexy
strokes), I would
being raped
by someone who
on. This
fantasy
me from doing my share of
the work to
sex happen and,
worst of all, set up a collusion with
rapists, the collusion bcing
that a part of
was a ready sexual
victim. In a sense my sexual fantasies
to
helpless prey for
rape. This was also supported by my
being out of [ouch with my physical
power and afraid of being hurt.
now
gotten
much of my fear of being
raped because now I don't collude with
my own oppression: I don't get turned
on by
I'm more in touch

HOW TO MAKE LOVE
TOA WOMAN
IF YOU'RE A WOMAN
Think of yourself
and what you like
then do that.
Ask her
what she wants
then please her.
Imagine the most delicate
caress you have ever known
and give it to her
everywhere, slowly.
Speak her name
into
openings
of her body
and listen
to her answer_
Remember
the fierceness and power
of all our great grandmothers
who rode horses
and plowed fields
and bore children
in anguish
and share that with her.
Love her in daylight.
Treasure what you learn.
Jennie Orvino

I
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And then when [was a teenager, and
ached and longed to be loved and to
love-anyone!-I never thought I had
the option to be a lover with myself and
with my dear girlfriends. Late in high·
school when I knew I loved Daryl, m y
best friend, I never dared to admit to
mysdf how I loved her or what my
dreams clamored to reveal to me. The
thought of being turned on to her
scared me, but even worse was the fear
that she would somehow find out about
my feelings and be disgusted with me. It
seems bitterly ironic that I was unable
to be loving and intimate and sexy with
my girlfriends who understood me and
whom I understood, but it was all right
to attempt to be intimate and sexy with
men or boys whom I never really knew
and didn't have friendships with. In
fact, because of social pressures in highschool I was forced to compete in the
stroke economy to have dates with men
or boys whom I had liule or no respect
for, or to be involved with men whom I
didn't know well and whom I didn't
understand. As I have said, with men I ,
was often relating to my own fantasy
rather than the reat person. When at last
I did make friends with a man, he was
incredibly important to me. And when
he wanted to get married (to please his
parents and the Parent in his head) I
went along with it even though it wasn't
what I really wanted. As our marriage
progressed and it became obvious to
both of us that we were much more
friends than husband and wife, we sep·
arated. During the separation I lived
with a heterosexual woman friend. We
slept in the same bed and both gOt very
shook up one morning when we woke
up and found ourselves holding hands
f-_","
·th each other. We never spoke of it
and proceeded to become even more
wildly heterosexual and sexually "liberated."
Then there was a woman friend who
often made me feci very uncomfortable
because she was so delicate and refined,
and I feh awkward and crude around
her. The Pig Parent in my head said vile
things to me (things that [ had been told
when I was being broken from my
tomboy tendencies): that I was a dyke,
that I acted like a man in a woman's
body, that I grossed people out by my
crude behavior and clumsiness. This
friend told me she thought that I
very uptight about "queers" and therefore must secrerly be one becausc I
defended against it so heavily. That
Freudian mindfuck really set me on my
ear!
In my early twenties I had a few
delicious "wet dreams" of making love
with women, but they terrified me as
well as delighted me. I tried to fool
myself about thesc dreams and some·
how managed to tum the women into
men so that I could even think about it.
In my practice I continued being hetero·
sexual.
Coming Out
After some time of being in the
women's movement and relearning to
love my sisters I began thinking selfconsciously about being loving with
women. It became obvious to me and a
woman friend that we felt attracted and
turned on to each o ther. We had a very
nervous and exciting talk about what we
wanted to do about it. We decided that
we wanted to be lovers although it was a
\'Cry frightening thing for both of us
because of all the messages we had
received throughout our lives about how
it was not all right to be homoscll:ual.
My male lover, with whom I have shared
a loving and intimate relationship (or
almost four years, gave me much sup-

port to "come out" although it was
scary (or him. Regretfully, my woman
friend and I were both pretty much
"babes in the woods" and ended up
getting hurt in our fiery and exciting
love affair. In our naive ignorance and
heady excitement our timing was tOO
fast and careless. We were bOlh pain·
fully blind to our own and each other's
heterosexist prejudices and neglected to
provide ourselves with necessary protec·
tive agreements.
Often straight women who want to
come out· have built·in heterosexual prejudices that collude with the sexism in
our society. Our gut reactions have all
been programmed 'for being loving and
sexy with men not with women. In an
effort to learn from our mistakes and to
support women thinking of coming out
I want to offer some suggestions for
anti·heterosexist contracts that women
can make which would have been help·
ful to us:

First, expose any opinions you ha\'e
that women's lovings arc not as good or
as powerful as men's. Don't keep these
opi nions secret.
Second, agree to actively fight thesc
for suppOrt
prejudices and ask
do so.
Th ird, say honestly as soon as you
get in touch with them , any one-down
or comparative fedings you have in
relation to men; truSt you r gUts and get
an accounti ng for your fedings from
your lover.
To go on with my account: later,
when I decided to become lovers with
another friend, we went very slowly and
were careful (0 make numerous agree·
ments that would protect us against
these prejudices. An ell:ample of such an
agreement is : to insure against adap·
tation and not talking straight, we de·
cided to be absolutdy honest about
when we didn't want physical iovings
from each other. This protected us from
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giving loving strokes and finding out
later that they weren't really wanted. If
we hadn't had this contract, and this
had happened, it could have colluded
dangerously with "gay is second best"
scaries we both had and ended in an
unnecessary blow·up.
We moved very carefully in a dia lec·
tical (step by step) process to insure
each other's safety. I felt that this was
particularly important because my
friend had not been in a homosexual
relationship beforc. [ am afraid that at
certain points we sacrificed passion for
safety, a delicate balance to maintain .
Because I was afraid of being hurt as I
was in my first rdationship, I tended to
want to develop intimacy with women
that I had friendships with rather than
with women whom I also felt very
physically anracred to. This was good
for me in that I began to feel stable and
secure in my
One negative
element of this, however, was that
avoiding womenl l felt heavy passion for
became an opening for me to bcg:in to
doubt my gayness in that I began to
wonder if in my "heart of hearts" I
found it more exciting (sexually) to be
with men than to be with women. But,
later this possibility was permanently
disproven as I met other women with
whom [ felt great sexual attraction as
weli as personal affinity.
Briefly , here arc some suggestions for
the dialectic of coming out:
First, decide whether this is what
you really wa1lt to do in your very inner
self, rather than something you think
you should want to do. Decide whether
you want to sec yourself as bisexual ,
that is, valuing women's and men's lov·
ings equally.
Second, understand that this may be
not where your guts arc at yet, so go in
Stages that arc fast and risky enough so
that your fedings can actually change
but slow enough that you don't scare
yourself so badly that you want to give
up. You're not really creating new fed·
ings but just getting in touch with ones
that you already have and haven't yet
reclaimed.
Third, work on loving yourself and
other women and be honest about prej·
udices you have incorporated.
Fourth, get suppOrt from as many
women as you can.
Fifth, commit yourself to struggle
with a woman or women who emotionally and physically turn you on and who
fed turned on about being loving with
you.
I want to encourage women who arc
relating to women to be loving in public. The impact of this on straight
women is profound because it is very
beautiful to sec and puts smight
women in to uch with that truth, ana it
also su pports gay women to sec it. I
hope eventually we can organize ourselves well enough to make it safe fo r
women to be loving in public whenever
they want to be without fear of physical
attack" or losing our jobs, homes or
friends.
Self·love
Another, less obvious way, in which
my homosexuality was repressed was in
relationship to loving myself. I never
felt (hat I had permission-real
permission- to be a full lover to myself.
When I masturbated, I masturbated to
fantasies of making love to a man or a
man making love to me. The thought
never entered my mind to imagine
myself making love to another woman
or (0 imagine myself making love to me.
I wasn't able to be direct, to tell me "I
love you" and to give up the fantasy of
having somebody else mirror my own
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love back to mc. This was a way in
which I was giving my power away, in a
manner similar to objectification described by Hegel concerning religion,
where human beings project their love
onto a god who would then love them
back, as opposed to human beings loving themselves and feding that they
were divine or sacred in their own
humanness. I think that loving ourselves
is the most fundamental and basic
homosexual love affair we can have, i.e.,
to be truly turned on to and cherish
ourselves.
I sec being lovers with other women
and 15cing a lover to myself as very
closely intertwined. By being able [0
truly make love to another woman I am
also accepting my -own sexuality and
womanhood. The stat'cmcnt to myself is
thai my body is beautiful and O.K. just
as o ther women's bodies are beautiful
and O.K.
In becoming lovers with myself I

confront another contradiction with my
female scripting. My programming
always inclined me to desire to be monogamous. But if I'm loving myself, oeing
sexy with me and a real lover to myself,
and do not decide to be celibate, I am
not only homosexual but I am also no
longer monogamous.
I feel it is absolutely imperative that
I have a relationship with myself. The
need for women to .be in dependency
relationships for security and safety col·
ludes deeply with women's oppression.
My
has, in the past, led me
to lose myself in other people and to
depend on being in a couple for my
identity. Now I feel it is crucial for my
well being that I first be in a relationsh ip with myself- that being my most
basic and primary relationship- and that
only secondarily I be involved with
other people.
Loving Men
I want to preface this section by

saying that because we as women have
more permission to love men in this
heterosexist society I have put more
. emphasis in this paper on loving other
women and ourselves rather than men,
although, I want these options to be
equal.
As I have gotten more in touch with
my own power, I have developed. relationships with some men who make it
worth it for me to struggle with them
and show me what's in it for me to
struggle with men in general. These men
understand how sexism oppresses them
as well as me are are actively fighting it.
They desire to be in an equal relationship with a powerful and independent
woman and support me in my love of
women and my.sclf.
I have learned a great deal from my
struggles with the man I have related to
for almost four years. He has taught me
much about power and about not being
afraid, and I've taught him much about

LOVE POEM
you: a man:
dark blossom
petals opening
one by one
perfect, as a rain drop is perfect
and glistening
asJhe le'af it's touched.
I am the leOilf
I grow near you:
man: growing open
inside soft like sunrise
joy Marcus
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being in touch 'with feelings and love.
We both, at different times, have ex·
changed sex roles and are now pretty
much complete, independent people.
. We are good friends; feel like family to
each other; we have other lovers about
whom we don't keep secrets; we live in
the same house with other people but
have our own separate rooms; and we
work hard on not oppressing others
through our being a couple .
I have a few other deep and meaningful friendships, some sexual, with
women and men in which I feel free to
share myself completely.
There arc many men for whom I feel
compassion and support but because of
where they are in the process of their
own liberation, I do not feel they can
give to me as much as I can give to
them, so I talk straight to them about
how much energy I have to
with them.

Are Men the Enemy?
I have understanding for the position
that some of my lesbian sisters have
taken in ' reference to heterosexual and
bisexual women. In an effort to protect
themselves from women who are heterosexist and prefer men to women, some
lesbian women have decided that they
do not want to be intimate with women
who do not proclaim themselves to be
lesbian , that is primarily devoted emotionally and sexually to women. I know
the hurt that women incur when a
fri end or lover chooses a man over them
because of heterosexist ; rejudices. I
understand their desire to protect themselves particularly from women seeking
a "gay experience" and I suppOrt their
interests to struggle only with other
lesbian women.
But I want to suPPOrt heterosexual
women to become bisexual, and I want
it to be easy for them to do so. I do not
believe it should be necessary for a
woman (although she may want to) to
make a decision to define herself as
lesbian when she decides that she wants
to have relationships with other women.
But some lesbian women say they cannot suPPOrt women to become bisexual.
They see bisexuality as
women's liberation. For instance,
Loretta Ulmschreider, in the March
issue of Furies, says: "Women who practice bisexuality today are simply leading
highly privileged lives that do not challe,nge male power and that, in fact,
undermine the feminist struggle."
Although I definitely disagree with
the above position I can see the value of
a separatist movement in the process of
overcoming sexist or heterosexist oppression in this country, at this time. ·
There are positive functions I see that a
separatist movement can perform: First,
to intensify the contradictions by
particularly highlighting the oppression
of homosexuals in a predominmtly
heterosexist society and, second, to help
lesbians as an oppressed minority to
gain a sense of their own unity and
power. I'm sure there are others, and I
hope lesbians will articulate them for us,
and I support them to do so.
Politically, I support women who
desire to struggle with men and who
men how they
have energy to
oppress women and how they, as men,
are oppressed by sexism. I'm not talking
about women continuing to rescue men
" by' doing more than 50% of the work in
struggling as they have been trained to
do by their programming. But I do .
support women to make equitable trade
agreements with men that will make
available to women what men have to
offer, such as knowledge and skills
about means of production and power.
In return women can offer information
about sexism, nurturing and being in
touch with feelings. Just as white people
cannot learn how they oppress Black
people without Black people pointing it
out to them, men cannot fully understand how they oppress women without
women pointing it out to them. It is
vital that women have access to Movement men who have power. If communication is not maintained and there
is not a willingness and desire to struggle, I fear that it is possible for all men
to be thus
to be seen as the enemy
objectified. This type of objectification
can become bigotry and has been the
rationale for genocide and other crimes
against humanity .
I believe that the main political

thrust of my bisexuality is that it involves a decision to continue intense
struggles with men as wen as women. To
fight the capitalist system and people's
opprcssive actions we need to unite with
truly rcvolutionary men to struggle
against all our oppression. I know that
some lesbian sisters believe that it is
politically incorrect for them to struggle
with men at this time because it colludes with men's existing privilege and
misuses of power in our sexist society. I
suppOrt them in their decision to follow
their beliefs, and I ask for their support
of me following mine.
I do sec what's in it for me to struggle with men. Just as Black women
clearly see their brothers being greatly
oppressed, I see mine as also oppressed
and desire to see them liberated. They
make up 50% of the population, and I
do not want to relinquish access to
them. I want access to men so I can
make demands on them. (Sec Jo
Freeman, "Tyranny of Structurelessness," in Ms., July 1973. ) Men's programming disconnects them from their
loving emotions and causes them to be
afraid by preventing them from nurturing and loving themselves and each
other. I think frightened people are dangerous, and I believe that we should
keep an eye on them. I want to be able
to demand that
learn to nurture
and love themselves and other men and
stop being dangerous in and to the
world.
Bisexuality inclines a person away
from monogamy and, as "have alrcady
stated, this also happens when people
are into having loving relationships with
themselves. I believe that fighting monogamy is a very important revolutionary
act, that monogamy is the kingpin of
the nuclear family which reinforces individuality and competition, and that serial or emotional monogamy reinforces
our inability to function effectively and
succeed in groups. If we are able to love
only one person in a deep and meaningful way, we are seriously hindered from
developing a collecti.vized, socialist
movement in this country.
I can easily understand and nurture
women who decide that they do not
have energy to struggle intimately with
men because they don't see what's in it
for them. Also, I don't want to discount
the fact that although the level of commitment may be less for men than it is
for women some lesbians do struggle in
a meaningful and important way with
men.
However, I won't support women
who take the position that they're O.K.
and men (or women who relate to men)
are not O.K. I do not think it is politically or humanly correct to decide that
half of humanity is not O.K. although I
can easily understand women having a
loving preference for women. I have
suppOrt for women to be strong individuals, to be powerful, to be brave, to
not be afraid, to be be.autiful, [0. have
relationships with themselves and with
others, both women and men. I think
that the .ability to maintain sovereignty
as an individual while cooperating in
long term and meaningful nonmonogamous relationships with others
which allow you also to maintain your ·
individuality is very imporunt for us
learning to work wgether. These ongoing
relationships with women and men pro. vide a continuing source of feedback
.and support that can help us recre.ate
ourselves and enable us to become the

human beings that we want to be. I
support all women to be beautiful,
powerful amazons, and to give up maleoriented toughness, cruelty, killing and
hatred and replace it with true Human
Power which is loving and life supporting.
I think it is important for men to
learn to love other men, to Jearn to love
their own bodies, their own sexuality,
and the bodies and sexuality of their
brothers. I think that it is a very basic
contradiction tha[ people are repulsed
and afraid of the bodies and sexuality of
their own sex. I believe that this is most
acute in men where it teinforces competitive and distrustful feelings about
each other and colludes with their lack
of nurturing for themselves and other
men. I think that men who get in touch
with their feelings and in touch with
their love for themselves and each other
will find it difficult to go to war, and
will not be able to compete in a capitalist society's brutal marketplace. They
will also, hopefully, feel safe enough to
give up any illegitimate power they have
and understand that sexist oppression
doesn't profit them in the long run.
I am disturbed by a tendency that I
see developing in which it has become
"politically correct" to be gay, and I
think that it is possible that this will
promote women into wanting to be gay
out of competitive or politically inadequate feelings, rather than wanting to
be gay because it's an exciting and
beautiful thing for them. I think it is
crucial for women who are thinking of
being loving with other women to be
. intimate and sexy only with women
who really turn them on in a physical as
well as emotional way, women with
whom they feel physically and emotionally comfortable. That they do not attempt to develop a relations1!ip based
solely on a friendship andlor to be
"radically chic." To be gay because it is
"politically correct" is unfair and oppressive to the truly gay women involved. Also it is not nurturing of their
own gayness, which can be thrown· into
question by the contradictions created
when, on the one hand, a persons thinks
she should be turned on, but her actual
experience is that she isn't.
Finally, I think it is very imporunt
that group
or anyone working
with people in a psychiatric mode demystify where they are at sexually and
expose any biases or prejudices that
might otherwise be mystified and yet
conveyed in that situation. I don't see
bisexuality ,and lesbianism at all being
mutually exclusive and certainly think
at this point it's an obvious mistake for
us to attack each other.
In closing I want to say to women
who are thinking about coming out:
come out sisters; take you time about it,
enjoy yourselves, love yourselves, love
your sisters, and don't be afraid to love
those of your brothers who earn that
precious love.
I especially want to thank my dear
friends Joy Marcus and Claude Steiner
for their great help as editors and supporters. I also 'Want to thank Korain
Powers, Carmen KerT and Coconut
FireRaven for tbeir feedback and support and Anita Friedman for ber criticisms and bard work in struggle.
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Awed by her splendor
Stars near the lovely
moon cover their own
bright faces
when she
is roundest and lights
earth with her silver

Thank you, my dear
You came, and you did
well to come: I needed
you. You have made
love blaze up in
my breast- bless you!
Bless you as often

j

as the hours have
been endless to me
while you were gone

J

I

-j

I was so happy
Believe me,
prayed that
night might
doubled for

I
that
be
us

Day in, day out
I hunger and
I struggle

You will say
Sec, I have come
back to the soft
arms I turned from
in the old days

The gods bless you
May you sleep then
on some tender
girl friend's breast

- Soppho
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Thoughts on Men's Oppression
Rick OeGolia
For five years I have been relati ng to
and struggling with women who, as part
of the process of fighting their own oppression, have demanded equality in
their associations with mcn. It is only in
the past twO years that 1 and other men
have begun to realize that we werc in
need of a liberation movement ourselves. We have found our relationships
with each O[her to be unfulfilling,

performancc-orientca and competitive.
As a resuit, I have been going through

important personal changes. The information in this paper is the reason for
and consequence of those changes.
Introduction
Men arc oppressed. All men experience it, but few men really feel it and
fewe r admit it either [0 themselves or to
others. We: arc taught that oppressed
people are weak and dt:pendent. We arc
also taught that men arc supposed to be
Strong and independent. Both art: lies.
Both arc "De", imponant in order to
insure the social, economic, and politi0 1 status quo. Oppression of men is
maintained through our isolation from
each other. As workers, professionals,
and businessmen we arc plugged into
competitive pOlitical, social, and eco-nomic systems the narure of which reinforces our isolation from each other.
To overcome this isolation and the resulting oppression we must understand
our social programming and act against
what we don't like by integrating new
ways of being into our daily lives.
St:x-role training has no beginning. It
is a continuous function. It exists everywht:re and within everything in our society. It is impossible to take it at the
beginning and to t:xplain it to the end.
All one can do is jump in and begin to
struggle.
T he Real Man
Men have been taught to be cut off
from emotions &nd feelings. We arc
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taught that there is no need for
feelings- that they only get in the way
of efficient and successful action. The
image of a. "real man" is that be can
take it, that he doesn't feel pain. The
"real" man always comes out on tOp, he
always wins. He's big and strong and
muscle bound. He's unemotional, and
he doesn't get upset. He (gives the
impressio n that he) is always in control.
Understanding this description of
male sex-role programming is central to
demystifying men's oppression. Men arc
given this package and told to fit into it.
Men arc traint:d to believe that all other
men arc trying to fit into this package,
and if something goes wrong it is an
individual problem and an individual
inadequacy. This kind of conditioning
shortchanges men, it keeps us from
developing our full human potential.
Alienated Labor
It is important and enlightening to
examine male sex-role programming in
terms of our economic strucrures. OUf
society is structured around work which
people do out of economic survival
rather than free choice. This work or
labor is generally very unfulfilling and
alienated because 1) the worker has no
control over the product which he
creates, and 2) the conditions under
which he works are very dehumanizing.
Alienated labor creates a foundation
for sex-role oppression (Steiner and
wyckoff, 1971.) The only way anyone
can bear the boredom and brutalization
of alienated labor is to be cut o(f from
all feeling. It is impossible for somcone
who is tuned in to his feelings and
acutely aware of his well being to stand
in an asscmbly line putting together cars
or sit at a desk shuffling papers for eight
hours a day. Even if someone were dedicated to organizing his or her co-workers, being cut off from feelings
would be essential in order to maintain
sanity in an alienated labor siruation.

Bearing the physical and psychological
pain of alienated labor is one of the
things that men have to do in o rder to
survive in this society.
Here the analogy between sexual performance and alienated labor is appropriate (Marcuse, 1964). Sexually, men
. are oppressed by tht: drive to "get it
over with·," and the programming to
"put on a show." In the
men arc
oppressed by dehumanizing conditll)ns,
and alit:nation from their feelings. In
both situations men are told [0 "do
whatever you must as quickly as you
can." Each supports the otht:r with· the
emphasis on tht: "goal-orientt:d success"
of production. The result is a continu·
ation of tht: status quo.
Why do men put up with it? There
are many reasons, but two which are
particularly relevant to this papt:r arc
1) because it is difficult to find alternatives, and 2) because, if we rduse it,
we arc tremendously guilt-riddt:n.
American society has madt: the working
man synonymous with American Manhood. As President of General Motors, it
is very important to keep the vast
majority of workers thinking "I can
take it" rather than "Why the hell
should I?" That way you can tum out
more automobiles, more quickly. The
worker is made to associate General
Motors' dficiency, success, and performance with his own efficiency. success, and performance.
Alienatt:d labor tcaches people how
to be isolated and powerless. Alienated
labor dist:mpowers people; it makes
"men into machines" and it teaches
pc:ople how not to relate to each other.
In this context, it is very imponant that
men consider it weak to ask for help or
support. As Itlng as people arc isolated
from t:ach other and afraid of each
other it is impossible for us to realize
that we are all bdng oppressed in very
similar. ways.

"Why don' you act like a man?"

Guilty and Trapped
A basic manifestation of male sexrole programming is that men tend not
to be spontaneous. Men are trained to
associate spontaneity with loss of control, and thus to fear it. By not being
spontaneous we, as men, disconnect
ourselves from our gut feelings, and
tend to talk about or act on what we
would like to feel or what we- wish we
could feel, rather that what we actually
do feel. The result is that "headtripping" becomes the main substitute for
feeling and that our society very rigorously teaches men the skill of "rational
thinking" in order to insure alienation
from emotions. A concrete description'
of this is a situation I call Guilty and
Trapped.
In our society we are taught to get
into various behavior patterns. If a
person rejects the cond itioning and acts
according to his true feelmgs, an internal control mechanism registers guilt.
Guilt is the rope around our necks
which always pulls taut whenever we
begin to "get out of line." Guilt makes
people fear that something is wrong
with them. Guilt is essential in keeping
men cut off from feelings and locked
into the social programming. When a
person begins to feel guilty he usually
gets locked into worrying about what
he's doing wrong, or what he should be
doing instead. This escalates the guilt.
Worrying becomes a substitute for feeling. As long as a person continues to
worry about what he's doing, or what
he's not doing, or what he should be
doing, it's impossible to feel anything
but the unpleasantness of worrying. In
order to avoid worrying, men also often
avoid feeling. The result is that all
actions come out in terms of performance.
Performance is the programmed
alternative to spontaneity. By performance I mean action which is programmed or premeditated and does not
match the feeling state. When a person
is afraid of doing something wrong or
afraid of showing weakness it is easier to
adopt acceptable sex-role behavior patterns than to struggle through the
problems involved in feeling. However,
the avoidance of feeling creates other,
often much greater problems.
In this society we arc taught that
men should be strong, not weak . And

since making mistakes is considered a
.sign of weakness, male sex-role conditioning very thoroughly teaches that a
"real man" doesn't make mistakes. This
leaves men I ) afraid of making mistakes
and 2) guilty once a mistake is made.
Because of this a man's actions are going
to be guarded and performance
oriented. The rule "A real man doesn't
make mistakes," is enforced through a
series of internal messages or voices of
doubt and caution. Often the oppressive
content of these messages is disguised
by a mask of false self-protection. Some
examples are "Watch out, you're going
to make a mistake; That's toO much,
you'd better cool it; That wasn't a mistake, but you'd better cool it anyway;
You really blew it. you'd better give up,
etc." In Radical Psychiatry we call these
messages "pig messages" which come
from "the ene·my." (Anita Friedman has
suggested that the "pig parent" be considered "the enemy" in each of us.)
"The
or "the pig parent" is that
part of us which enforces the oppressive
aspects of our social and sex-rolc conditioning, some people call it "the government in our heads." Everyone has his
or her own internal messages and it is
often difficult to determine whether
they are truly protective (nurtu ringi.e., supporting growth) or falsely protective (pig-i.e .. inhibiting growth).
A Guilty and Trapped situation is
proJ;floted by these pig messages. They
insure that a man will feel guilty by
continually reminding him of his mistakes and of how he isn't really a "real
man." They also help build the trap by
keeping a man out of touch with his
feelings
and
locked
into
his
performancc-oriented sex-role programming.
Concretely, a Guilty and Trapped
situation occurs in the following way : A
man and woman are dating. The woman
turns to the man and says, "I really like
you, how do you feel about me?" The
man answers, "I like you too. I feel that
wc could have a really beautiful relationsh ip." The woman is immediately
flattered . .The man sounds as if he likes
her a lor. However, (as is often the case)
the man may not really like her a lot, he
may just be saying so because: that is
what his programming tells him he
should feel or should want to feel (especially if she's "good looking"). He may

actually feel, "Well, I kind of like you,
and I'd like to get to know you better."
But the catch is "relationship"; because
it immedialely projects a vision of the
future, rather than dealing with the
here-and-no,¥ reality of the present. The
relationship can even look like it should
for a few weeks, but if that's so it is
likely that the man is performing a lot
in order to keep the relationship looking
"good."
The problem is that he gets into the
relationship on the false premise that
he's feeling something which in fact he's
not feeling at all, but which he thinks he
should be feeling. As the relationship
progresses the contradictions between
feeling and programming (how it is and
how it should be) become increasingly
exaggerated. With each contradiction
the man becomes increasingly guilty,
and the more guilty he gets, the more he
is isolated - in his head and alienated
from his feelings.
At this point, the situation begins to
get really uncomfortable. It begins to
feel like a trap. He doesn't know what
to do, but he thinks that he should
know, and he thinks that something is
wrong with him since he doesn' t know.
The fact is that he's out of touch with
his feelings. He has locked himself into a
conception of what he wants the relationship to look like, and every time a
contradiction comes up he feels guilty
because I) the contradiction exists, and
2) he doesn't know how to deal wit\it.
Because men are out of touch with feelings and afraid of emotions, they are
unable to deal with problems related to
feelings and emotions . .However, because: men arc supposed to be compe.tent, both men and women greatly rely
on men to " take care of business." The
result is that the contradictions ,arc
often not dealt with until they arc overwhelming. At such a time the relationship dissolves with the man usually feeling guilty and the woman feeling angry
or hurt. Because the man doesn't say
anything until he feels trapped and because he ignores his feelings until
they're overwhelming, the contradictions usually come as a surprise to
the woman, she doesn't know what has
happened, and she's left up in the air
feeling very oppressed and probably
something to be wrong with

,
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Men's Anger
is very oppressive for men to fear
that mistakes indicate an essential inadequacy or lack of manhood. Always having to be in control, to take responsibility, and to initiate action is terribly
oppressive. The result is inner frustration and tension which yields a stined,
confused kind of anger.
Bccause mcn arc taught to feel guilty
about anger (control is the name of the
game), it is often suppressed and inhibited . Also because there are no programmed ways to directly confront
what is oppressive, the anger is often
misdirected. The result is a kind of everpresent frustration which is impossible
to satisfy. Th.is is important to a Guilty
and Trapped situat ion because the anger
is directed at the partner in very subtle,
mystified, and guilt-ridden ways. The
pig message is that the anger is illegitimate, that something is wrong with you
if you feel angry, and that you should
take out your anger on whoever is onedown to you, i.e., women, children, and
pets. This pig message serves to fu rt her
mystify the oppressive reality which
created
the
anger,
Misdirected
anger often makes its victim equally
angry and the situation usualty escalates
until it becomes a game of "defensive
anger" in which each person is ridiculing
and "pigging" the o ther person, JUSt to
make him or her feel bad. If this game is
altowed to go on the result can be a
fin al blow-up or "end-game" in which
both peo ple part feeling very angry,
very hurt, and often hatred for one
another.
...
Competition
Men are kept isolated from each
other through competition and fear.
The reinforcement for competition in
our society is immense. Praise is often
considered most valuable when given in
comparative terms, e.g., "You were the
best in the class," or "You did better
than ... " Value is placed on individual
accomplishment rather than cooperation. We are told to "cooperate" with
parental or authority figures, and when
we do, we get approval, and are treated
as good children. But when we begin to
cooperate with each other it is considered weak, or threatening, or cheating.
At the basis of competitive programming is fear, particularly fear of
scarcity. The messages behind the fear
speak directly to the lack of cooperation, e.g., " I'll be left behind," "Look
out, here I come," or "If I can't make it
neither can you," etc. The result is that
men often think that they are protecting themselves, or taking care of themselves, by competing. This is particularly
dear in terms o f men not expressing
their ideas or fed ings. Men are taught to
watch OUt for everyone, especially other
men. because if "someone geLS to know
something you know, it will be used
against you ." The idea is not to truSt
anyone and not to show feelings because if a person trusts or shows his
feelings , then he is vulnerable, and being
vulnerable is 1) weak, and 2) the means
through which people get manipulated.
These two points are lies. They keep
men afraid of their own feelings and
afraid of recognizing feelings in other
people. They arc an essential part of
male sex-role programming.
It
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"Genuine equality between the sexes
can only be realized
In the socialist transformation
of society as a whole."
--Mao Tse-tung, 1955
Body AWllrcncss
Men have been taught to relate to
their surround ing world from an almost
entirely intellectual perspective. This
perspective ignores feelings and fears
emotions. Our sex-role training discounts not only our feelings, but those
of others. We can confront part of this
oppressive training by listening to and
accounting for the feelings of others.
But what about ourselves? Unless such
change is a head-trip the answer is obviously yes. In order to reclaim our
feelings-and it is a process of reclaiming-we must start to reclaim our
bodies. We need to StOP giving our
power and self-determination up [0
verbal messages which keep us locked
into rational jail cells. I am not suggesting that we give up the much treasured
skill of berng able to think welt. However, I am suggesting that we begIn to
take responsibility for the feelings that
exist throughout our bodies.
Some important steps to reclaiming
feelings are 1) To feel safe to experiment with feelings in the presence of
people we trust . Support" and honest
feedback from other people is essential.
2) To be conscious of the faCt that there
are feelings which have been ignored for
a long time. J ) To let those feelings
come to the surface on their own
timing , don 't force them. 4) To become
aware of yo ur breathing. Very few of us
breathe to our full capacity. Our bodies
suffer. Deep breathing which expands
the diaphragm into the stomach distributes more oxygenated blood throughout the body . The result is a surfacing
of feelings. Men tend to breathe only
into their chests. because it makes them
look and feel strong and muscle-bound.
In order to breathe just into the chest
one has to "lock" his diaphragm, keep:a
tight gut, and a tight anal sphincter.
This literally " locks out" a lot of feeling
and sensitivity.
Trusting intuition is a part of reclaiming feelings. Intuition is a very
human capaciry which men have been
mined to ignore. Men can learn a lot
about intuition from women . If one
gives himself pennissio n to pay attention to his intuitive fantasies, his intuition will develop on its own. (See
Steiner, JRT # 1 for further discussion.)

Performance and Sexuality
1·low to perform is something both
boys and girls are taught very early.
Boys are taught to go outside and play,
to learn how to take care of the world.
They are given lots of reinforcement for
"showing ofr' and "provi ng themselves," i.e., perfonning. 'For men, performance "rules" are clearly manifested
in sex.
In our society men and boys are
given a lot of unstated permission to
masturbate. On the surface this may
seem like a good thing, but it limits
men's sexuality to their genitals. Instead
of being encouraged to make 10\'e to
themselves as whole human beings, men
are encouraged to "jack off," "jerk
off," or " beat their meat," all of which
are very limited genital approaches to
masturbation. In this way , masturbation
acts as an incomplete release which is
very oppressive.
It is oppressive in three ways. 1) The
is genital, and has little to do
with bodily sensual feeling. 2) The act
of masturbation is entirely goaloriented. The orgasm is all that counts.
3) The pennission involves a double
message: do it ; but don't feel good
about it. It's OK, but it's not OK. The
guilt which all boys associate with masturbation can seriously inhibit sexual
well-being throughout life. This guilt is

very important in that it conditions men
to be par:woid and uneasy about any
kind of future sexual involvement. One
consequence is the tendency to "get it
over with." The correlation between
this tendency and a hurried sexual contact is obvious. Rushing through a sex-'
ual experience is a programmed way of
retaining genital sexuality without experiencing an emotional loss of control.
Boys are taught that "real" sex is
"getti ng laid." It is necessary to go ou t
into the world and get it. It is something
which a boy oftc;n tries to do before he
is emotionally ready because it will
prove his manliness. On every high
school and college campus across this
counlTY sexual performance is considered a major proof of manhood. In this
context, sex is conquest and the performer is alienated from feeling and
emotion.
Sex has glory (in that it brings manly
respect) and it inevitably becomes goaldirected . Even as the concept of sex has
changed from "getting laid" to "making
love," and as men have begun to relate
to women as human beings rather than
as mysterious sexual objects, much of
the goal-directedness has been retained.
The most blatant act of sexual perfonnance is when sex becomes totally oriented toward the male orgasm without any
consideration for the sexual partner.

Pleasure: The Source
Of Good
P LEASURE. AI""ncler Lo_n. Cow.rd, 1910, SS.9 5.
u nc.r, 191 1, pap. $.95.

T he body, as opposed to the eto, desires pleasure, not power. Bod.i-'
Iy pleasure is the source rrom whkh all our lood
feelinlS and lood thinkinlstems. H the bodily
pleasure o f an individual is destroyed, he becomes
an angry, rrustrated, and haterul person. His think. inl becomes distorted, and his creative potential is
lost. He developslelf-destruetive altitud.s.

Even between a mm and a woman
struggling to eXJKrience sex in a warm ,
gentle, physically sharing way, the problem of sexual performance continually
crops up. Now that men are aware that
women can have, and want, orgasms,
there is a strong tendency to pur energy
linto "giving" women orgasms. That
is, the central foc us of sexual perform·
ance moves from the male orgasm to the
fema le orgasm. Men "prove their manhood," i.e., are good
by giving women good orgasms; but they may
lose the experience for themselves. They
aren't really experiencing the love feel·
ings and animal sharing. It is fine to

men. Girls are taught to play with dolls,
to be responsive to the family b aby, and
ultimately to take care or and nurture
other people. They are taught to pay
dose attention to mother and to learn
from her. Boys are taught to play with
blocks, and trains, and cars, and friends;
but it is considered feminine and unnatural for boys to play with dolls. Boys
are taught to accept nurturing from
mother and to learn how to be a man
from father. Thus men are programmed
to be dependent on women for love and
fo r suppOrt to grow.
In our society the only time a man is
given permission to nurture is when

UNBECOMING MEN. TimH Ch. nge. 1911. p. p .
$1.25. Pen_n. W.Jhinll1on. NJ 07882.

Jean nette was the IlIIt woman I dated before grow·
ing.up. She was the m05t seU·aware peraon I'd met,
and I determined that aU I wanted of her wu to
make her, partly just for $eX, but a lot for the
make itself, the qo, the conquest , the thrill. the
power. Everything I did and said I calculated, p.ych·
ing her up and manipulating her toward the kill. By
our third dale I knew I'd won. It was just a matter
.of time.

learn to be a good lover, but as Wilhelm
Reich has pointed out, a total letting go
of control, not to the other person but
to the unity of the experience. is impor'
ta nt in a fulfilling sexual experience. If a
man is performing sexually, that is, always initiating, and always taki ng rcsponsibility for the sexual excitement of
his partner, he will be signifieantly limiting the depth of his sexual experience
and even his sexual involvement. Most
decisions such as timing or setting have
traditionally been the responsib ility of
the man . Men can begin to demand that
women make more of the decisions.
take more of the responsibility, and do
more of the initiating. Women arc oppressed by and collude with male sexual
'oppression by "laying back" and letting
men do most of the work.
Nurturing
One of the most impomnt things for
men to do is to learn how to nurture
themselves and other people. To nurture
is to give the right kind of love at the
right time, essentially to suppOrt
growth . Women arc taught to nurture
everyone but themselves (Wyckoff,
1973). Men arc taught that we will be
taken care of by women. For men to
overcome their sex·role programming
and to be autonomous, whole human
beings, we must learn how to nurture.
Nurturing is a learned skill which is en'
couraged in women and inhibited in

or in no way
someone else is
threatening. In this situation the social
message is "Don't give anyone strength
that can be used against you." This insurcs comJKrition and the status quo.
This is clearly exemplified by the fact
that men can easily give nurtu ri ng to
women when women arc crying. The
underlying message is "So long as you
I' ll rake care of you ." In
arc
this context a woman soon learns that if
she wants to be nunured, indeed, if she
wants any strokes at all from men, she
must act
Male nurturing, if
given o nly in this context, reinforces a
woman's oppression. She learns that if
she comes on strong and asks for what
she wants, she will be considered demanding and uppity and men will walk
away, thus making her fee l that if she
wants anything from men she has to
remain in her oppressive, one-down role.
Conclusion
Women are oppressed by men as a
group, but men arc not oppressed by
women as a group. What is oppressive to
mcn is their dependence on women.
This society is structured and run by
men for the material benefit of men. It
is "necessarily oppressive to women.
However. for men , everything hinges on
the fact that men can' t do it alone.
" Behind every great man there is a
woman ." Men arc oppressed by their
inability to be au to nomous, complete,
loving human beings.

Lou Mvats

"Television is a very poor substitute for hu"
man relationships. "
The work men need to do on their
sex·role conditioning is twofold . One:
men need to learn how to stop oppressing women . In order to do this men
must Stop exploiting women, but also
stop being afraid of women, stop com·
peting with women, and start understanding women. Two: Men need to
learn [ 0 be autonomous, i.e., how to
stOp believing that women arc necessary
to validate a man's humanity. Men need
to get in touch with their feelings, and
to stOp being dependent on women for
emotions. Men have had their emotions
stolen from them by a system which
delivers only mate,rial benefits to a few.
In order to feel. men have been forced
to rely on women. This must be
stopped. Men must begin to open them·
selves up. to g.o into their souls. and to
rediscover their feel ings. This process
may be painful and may be time con·
suming. It is the process of reclaiming
one's humanity. Sex roles have defined
human behavior for a very long time.
There arc reasons why they have
existed. The reasons arc built on moral
values which arc no longer relevant, and
on social. political, and economic values
which arc oppressive. Sex·role behavior
used to be viewed as cooperative, as give
and take, and as necessary for human
survival. This is no longer true. Social,
moral, political and personal values,
needs, and wants have all changed decisively in the past twO hundred years.
The complimentary give and take of the
sex·role exchange is no longer cooperative, indeed it is oppressive. Sex roles
directly inhibit growth and change.
They insure the personal oppression of
men and women, and they coopt us into
furthering the political oppression of
capitalism and imperialism.
Men's consciousness-raising groups
and problem-solving groups can be very
important in helping men to gain the
freedom to make decisions from want

and need, rathe r than fro m incapacities
or guilt. Making decisions that lead to
changes which oppose many years of
programming arc ollen very difficult
and very frightening. Open suppor!
from a group, a community, or a family
becomcs essential.
We have all been mystified about
both the quantity and quality of sup'
port and friendship we can get from
other human beings. We have never been
taught how to support each other to
radically examine our present behavior
,and values. Likewise we have never been
taught how to create a revolution. Con·fronting these problems and working
the m th rough enlightens us to the possi·
bilities of deeper and more extensive
human relationships. In o rder to create
meaningful change in ourselves and in
our society, it is essential for people to
break away from their guilt, unhappi·
ness, and despair- ali of which I believe
have direct tics to sex·role programming. Support from other struggling
JKople, particularly other brothers, is
absolutcly necessary for men to overcome their sex-role oppression.
The infonnation in this paper comes
(rom a workshop I did with Jed Pogran
in August at the Berkeley Radical
Psychiatry Conference, from a men's
problem·solving group that we lead
together, from basic Radical Psychiatry
tbeory, and from the cominuing ditJlogue of the struggling brothers and
sisters at the Bukeley Radical Psychiatry Center. Also I would like to give
special credit to Jed for tbe contribution of bis ideas and to Hogie, Lian,
Claude, and Anita for support and work
in belping to put tbis paper together.
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Intimacy
JOY Marcus

t

Preface
I have written this article for two rcasons: I) because I believe tha! happy
intimate: rclationships arc, and will be,
an inextricable component of a revolutionary force - as I envision such a
forcc-(indccd, I don't want a revolution that doesn't give primacy to the
value and dcw=Jopmcnt of loving human
relationships) and 2) because I believe ,
that while: intimacy is a basic human
need from which many people arc alien-

ated it has been. at best, of only peripheral interest to psychiatry and, .instead, it should be a central concern of
psychiatrists. Surely, I feci, the issue
should be taken vcry seriously by soulhealers and organizers who arc also committed to radical, i.c., thorough-going,
political change in this country.
People need intimacy to be happy.
People need a variety of intimate relationships lO bc happy and they need a
variety of environments or contel(ts in
whish different types of intimacy can
be realiud. People need the intimacy of
community. (Marcus, 1971) They need
work which IS non-alienated; nonalienated labor carries with it the potential for intimacy. And people need intimacy in their living situations.
When people seeking psychiatric help
complain to me that they're unhappy
and don't know why. one of the earliest
questions I ask is; "Do you have friends
who are honcst with you. whom ' you
trust and who love you?" [ ask that
question because 1 believe, based on my
experience, that people who have
enough loving friends willing to talk
straight to them seldom' need psychiatric help. Work in group with people
who answer the question in the negative
usually ineludes the development of
intimacy skills. Intimacy skills have lO
do with how to say hello and what to
say and do after you say hello.
In this paper four things happen; I.) I
talk about how psychiatry keeps us
apart; 2) I offer a general theory and
definition of intimacy and I divide intimacy into types; 3) I talk about different types of alienation which operate
as barriers to intimacy. and 4) I indicate
a relationship between in timacy and
political power.
Conspiracy
There is a conspiracy to keep us
apart. There arc a number of partici·
pants in the conspiracy; at the moment
I am most concerned with the psychiatric industry.
Psychiatrists collude to keep people
apart. They seldom talk about intimacy
and when they do most people don't
understand them. It's notable that in
the vast body of psychiatric literature
there is no theory of intimacy. The
eloseSt Freud got to it was to say that
what "normal" people should be able to
do is "to love and to wo rk." And he
said it in passing; it was an off-the-cuff
remark made lO a reporter at an airport.
Eric Berne said that of the five ways
peoplc structure time intimacy is one;
hc described it as the absence of withdrawal, work. ,rituals. pastimes, games
but he also is reputed to have said most
people don't experience more than fiftecn minutes of intimacy in their lifetimes. Erik Erikson categorized intimacy; he called it the sixth stage of
human development occurring in young
adulthood. But he didn't define intimacy. and he didn't tell anyone how to
:achiC\'e it. And. according to Erikson,
little kids can't get tight with each
other.
Fritz Perls s:aid. " If we meet that's
/8

beautiful, if not, it can't be helped ." At
least Perls held out the possibil ity of
getting it on. but he had nothing to say
abou t commi tment or du ration. In a
paper published in the lntem:atio nal
Journal of Psychiatry (1970-71) a doctor, named Alan Stone, writes that intimacy "... can be viewed as a reexperiencing of the dyad and those narcissistic gratifications (I think he mea ns
bcing in love- J.M.) thar prccede thc
solidification of the super-cgo. Thus intimacy m:ay carry a special burden of
psycho-sexual and anaclytie meaning ...
But intimacy, however it is defined, as
one learns at great length from patience
and from tbe existelltial literature 01
and aloll/mess, is /lot easily
attailled. " (Emphasis added- J.,\ 1.)
A bit latcr in the paper, which is
actually about the encounter movement
and sensitivity training, Stone describes
the relcase of love fcelings. He says:
"Therc is a striking resemblance to an
ego state of hypo'm:ania, if not one of
joy or intimacy."
I chose to quote Alan Stone because
he exemplifies well for me how traditional psychiatry contributes to keeping
people apart. First, the language is nearly unintelligible. Surely, real people
were not intended to understand it.
Thus the doctor colludes with people's
alienation by mystifying them. Sccond,
once all the gobbledy-gook IS unravclled, one can sec his messagc is incorrect. Indeed, what I get out of what
he's saYlOg is that it's not quite
"healthy" to bc h:appy. And third, he
says that even if it is okay to be happy,
forget it kids. Anyo"e who's read a few
20th century novels, psychology and
sociology textbooks k110WS that ain't
nobody (except maybe a very lew special princcs and princesses) gonna get it
on. We're all doomcd.
I suppose one of the reasons the issue
of intimacy has not been duly confronted in psychiatry is because the
field is male-dominated and most men,
due to thc oppression of thei r sex·role
tr:aining, arc not very available to in ti·
macy. That is, men have been trained to
be generally turned-off and tuned-out.
(Sec Steiner, IRT #1 and Wyckoff, IRT
#2.)
Therefore, another way psychiatrists
cause alienation (which is antithetical to
intimacy) is by witholding their own
feelings from people "in therapy"; they
don't let people know if and when
they're feeling close to thcm or feeling
rurned-off, nor do they suggest to their
"clients" that thcy would be happier if:
1) they had several intimate relationships; 2) they were involved in a community or in the process of creating a
community; and 3) their work was nonalienated.
Admittedly, the re:are a few psychiatrists around who have written books
which tell people things they can do to
get closer, but those books :arc written
for heterosexual. white, middle and
upper-middle class people. In short,
although they do say you don't have to
be married to have sexual intimacy,
they are sexist, racist and capitalist.
Psychiatry supports the main tenance
of the nuclear family which, with but a
few exceptions, is a tremendous barrier
to intimacy. In order to unders tand how
the nuclear family is a barrier to intimacy it is helpful to understand "the
strokc economy." (Steiner, 1971) A
stroke is a unit of positive human
recognition- hug, smile, compliement,
etc. Thc stroke economy is an artificial
limit placed on strokes. We've been
brought up to believe there's a scarcity
of strokes and. we've been taught a
bunch of crazy and crazy-making rules
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about stroking: you can only stroke certain
at certain
in certain
placespeople
in certain
ways, times
ctc. (Wyckoff,
197 1) Further, as relatcs to intimacy,
some families say: it's okay to stroke
other people outsidc the family as long
as you don't fall in lovc with them.
Intimacy has to do with sharing- love
and work. So the way the nuclear
family operates against intimacy is by
perpetuating the society's competitive
values and behavior, following rules
which coerce people into suppressing
love feelings (not to .mention other feelings, too). Essentially, people become
alienated from their capacity for sharing. When people must suppress their
love feelings in onc place, the feelings
will be suppressed in other places. In
other words, if I am in a family which
has forbidden me to love anyone outside its boundaries, then I will either
turn off my . feelings (I 'll become alienated ) or I will become angry. When I
feel anger for a long time I won't feel
love. My love feelings for people within
the familial boundaries will have been
squelched . And I won't be able to get
close to anyone. There arc many more
specific ways in which thc nuclear family oppresses people's capacity for intimacy which can be understood in terms
of sex-role scripting.
Definition and Theory
Intimacy is the experience of loving
relatedness. It is being and feeling elose
to people 'whom wc like and /or love.
While people need strokes in order to
survive, they need intimacy in order to
grow, to learn, to be validated and renewed and to have a good time. Without
strokes pcople get depressed and sometimes even die. Without intimacy people
arc static, predictable, non-dynamie,
easily manipulated and exploited. while
intimacy is impossiblc without stroking,
all the strokes in the world do not
necessarily constitute intimacy.
People seek intimacy- so much so
that many people I've known were willing to sacrifice a certain amount of highquality strokes, if necessary, in order to
insure the stability of an on-going intimate relationship.
Intimacy is not just intense stroking.
It seems a bit more complex than that.
(Not that strok ing is always the simplest
matter in the world!) I would say that
intimacy can be an intense experience
and that stroking is integral to it. Howunless we re-define stroking to include a wider range of possibiiities than
we've defined so far, I would say that
often the experience of feeling elose to
people can be achieved with quite a
minimum of stroking. When people arc
open to themselves and to each other
they feel close; they arc kindred spirits,
soul-mates. What people reveal when
they open up to each other and to
themselves might not be strokes, per se.
Intimacy is a condition in the process
of loving. One need not feel love, it
appears, in ordcr to experience intimacy_ Intimacy and love arc not sy nonymoas. Some people:; feci permission to
love, to feel love- "at a distanee"- but
have been programmed against intimacy, against bcing elose to others_
There is a ra nge of intimate experience_ On an imagi nary scale of 1 to 10,
"1" is "hangin' out with your favorite
long-time buddies" and "10" is the .experienee of being at one with another
person or persons- total unity:
There arc two types of intimacy that
I }vish to discuss right now. Type-I intimacy is the experience Of enduring
and loving relatedness. At its best it
c;mies with it explicit commitments of
nunurance and protection in the service
of mutual (or collective) as well as in-

dividual liberation. People involved in
Type·1 relationships usually. but not
necessarily, live together. Type- II inti·
macy is experienced in the "here and
now." It is a peak experience; it's a
Type-II intimacy is the experience of oneness, of unity; it is ecstasy .
Intimacy-II is ofttn a mystical experience. Many psychiatrists (other
people, too) discount \vhat .we experience as mystical. They call it aberrant,
schizophrenic, or hypo·manic . They
associate it with self-delusion or dreamy
confusion. Historically, mysticism has
been associated with dark and evil
forces; it's been considered beyond
human comprehension. transcendental,
not human and nOt of this world .
Actually, I think our mystical parr is
our intuition operating at its most exquisite human level. It is our ability to
tune·ili. to empathize. to read minds, to
feel sou ls.
People who have intimacy-I do not
nceessarily experience intimacy-II , and
people who are able to experience intimacy-II arc not necessarily involved in
type-I relationships. The ideal is to have
a variety of loving relationships and intimate experiences which elicit a maximum amount of ecstasy or, at least,
mellowness_
Everyone Can Do It
Everyone has the capacity for intimacy. The prqblem is that people have
been dcceived and oppressed. Either nobody ever told us about being close or
we've been told intimacy is nOt available
to us andlor that we are wrong, bad or
crazy to seek it. And the other problem
is survival. People who must work very
hard for long periods of time, especially
at meaningless tasks, JUSt don't have
much time, energy or interest to cultivate relationships- either in the work
context or outside of work. Or if thcre
is time it is used to purchase and consume thi1/gs which we've been told is
the main reason fo r working_ Also some
people have grown too dead inside to be
aware that intimacy is something they
need. And, as further reinforcement for
alienation, people believe or have been
led to believe that if they feci dead
inside that that's how life is and just
accept it.
On thc other hand, if evcryone could
fulfill their capacity for intimacy apytime, anywhere we'd all feel quite high
and be active. We wouldn't be consumers, we'd be actors, panicipants_
There is a link between people's capacity for intimacy and political power_
Intimate relationships. like all relationships, can be viewed in terms of
power. The kind of power I'm talking
about- and advotating- is the organic,
self-determined, potentially anarchisttype (grassroots), as opposed to
authoritarian-type power which is
forced on us by this country's government and its rule rs_ If we accept the
idea that the personal is political (political being directly concerned with the
distribution of power) then it would
follow that the extent of a person's
political base- sphere of influence, ability to act effectively- would be determined in direct proportion to her per5O':Ial (intimate) relationships. In other
words, the more intimacy people have
in their lives the more power they are
likely to accrue . And the more power
people have, based on the quality and
quantity of their intimate relationships,
the more .they will be able to change
themselves and act against their oppressive, exploitative society- while having a
good time doing it .•
(See Bibliography f or tbis article 01/ page
34.)
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Straight Men are in Drag
,

Stephen Karakashian
J am a gay man who passed as straight
{or morc than twenty years. For thirtcen of those years I was married, and I
am the father of two beautiful boys.
Ouring that time I made the middle
class couples scene, the back-slapping
sccne with the boys at work, the in-laws
scene, the PTA scene, and many others.
Most of those years I lived in dread that
my friends and colleagues would discover who I really was. I monitored my
speech, my posture, my every gesture
lest any of them betray me. When I
took my family to the beach I looked at
the sand so I would not have to look at
the other men. The only thing that kept
me sane during those long years was the
knowledge that my wife, who is a wonderful woman, and a few extraordinary
straight male friends knew and understood. I allowed myself no gay relation·
ships.
I was a highly successful closet case:
almost no one knew. Day
day I
assumed the identity of a straight man. I
know that identity inside out, for the
I led
on it. Even though I
was, God knows, never able to forget
that I was gay, that identity has
a part of
I was in drag as a straight
man.
Straight men in our society have
best of everyth·ing. Their
control
our economic and political life and set
our
and
our artistic
standards. They get the mOst interesting
and creative jobs and they get paid more
to boot. Or, if jobs are scarce, then
straight men are employed while women
and gays look for work. (Actually, the
important consideration is not so much
whether a man actually is straight as
whether the world things he is- a fact
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which unfortunately .explains why so
many gay men stay in their closets as 1
did.)
Nevertheless to the degree that
accept the straight male role, men pay a
big price for their position of privilege.
In particular, they give up the possibility of honeSt,
emotional
relationships with both women and
other men. The fact is that many men
have been so thoroughly socialized that
they arc genuinely unaware that such
relationships arc even possible. In their
state of emotional anaesthesia, many
men feel vaguely empty or dissatisfied,
,but they are usually too busy rushing
about keeping the world running to
recognize the root of the problem.
Because I am gay, I
experienced a greater sense of alienation
than other men do while playing the
My perceptions may
straight male
be correspondingly more acute; but
straight men tOO, unless they struggle to
liberate themsdves, arc alienated from
their inner selves, from women, and
from each other. In this article I shall
try to make clear some of the reasons
why I believe this is so, and how it is
that the stereotype 'of the gay male (the
"fairy") serves to keep straight men in
line.
Relationships between straight
men and women
Men's attitudes towards women are
filled with ambiguities and conflicted
feelings. A man loves and appreciates
women because they nurtured and cared
for him
he was small, dependent,
and helpless. He admires them because
deep down he understands their warmth
and sensitivity arc the very traits he
lacks in order to become fully human.
He feels guilty because he secretly

knows he n-eats them unfairly. And
most of all, he fears the unleashing of
their suppresscd resentment and con·
tempt.
Any honest relationship between a
man and a woman demands as a first
step that the man confront these confeelings. Yet the very act of
examining feelings is itself a significant
departure from the masculine role, and
is therefore difficult and even fright ening for many men. Moreover, as each
partner 'begins to confront himself or
herself before the other, they find them·
selves in curiously different positions.
Because society rewards men and not
women with power and prestige, the
woman will confess her "masculine"
aspirations with a mixture of pride and
guilt, whereas the man will confront his
"feminine" urges with shame and confusion. It is as if the woman is saying,
"I'm jUst as good as a man!" whereas
the man finds himself asking, "Am I no
better than a woman?" Small wonder
most straight men avoid honest relation·
ships with women!
The openly gay man has already
nude a decisive break with the masculine role model. Consequently he is not
so. invested in maintaining his masculine
self image, and this provides the basis
for a more equal relationship with
women. By contrast, however, a gay
man who has not fully affirmed his own
gay manhood rna)' see in women a
constant reminder of what he regards as
his own sexual inadequacy. In the same
way, a woman. who still depends primarily on her sexual attractiveness to men
for her
will resent not being
viewed as a sex object by gay men. The
more liberated each has become from
his or her' own oppression, the more

"Many conversations with Deirdre
Fnglish have significantly contributed to
Ime development of the analysis prefiented here. I would like to express my
fm-rm appreciation."
likely they are to develop a close bond
of friendship.
Since my own public "coming out,"
I have found that the character of my
relationships with women has changed
completely. Some women are embarrasscd by my very presence, but a great
many others, whose own consciousness
is high, relate to me with a sense of trust
and respect that has been a great source
of satisfaction to me.
Relationships between men
Intimate relationships between men
are possible only at the expense of open
conflict with the accepted standards of
masculine behavior. Although friendships among straight men certainly
exist, maie.-male bonds generally occur
in groups rather than' in pairs where
intimacy (and perhaps the temptl!-tion
to homosexuality) would be more of a
threat. Male comradeships tend to be
outwardly directed, and task or project
oriented - which helps men to avoid confronting their feelings towards each
other. Frequently masculine associations are aggressive in nature, especially
with respect to outsiders. Love and
tenderness are almost never expressed,
although they may break through on
rare occaSions as in injury or death. The
forms of male associations vary widely,
ranging from neighborhood street gangs
to Wall Street clubs, but the possibilities
which they offer for close and intimate
companionship are uniformly dreary.
However laudable the projects they
undertake, straight men tend to congregate in clubs whose solidarity and satisfactions come from lording it over those
perceived as weaker (women, gays, and
"inferiors") and whose only acknowledged
are_Jimilar groups of men.
The language and projects vary with

class and status, but the dynamics
rcmain appallingly the same. Much of
the resistance [0 equal cmployment
opporlunities for women and gay men
stems from the realiz:uion that thcir
presence would disastrously disrupt
these dosed male dubs.
Sincc nearly everyone needs some
close relationships in order to maintain
a sense of wcll·being, most straight men
do occassionally initiate special friend·
ships with another man. However there
is always something threatening about
these rdationships and this is handled
by an elaborate and unspoken ritual.
Initially the taboos found in the group
arc strictly maint:lined. Frequently the
friendship never progresses beyond this
impoverished \evel, and indeed the fact
that two men continue to seck each
other out m:ly in itself be a simple
satisfaction which exceeds the group
experience. In many cases. however, one
p:lrtner will eventually test the other
with a tentative and minor violation of
one of the taboos. ("Say, George, I
thought you looked upset yesterday
when that deal you worked so hard on
fell through. Anything I can do?")
When this happens, the second partner
may ignore it. ("Oh, that's the way it
goes. How's your contract coming?")
lie may react negatively with a coven
signal that the overture was not
welcome. ("Arc you kidding? [never let
things like that get to me. What's the
matter? Don't you have a thick skin?")
Or he may react positively with a small
violation of his own. (" I appreciate your
mentioning it. I was feeling pretty
upset.") This tentative exchange may
cont inue until one or the other person
signals distress, usually by abruptly
changing the subject. This marks the
poi nt at which one partner's mascu·line
self image has become threatencd by
intimacy with another man. The other
partner must thcn desist from pressing
fu rther; if he fails to do so, the conver·
sation, and quite possibly even the
relationsh ip, will be broken off immediately by the threatened member, freq uently with bad feeling and a smokescreen of excuses. (" Harry means well,
but he tries [0 mother everybody!")
This ritual is followed with great
solem nity by most men and transgressions among straight men are very rare
indeed . Gay men become very adept at
these ulterior exchanges and usc: them as
a means of identifying one another in
situations of high risk, such as places or
employment. Amo ng straights, the
limits of the more reserved partner arc
scrupulously respected, no doubt
because the
(heterosexual masculinity) arc so high and the vulnerability
of most straight men is so great! The
fact is that very few friendships between
straight men ever become really
intimate.
not so
Gay men, of co urse,
threatened by intimacy with other me:n,
and inasmuch as sex is by no means an
essential of intimacy, gay men readily
form dose relationships with the few
straight men who arc willing to sustain
them. Significantly,
straight partner
is likely to panic if he finds out that his
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friend is gay, even though there: has
been no sexual o\'enure.
My own
the
point. Se:veral of my straight male col·
!cagues found the: revelation of my
sexual orientation so thre:atening that at
a party. shortly after my announce:ment
they engaged in what amounted to a
public exorcism of my influence over
their lives by denying that they had in
fact ever been my friend. And shonly
thereafter a student wtlo came to me for
counseling began by congratulating him·
self for having thc courage to be seen
entering my office and dosing the door
eve:n in midday.
Thesc reactions cle:ady demonstrate
the deep fear of homosexuality which
straight men harbor- whe:ther because
they fancy "guilt by association," or
because they fear seduction and dimly
re:cognize their susce:ptibility to it. This
fear strongly re:inforces the taboos
against intimacy among men and indeed
serves to prop up the entire macho
structure by whieh SO many men (and
of course women and gays) arc victim·
ized. It is for this reason that no at·
tempt can be made to modify the pre:·
\'3.iling standards of masculine: behavior
without di rectly confronting the issue
of male homosexuality.
Thc fairy bogeyman
The: stereotype of the: male: homosexual, limp·wriste:d fairy that he is sup·
for the
posed to be, is tailor
purpose that it servC5; namely, keeping
straight men in line. Were: this nOt so,
large: numbe:rs of straight men would
undoubtedly dcfect from the o ppressive
and unsatisfying role that is thrust o n
them. The: stereotype consists of a mix·
ture of trailS and attributes, some of
which merely lie outside the coO\'enrional masculine: image and othe:rs o f
which arc SO unattractive that no one,
gay or straight , would willingly aspire to
them. The: myth thus serves to bind
together qualities which have: no neces·
sary connection whatever, and thereby
neatly restriC'ts the number of options
available to straight men by defining
their masculinity in a negative way.
Whatever else they may be, no one: must
ever suspect them of being a fairy!
Gay men are widely regarded as
cffe:minate-a term which implies some·
thing more than feminine. It include:s,
for example, a certai n sensitivity and
ge:ntlene:ss of temperament usually attri·
buted to women, but it also implies
superfi ciality, weakness, hc1ple:ssness,
and mindless flitting about. Gay men
are expected to be: artistic and expres·
sive, but they are also thought to be
promiscuous, over-sexed, irresponsible,
and not capable of critical or rigorous
thought, In short, effeminacy is acari·
catllre of fe:mininity, just as gay men
themselves arc thought to be caricatures
of women. This is the alternative posed
to straight men. No wonder they opt for
machoism!
The institutions of our society e:oto reinforce the homosexual
stereotype in several ways. For example,
housing discrimination as well as the
understandable tendency of o ppressed
minorities to stick together tends to
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prevent contact be:tween gay and
straight men under conditions which
might e:rode the old myths. Laws and
rulings which fo rbid marriage and the:
adoption of children by gay people help
to foste:r the illusion that gay relation·
ships arc unstable: and without rOOts- an
attitude which is especially ironic in t he
face of the considerable evidence that
the nuclear ·family as a hcte:rosexual
institution is in dee:p trouble.
Finally , job discriminatio n against
professed homosexuals is rampant and
to reinforce the prevailing stereo·
types. No fede:ral or state civil rights
laws, and few municipal o nes, ban dis·
crimination o n the basis of sexual orien·
tation. Very few homosexuals dare
reveal themselves for fear o f getting
fired . The New York City Council has
refused to pass a fair hQusing
and anti-job discrimination bill for
homosexuals, despite the fa ct that well
over 10% of the electorate in the City of
Ncw York is gay. Professed homo ·
sexuals can find relative job security in
only a few positions; me:nial jobs (where
they arc lumped with other " undesirable" minorities), in hairdressing,
women 's fashion design , and similar
positions (where they perpetuate the
caricature of femininity), and the artistic professio ns· (which although highly
regarded stand largely o utsid e the: traditional masculine domain). What eng;-
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neer, truck driver, or b usiness man dares
reveal openly that he is gay? Gay
pcople stay in thcir closets for good
re:asons: to abandon pretense is to risk
one's livelihood.
Nevertheless, so long as the millions
of gay people in th is country continue:
to hide, the mythical fairy bogeyman
can still be used to prop up the whole
sexist system. It docs not matter that a
physicist is gay, or that t he lathe operator across the aisle lives happily with his
love:r, if no o ne knows it . So long as gay
men from all walks o f life remain in the
closet, so long :u: only the few remain
visible who seem to fit the stereotype ,
the myth and its oppre:ssive: power go
to

-

Although the Gay Liberation Movenow scarcely four years old, quite
rightly exists to further the liberation of
gay people first of all, it neverthele:ss
holds within it the: promise of liberation
for all men, gay and straig!\t. For as gay
men proudly begin to demand thcir
rights and the
to which they arc
entitle:d, then the: power of the fairy
image: will be broken -and every man will
his manhood in his
be free to
own way. Gay men, in increasing num·
have been finding the courage to
·scize this freedom. There is an ironic
sense in which it is the: straights who
remain be:hind, wh o arc still in drag. We:
say, "Come out! Join us!"
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Up Against Monogamy: A Personal Account -- Part II
Mana

Up until the time that I met Libra I
hadn't given much thought to monogamy one way or another. Red Hawk
Woman, "Red," and I had been growing
and closer since the: day we'd met
a year and a half before:. During the first
month or (wo we'd known each other
we saw old lOvers a time: or two, but
from that time on we were monogamous, not by design, but because we
weren't inclined to get involved with
other people:. We had discussed the possibility of OU f having other sexual!
intimate: relationships: it was something
we: were: open to, but not wanting or
nceding.
So "breaking down monogamy" was
the farthest thing from my mind when I
met Libra. She appeared to me as extremely attractive, full of energy and
loaded with sexy vibcs. I felt turned-on
in my guts pretty much instantaneously.
I knew that I wanted to follow through
those turned on feelings, and I realized I
had already begun to!
Before I did anything more I wanted
to tell Red about what was happening
to me. I was afraid of how she might
react, but I knew it was essential to our
remaining dose that I tell her what I
was feeling and what I wanted to do.
The next day I told Red about my feelings; that I had met an attractive
woman, was turned on to her and
wanted to follow through on the feelings I had. Red was upset and scared;
she was afraid it was all over for us. (see
Red Hawk Woman, IRT #2, Spring
1973) At that point I felt sure that her
fears were exaggerated if not unfounded. I reassured her that I did not
want to leave her for Libra, but that I
only wanted to get to know Libra and
be sexy friends. At a later poi nt my
guilt abou t th'e whole thing clouded my
sense of what I wanted and played into
Red's fears.
Red asked for several concrete things
during our discussions that day and the
next. She wanted to struggle through
her fears and I wanted to help her and
felt o.k. about the things she wanted.
Red wanted me to be straight with
Libra about my relationship with Red; .
up to that point I hadn't been, but I
intended to layout to Libra where I was
at as soon as she and I got together. Red
also wanted me to limit the time I spent
with Libra to one day and one night per
week. This was harder to agree to-part
of me wanted no limits, but since I felt I
'could still get what I wanted within
those limits, I accepted them. We were
both working full time then and were
righteously jealous of our free time.
Also considering that Red's wants at
that point were for Libra to disappear, I
felt we were meeting each other half
I think that a monogamous relationship is fine
another person comes
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along with whom one partner wants to
have a
relationship.
There is a difference between being
open to new relationships and pushing
oneself into new relationships, and I
think it a mistake to seek new relationships because on some theoretical
grounds you think monogamy is not
O.K . or because you want to be even
with your partner.
At this point I had told Red my
feelings and what I wanted to do, but
nothing really existed between Libra
and me except a casual meeting or two
in work situations; it was all in my head .
I called her to get together for dinner;
she agreed; and I felt real good that I'd
decided to follow these feelings
th rough. I was excited about qur becoming friends, lovers and felt o.k.
about it vis-a-vis Libra.
Libra and my fi rst evening left me
even more turned on. As we talked
about ourselves and our lives, I sensed
an energy and a spirit that turned me on
as much as her appearance; they
meshed. It seemed that we would become friends and lovers. I told Libra
that I had a partner with whom I had
discussed my feelings and that I was
turned on and would like to become
friends and lovers. Laying out where I
was at so directly was a first for me.
Previously, with new women there was
no talking before the first time in bed ;
JUSt maneuvering, and sometimes there
was no talk of fedings at all. Going
straight to the point felt strange, but the
only option is to play along, beat
around the bush, when what's really in
the back of your mind is that you're
turned on! Libra was, I think , surprised
and taken by my directness; she was
relating to a number of men sexually,
some more, some less regularly, however
this open way was as new to her as it
was to me. But we knew where each
other was at; there was no guessing and
wondering, no dreaming and fantasizing.
Thu was so refreshing!
At this point, when I was feeling
optimistic about Libra, I became confused and unttnain about Red. Things
got heavy. I was afraid that if I were so
turned on to Libra, I'd lose touch with
my feelings for Red. I felt panic when I
compared these feelings ; was I now "in
love" with Libra? did I still love Red ?
This uncertainty and panic played right
in to the hands of Red's greatest fear,
that I'd leave her for Libra.
But this was not the end of this
mind-fuek; when I calmed down and
figured out that yes I was turned on to
Libra and
to be friends and
lovers, but 110 I didn't want a real heavy
relationship and didn't want to leave
Red then I felt guilty for only wanting a
"superficial sexual fling" with Libra.
This guilt worked hand in hand with the
"swept off my feet" feelings. It was a
kind of "damned if you do, damned if
you don't" situation.

In addition my want for a limited
relationship with Libra and being
straight with her about that, was difficult because I thought she would turn
me down; I didn't consider myself
"dashing" enough for her to agree to
something limited. The temptation was
to offer whatever I figured was enough
to "dose the deal," rather than be dear
and honest about what I really wanted.
At other points in my life, I'd imply a
better offer than I
really willing to
make in order to get the prize-i.e. to
get laid. Then I'd say "no, don't get any
ideas about a heavy relationship"feeling guilty all the time because of my
duplicity.
How did I get tfirough this confusion? It boiled down to weighing things
and realizing that though I was real
turned on to Libra I did nOt wan t to
"trade" Red in for her, rather I wanted
to have sexy-play times with Libra in an
open-straight atmosphere and J wanted
to develop an open supportive friendshp, but all in the context of my life
with Red. I had a limited amount of
time and energy; I decided that this sort
of arrangement was what I wanted and I
told myself that it was OK- just be
straight about it with Libra.
That was hard because it sounded
like I didn't care at all for Libra, but
. just wanted a "lay." (Somewhere in
there was a discount of myself- i.e. no
one would want to be a part time friend
of mine!) But in being straight I was
offering more. Sex is fun for both men
and women, the more so if there is
clarity about what it means, and in committing myself to begin straight with her
I really offered myself as a real friend giving honest feedback and strokes, witb
liD games. I tliink I was the first man to
be honest with her in this respect and
not keep her guessing.
Another message that hit was
"having a limited affair is JUSt a concession to Red." Red wanted limits on the
. amount of time Libra and I spent together. These limits and lots of reassurance were important in helping her to
overcome her jealousy and fears. I was
able to give plenty of reassurance as I
gOt dear in my head what I wanted.
However, I felt uneasy at times, as did
Libra, about "limits." I would gCt the
feeling that my new relationship with
Libra was somehow marked and
crippled from the beginning, because it
could not "flow as it may."
On one level "limits" were something
Red and I had worked OUt right at the
beginning; they were a form of suppOrt
that she needed and I felt able to give.
They had largely to do with the amount
of time I would spend with Libra, but
not with what kind of time Libra and I
had. As things changed and Red gOt
more secure, these became a lot more
flexible and all but disappeared.
On another level "limits" could more
appropriately be called agreements or

contracts, and were based on putting
together what all three of us wanted and
giving and taking until we all felt satisfied. At one point fairly early on, all
three of us talked and did just this, and
it felt good. Underlying this is an agreement to ask for 100% of what you want
100% of the cime, though there is no
guarantee you'll get it.
I think it is important to see "limits"
in the most positive way possible. So
when one person says "I want so
much," or " I don't want this," the
other person can focus on what is possible rather than what i$11't; in reality,
"limits" are a protection against dreams
and fantasies that have little or no possibility of fulfillment.
At th is point Libra and my relationship started to grow . It was marked by
ups and downs which aren't particularly
unique or relevant to this account. They
involved building trust and dealing with
new and different feelings, especially
negative ones. For a time one of us and
then the other was not into getcing it on
sexually; we worked through these
doubts and feelings of guilt and d istrust
which arc probably common to any
relationship.
So Libra and I were lovers and
friends, Red and I were partners and I
felt really good about how things were
going. I was turned on to both of them;
they they discovered each other and
t.hat completed the circle or triangle in a
most satisfactory way.
This "completion" of things came
about when Red, in order to combat her
competitive fe elings for Libra, decided
to see Libra and tell her where she was
at and find out where Libra was at. I
was happy about this because up to this
point 1 had been a conduit for informacion between the two, an uncomfortable
position. They liked each other and
decided to get together some more; they
became friends and evenrually lovers. I
had some jealous feelings like "Red
taking my new friend," but I realized
that would happen only if I let it. The
energy Red and Libra generated was
powerful and their becoming friends
enabled all three of us to get together
and work things out. It also took a lot
of pressure off me. And finally it
brought all three of us closer together.
This arrangement is to my mind the
ideal. There were three, one-to-one relationships which were kept intact and
growing, and there was the one relationship of all three which we all shared.
The chief difficulty here was the fear of
being left our, which in a three-way
relationship circulates from person to
person, but rests heaviest on the third,
(presuming the first and second are partners,) in this ease Libra. But from time
to time everyone feels it, and it is important that there be permission for the
person feeling left out to check out
their fears and ask for support, reassu rance and love.
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Political problem of the month: Find the real oppressor.

For answer. see page 35.
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Teaching Psychology to H i gh School "Misfits"

f

Carmen Kerr
Psychology courses and therapy sessions
arc offered in many school systems
today. However, they are not being
taught to promote changes in the
system or in the people. They, inncad,
seem to be additional, more sophinj.
cued forms of conrrol, with
tors and faculty instructing students
about "adjustment" and "coping";
There is no change or dear awareness
provided to students concerning their
lives and oppressive situations. In this
paper I will comment on what I have
observed and suggest a potent alternative which I have used.
My ideas about the uses and abuses
of therapy arc probably quite different
from the average teacher's. This is because I bdicve lcaching is a political
activity. Politics is concerned with the
use of power. Children arc -almost universalty under the influence of others
with power. Teachers arc some of these
powerful people; they arc part of the
government and defend the status quo
that keeps us down and "teaches" us for
many years. After alt, young people arc
required to be students up to their 16th
birthday jn California. Thus, in a way, a
teacher is a politician because she/ he is
using power, the power to instruct, to
affect a life, to influence and create
attitudes. A teacher can, like any politician, use this powcr to create awareness
or abuse it in the service of mystification . In teaching, abuse of power is
lying. Lying is something teachers are
taught to do so they won't "offend"
anyone. One way they do this is by
being "objective," that is, neutral, in
their views and explanations. Neutrality
is deceitful because it implies an approving viewpoint. Many students have gotten double-crossed by "objective"
teachers, who encourage students out
on a limb but don't go out on a limb
themselves.
Another way teachers lie is by using
the "Wonderfulness" approach. "Wonderfulness" means pacifying students
with fun and gimmicks which appear to
reveal truths, but in the end are merely
CUte, fun media. Teachers do this because they have been told, and it is
painfully obvious to them, that students
hate school. So like a doctor trying to
distract a cancer patient from the disease by covering it with pretty bandages, teachers use "Wonderful" lessons
about history, politics, ecology to try
and cheer biner, distrustful students.
After all, learning is supposed to be fun.
The problems with these neutral, pointless lessons is that in the end students
say, "So, what is the truth?" And the
teacher smiles a Wonderfulness smile
and says, "Oh, I just present the facts,
You decide what's true." The students,
a-icked by another marshmallow from
the teacher, feel angry and biner, and
"Wonderfulness" or not, hate school.
A teacher who lies is like a crooked
politician. A teacher who uses power
fairly and creatively and in the service
of liberation is a teacher who speaks the
truth and is doing what the trust placed
in herlhim demands. This type of teacher uses her/his power to make students
aware of their power and the
powers around them and ' explains how
power, both good and bad, works,
where it exists, how it affects them,
Most importantly, he/she encourages
students to realize and use their individual power. To do this kind of political
work means demystifying students. It
means making the classroom a place of
truth and a safe pla« for many views
and ideas to happen.
Demystification means that the
teacher takes an active role in explaining
to students how, why, where: they are
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The Ruler's Ruler: a polit ical education fa ble*
by the workers of the Worki ng Class Room"
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and moving slowly enough to avoid this;
and by watching for change and supporting and encouraging it when observed.
Pouncy is the energy or power the
teacher puts behind Permission and Protection. A potent teacher creates a positive atmosphere for change and risk. She
knows what she is striving to do and is
confident in asserting herself to achieve
her aims, thus inspiring confidence in
those she is leading. Teachers arc potent
when they are very honest with their
perceptions of students and their actions. It is a potent teacher who goes
out on a limb to oppose the prevailing
value system and gently explains to a
student why an abortion should be considered; who tells a favorite student she
knows he is shooting junk and demands
he stop. In other words, a potent
teacher sees oppressive life patterns and
doesn't let students hide behind them
but always exposes them and pushes for
alternatives. A potent teacher doesn't
just stop at the classroom level- he/she
watches for reinforcements of student
"'oppression at the faculty and adminis•
trative level and acts to expose th iS
and
change it.
A potent teacher will be viewed by
students as a strange and wonderful,
sometimes scary, person from another
world. My students think I am a witch. I
think I am, too. I make good things
happen in their Jives that have never
happened before; I bring truths to their
attention in ways they can use and I
make changes and risks the safest, most
exciting things to do. Even when I am
angry with them they know I love them
and hear them. Despite my sa-ong viewpoints on subjects which I share with
them, they know I am eager to hcar
their views and very open to changing
mine or to renegotiate. T am not unapproachable, despite my potency and
magic .
I'm OK-You're OK. In additio n to
these attitudes, another important concept from Transactional Analysis is the
existential position: I'm OK- You're
OK. Most teachers operate on the attitude I'm OK-You're Not OK. Thus
they look down on their students. don't
like them even before they meet them,
or I!ke them but pity them, and give up
on them even before any interacti.on.
And the classroom air reflects this-it is
negative and tense. Sarcasm, arguing
pointlessly, duU discussions, long surly
silences, make up the atmosphere and
a-ansactions; everyone is bored and dislikes everybody else. However, the attitude OK-QK will bring about remarkable changes. Because it is true that we
are all princesses and princes and realty
OK, acting on this will automatically
throw one major mystification-lie- out
of the ' room. Awareness step number
one! With this oppressive, immobilizing
lie gone, the teacher and students will
begin to feel a mood of general good- .
ness and friendliness. Jokes, silly Stories,
sexy referen«s, zillions of questions,
and many new ideas will spring u p like
seeds in the sunshine. I'm OK- You're
OK brings an end to snide comments,
sarcastic remarks, long speeches about
how terrible kids are today. I know
these pastimes may seem funny and
provide comic relief, but it's about time
teachers decided to be friends with stu·
dents rather than critical, snide and
resendul.
Speaking of criticism, this leads me
to another recommended attitude
change. Most teachers treat students like
they do their own children , or how they
were treated when they were children,
they don't listen to the students; or if
they do they don't believe them; they
don't care about the students and are
bored with them ; or they may constantly try to teU ' them how to live. This
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Once upon a time (and it is still that timel, school was a very bad
place for child ren and teachers. Ch ildren were sent to school to learn
but really they were sent there to be disciplined_ The school was
supposed to be a place for learning, But it was rea ll y a place for
disciplining.
In order to make this lie seem honest, the rulers of t he schoo l asked
their close friends the people who make theories about learni ng to
say that learning and oiscipline were the same thing.
• t:x;(eryud by IRTvntb rbanks to tbtGUlbors.
.. A
Itlllmi"l (ommu"j,y for young ptlopltl Ilffilillud witb CFC (Co//tI(troti
of Libnluion Ctlntns). LOCllltd on w. 85tb Strut, N. Y.C.

oppressed. Students are members of several subgroups, each one potentially oppressed as a class; the youth class, of
their social class, their sexual class.
Pointing OUt the traditional boundaries
of these classes and making the students
aware of the possibilities beyond soci·
etallimitations is a political act.
It takes power on the pan of the
teacher to constantly assert the belief
that individuals do not have to be taken
for a ride by life, but can, if they
decide, create their own ride and see
their own way. Thus. in teaching in my
school of "misfits" I concenttate on
studying people. Studying others and
looking at ourselves demystifies the lie
that these students are "misfits" with
genetic stupidity as their major life
handicap. All students are open to
People Study. For example. in math we
spent time talking about why d ifferent
people feel better about math than
others. The class concluded that girls
have generally been told they can't and
don't have to do math, and boys have
been told the opposite. They also discovered that they were scared of math
because a teacher had. made it a frightening subject a few years back. With
these discoveries, old fears were demystified, as students found out they
could do math if they wanted to.
Because awareness is seeing what is
really happening at all the levels of an
event, objectifying behavior is important. Objectifying behavior enables
people to Step back from their behavior,
look at it, and decide if that's really the
way they want to behave. Students and
teachers both will find this imllorunt
because of the power . of selfdetermination they learn from it. Objectifying behavior can be scary, too. It
makes behavior something we are each
responsible for rather than something

we JUSt do because we "are that way."
Hence, a teacher might begin to see how
she/he causes negative or positive reactions in students, and students learn the
same about themselves. Also, however,
it can mean that those in authority,
often much against their will, learn that
they make errors. and students are
educated-made aware-enough to be
able to observe, comment and even
criticize.
Learning about ourselves is always a
fun, sometimes scary adventure. So it is
important to make it safe; one method
of therapy, Transactional Analysis, suggests three therapeutic attitudes and an
existential position fo r group leaders:
Permission. Protection and Potency
(Steiner, 1911) and "I 'm OK You're
OK." As a teacher I find these attitudes
important in being effective,
Permission means giving students and
yourself the OK to open up and try
something new. Permission isn't just
pointing to alternatives. but encouraging
action. It means getting the go-ahead to
break old patterns of life and old attitudes toward things, try new ones, and
find out what one really wants to do.
Teachers can provide this by rolemodeling, having fun, being a warm,
supportive surrogate parent, and giving
examples of people who do new, brave
things.
Protection means the teacher provides the safety to break with old ideas
and try the new ones. It means, too,
that if a person decides to make a
change and make it permanently, the
teacher will support that. It is scary to
change and scary to expose oneself.
Teachers provide protection by participating in all the work to demonstrate its
safety; by guaranteeing the secrecy of
some of the work; by keeping a sensitive
eye OUt for students minds being blown

transactional tendency can be recognized by the fact that there is no real
fun' going on in the classroom between
the teacher and the students and the
teacher has the hunched shoulders of a
martyr. More Free Child, irr T.A. lingo.
is the antidote to this classroom toxin.
Learning is a fun thing, and all kids love
to learn the truth. They like to discover
and solve-but they don't like to be told
and ignored. I join in games with my
students, share jokes and funny incidents in my life, let them poke fun at
me, and devote the first 5-10 minutes of
each class to people-to-people talk and
relaxed non-lesson exchanges. This sets
the mood for a fun, open, easy-going
classroom where everyone is OK and
knows it's OK to have fun and work,
too.
I want to stress that I believe teaching should lead to changes. And I disagree with teachers who arc teaching
psychology and therapy courses with
the attitude that students today need to
learn to "cope" and "adjust" to this
world. Using the teaching of therapy or
psychology for purposes of control and
adjustment in place of real Ieaming. for
change is a flagrant violation of an individual's right to know and own herself
or himself. Particularly in adolescence..!
students arc becoming cognizant of
their individual power and their need to
decide for themselves what they want to
do. Thus, we cannot ignore the world
around them which is influencing those
decisions. When they ask real questions
like: Is there any place safe to live? W ill
we die of pollution? Will our country
survive? Can I control of this? If so,
'Where do I start? As a teacher you have
two choices when answering these types
of questions: either "You'll have to get
used to it- that's just the way it is" or
"Yes, those things arc going on, and you
can do something about it." If you
answer the first way you arc saying
"Adjust and shut up," and if you
answer the second way you arc saying
"Go make changes-go make revolution." Either way, you arc making a
political statement; my preference is for
change rather than adjustment. Adjustment means living in a sad, frightened

world of confusion. A potent teacher is
an anti-confusion specialist. So as
teachers, let's not sell kids another cute
educational
media gimmick with
psychology classes- let's use our knowledge to give students their power for
personal freedom and choices in becoming who they want to be.
There arc many different types of
psychology and each advocates its own
way as the best. So, in teaching about
therapy and psychology to my students,
I presented a combination of different
techniques and stressed the fact that
therapy is not magic, available only to
well-trained people who make lots of
money. Because it makes ego states easy
to understand and because of its theory
of life scripts, I used Transactional
Analysis theory in particular to explain
how to objectify behavior. And because
of my political beliefs I used Radical
Psychiatry theory.
The point of the work was awareness. Awareness that we arc each capable of looking into ourselves and each
other and seeing what's going on; awareness that behavior is something we can
control and consider, not something we
arc unknowingly controlled by; and
awareness that each of us has a special
individual life that can be happy or unhappy depending on how we decide we
want to live it. With these goals in mind
I began a year's work with students who
generally hated "shrinks" and who
never had looked into themselves or
considered there was anything to even
look at.
Biology-Everybody
Needs Sttokes
Physically, my students arc products
of the Coca-Cola and potato chips generation. Their bodies are individual
tributes to the survival drive, having
metabolized preservatives, cigarettes,
various impure drugs, and TV dinners to
grow into boys and girls. My students
range in age from 13 to 19, come from
welfare families or blue-collar working
class families. They arc used to sickness
as part of daily living, and their bodies
reflect their lives: stooped, cowed and
defensive. They were, for the most part,
completely un'aware of their bodies as

Thus the school became a place where young oppressed people
were disciplined by older oppressed people and where all of this
oppression was justified as "learning."
It was not surprising that no one learned very much. What did
come as a surprise to some was that after a while no one was even
being disciplined very well.
Th.e oppressed children in this school came to see the oppressed

anything other than something that
didn 't feel good sometimes, or as the
thing you took your clothes off from, in
order to have sex. (In the local vernacular, having sex is called "Gettin'
naked .") And since the class was made
up of students with long juvenile
records who have rebelliously flunked
every science course in the district, they
had already decided that science was
teaching
going to be a drag.
. about the mind, which is invisible, particularly to those students, I felt it was
necessary to start with what could be
felt, touched, seen- the individual's
own, special body. I approached biology
from a health angle. This provided immediate
and selfstroking. Class attendance was close to
100% as we measured · ourselves and
compared each other. We dissected animals and saw how the heart pumped
blood. We gOt to know our bodies not
just by reading but by experimentally
touching and examining. Naturally, this
led to some natural curiosity about
those parts we're not supposed to touch
or discuss. So when we did comparative
measuring of body parts I left two
blanks on the paper where each student
was to choose a part of his or her body
and measure it. At least half a dozen
young men grabbed rulers and ran off to
the bathroom, returning to announce to
the class, "Eight inches!! Would you
believe it?"
The body and mind cannot be separated. They affect each other constantly. Talking about how good food provides the body with power to think and
move, how drugs cause damage, and
how genitals work, impresses students
with the complexities and fragility of
their bodies. From here you can show
how the mind affects this body: psychosomatic illnesses, nervous gestures, yoga,
and mind-over-matter examples prove
how head and body arc inseparable.
Permission: To look at one's body
and others' bodies; to touch and give
self and other strokes; to question about
our bodies; to "play doctor"; to get in
touch with body movements and what
feelings they represent; explaining how
we arc kept from touching ourselves and

others and why this makes us feci bad;
frankly discussing sexual ideas and demonstrating approval for this curiositY.;
insisting boys and girls dissect and explore equally- not permitting sexism in
scientific tasks.
Protection: By not allowing fun to
be made of anyone; by showing each
person is unique; by stressing noncompetitiveness.
.
Sexism-In a School of
"Chicks" and "Cocks"
I taught a unit on sexism early in the
year and then continued using it as a
basic teaching attitude for the rest of
the year in all my classes. This is not a
subject students arc eager to learn. They
are from working class families and the
revolutionary viewpoints of women's
liberation just don't fit into their life
philosophies. First of all, since many of
them come from matriarchal families
where the father is inoperative or nonexistent, they do not fit the concept of
weak passive women, which is the white
middle and upper clll:5S women sex: role
stereotype. When questioned, the young
men say women arc smarter than men,
and the young women agree. In many
instances, the men believe the women
really have it over the men, except in
physical strength and ability to "cause
trouble."
Seco.ndly, the women do not agree at
all with the idea that men are, in any
way, the enemy. As far as they sec, they
arc oppressed equally in this unfair
world and if anything it is their duty to
aid and comfort their men in these de·
grading circumstances. They are very
patient with their demands on men.
Some of my 16-year-old wives and
mothers have eaten poorly for months
while their husbands weren't able to
find employment. "Stand by your man"
is the working class women's slogan.
Status is gained by being in couples.
Working class people believe in family,
home, mom and dad-or the closest
thing to it. The women need the power
that comes with being in a couple. They
will put up with some of the most ineffectual males just for that power. Because of this they arc hesitant to attack
men, fearing the loss of them and their
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teachers as their oppressors. The teachers, on the other hand, came
to see the children as their oppressors, The children, as they saw it,
made their work hard. They came to feel that everything would be
okay if only the children would behave. It was hard for them to
accept that they had been hired as guards, and so they grew angry at
the children who would not let them teach (discipline).
This was not surprising. The rulers of the school wanted this,
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"man" power. Women arc grateful for
the men, the men fo r the women, and
they arc willing to overlook many op··
pressive pans of the relationship.
Thus, my approach to the subject of
sexism was to make the poi nt that men
and women can do and feci the same
th ings and help care for each other and
be better friends this way. It would be a
mistake to handle sexism from the
angry attitude that men arc chauvinists
and women oppressed, weak and
passive-so revolution now ! This would
scare everyone , the students would disagree and throw out the whole concept,
and everyone would remain nice and
"safe" in their sex roles.
This is one subject in which preach·
ing does absolutely no good . Telling
them that men and women arc a lot
alike only leads to ' endless, pointless
arguments. So I had them work in
groups maki ng up lists of things men
should do in life and things women
should do. They follo wed this by mak·
ing up lists of the personality traits of
each
I took these lists. mixed them
up, and then the students tried to guess
which job or trait went with wh ich sex.
The conclusion was, to the class's consternation, that men and women have
the s:ame feelings :l.nd can do all the
s:ame things. The only d ifferences they
found were in the way in which they
expressed the feeli ngs and in the way
society has programmed what they
should and shouldn't do.
Then I had the smdenlS write about
why they would or wouldn 't like to be
the opposite sex. No one wanted to
switch. Women didn't want hairy legs,
and boys d id n't w:l.nt to wear makeup;
women didn't want to have to work all
day; boys did n't want to give birth.
Then we took a look at popular
songs and fairy tales and television and
shows and d iscussed how they defined
men and women's roles in society. We
read story from Ms. magazine and other
sources which spoke of children free of
sexual role boundaries. We looked at
salary scales and at mentai hospital populations and talked about why they

showed differences between mcn and
women. There is an endless amount of
material to make points ckar about sex·
ism.
t applied th is knowledge to the
school program as a whole. Boys and
girls played football together. Boys
cooked at school parties, and girls swept
the yard. This pays off: One girl who
persisted in playing "Poor little Me"
and getting all the boys to do her
schoolwork was very angry and pouted
for days when I asked her to stop pre·
tending to be stupid and silly. I told her
I knew she was a smart and capabk
young lady and she did n't need to get
boys to do the hard parts of her work.
Two months later and much of her own
work later she gave me a birthday card
saying, "to a nice teacher" and that day
figured out a math problem, exclaiming,
"Wow- I reaJJy am smart!"
Pennission : Doing things only tbe
other sex is supposed to do; calling sex·
ism to the attention of students and
facu lty when you sec: it and gently ex'
plaining it; demonstrating how sexism
keeps people oppressed-both men and
women; insisting students share all
duties and as teacher not showing fav·
oritism because of sex; setting the exam·
pic by performing tasks usually desig·
nated to the opposite sex.
Protection: By not allowing fu n to
be made of anyone; by giving compli·
ments for risks taken in this direction;
by being fai r to both sexes.
Gestalt- Be Quiet
Class and Listen
To Your Bodies
My students believe the world is out
to get you, so they believe it is necessary to keep covered and lie and be on
the defensive at all times. Mike, an over'
institutionalized (juvenile halls) class
rebel s:aid he hated psychiatry. He said
he and eight other guys had to go to
meetings once a month with the proba·
rion officer. They all sat at desks in an
crnpty room and squirmed uncom·
fo rtably waiting fo r the meeting to
please be over. "You just si t there feel·
ing itehy and there's no noise or no thin'

Handle shutting door
J hold myself knee in elbow
Eating pie
My arms are fuJI
My own body guarding my perishables
Sold out of preservatives
Fear as common as flies.
Tired of the screen of freedom
Of this mesh of insects
Deciding my celibacy repellent
Autographing chaslily belts
Talk about chastity belts
I refuse 10 whip you wi th mine anymore
Get off on your own liberty
No need to keep my ice box cold.

Osah Harmon
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and then this P.O. turns to you and- I
was just kicking my foot in the air like
this- and this guy says, 'Why are you
kicki ng your foo t?' ' I do n't know, man,'
I said. Then he says, 'What's your foot
saying?' I said, ' Fuck you, man' and
then he left me alone. What a jerk.
Psychiarry is dumb."
Students were embarrassed by the
fact that they showed so much of themselves in gesture . . Each of us walked
across the classroom, and we commented on what people were advertising
abo ut themselves by their walking. A
quick game of Charades to act out feelings helped make the point about body
messages. One boy acted out " I am
wild" and practically tore his clothes
off. One girl decided the reason she bit
her fingernails was because she was
angry and afraid to speak. And Mike,
when he realized he could analyze body
behavior himself and that it wasn't some
grownup's trick, quit being so defensive
and joined in.
Noticing our bodies and
other's bodies and reading them. Explaining how we are taught to be
ashamed and hide what our bodies say.
Protectio", Not allowing fun to be
made of anyone; making this exposure
interesting proceeding despite students'
fears.
Stro king
My students don't get too many
strokes, and thus they don't have too
many to give. When they first heard
abo ut strokes they said, " But if I give
them ou t I won't get them back." In
many cases, that's true.
Giving me strokes and giving strokes
to each other in front of me was very
uncomfortable to them. To give me
strokes, they fear, would run the risk of
me not ret urning them, or of obligating
them to give me strokes every day for
the rest of the year. They felt the same
about giving strokes to others in the
class. The stroke economy is very tight,
and the stroke they always think of first
is money.
Because of this fear of strokes, the
most effective way to have a stroke-day
at my school was to have a warm and

nunu ring man come out as a guest
speaker and stroke giver. I liked having a
man present for ro le·modeling. He told
the Fuzzy Tale, taught how to give and
take strokes, and talked about how to
recognize the Pig Parent. The students
were enchanted and impressed . and the
rest of the year they referred to Warm
Fuzzies and Cold Pricklies. They remembered and applied the new ideas,
[00. When I was being grouchy in class a
student would say: " Hey, you're really
being a Cold Prickly today-how
come?" And when I announced as a
class rule, "No Snide Remarks In This
Room" many of the studentS voluntari·
Iy explained why Warm Fuzzies are
better than Cold Pricklies and why snide
remarks are Cold Prickl ies.
I work in the tightest of stroke economies and had to use a very elementary
and safe approach to teach strokes. I
feel my situation is extreme. Most
classes are not as frightened or stroke
hungry as mine and will take more risks
to learn about Fuzzies and Pricklies.
Permission: To give and take good
feelings; to learn that always feeling bad
isn't necessary; to ask fo r strokes; to
show feelings; for men to be warm and
open. Demonstrate how strokes can be
safe; explain how soeiety limits strokes;
support students to value their ego
states and use them to figure out personal problems.
By honoring the riskiness
of the situation and by making it as safe
as possible; by knowing how the Students' stroke economy operates and taking that into account; by giving out
strokes and showing genuine pleasure
when receiving them; by responding as
honestly as possible when queried about
your own stroke economy.
Scrip ts, The Land of
Hum pty Dum pty, Cat Woman
and Fran kenstein
After knowing my students all year
and working with them as I had been, I
knew I had a room full of unhappy
scripts. Broken homes, drug habits, juvenile records, and early unwanted pregnancies create children and young adullS
who live short-sightedly day-to-day be-

A nd so the school became a place where two groups of oppressed
people-t he children and the workers-fought with each other in a
struggl e not of t heir mak ing.
The rul ers of the school who work directly for the ru lers of the
society had designed the school as a model of the society. They
justify t hi s by saying that the child must learn about the "real
wo rld " at school.

cause the future is as bleak as yesterday.
I decided to use script analysis to poin t
out what makes people happy or unhappy and how people can decide to be
happy if they want to. Also, scripts
show students how their lives have already been influenced and planned and
is an excellent way to demystify the
confusion of adolescence.
I began with coloring. Each student
was given a big piece of paper, a box of
crayons and instructions to choose three
colors: two they liked and one they SOrt
of liked. They were to color JUSt fo r
fun. On the back of the paper they were
to write a synopsis of their favorite fairy
tale. The class loved the work, and the
drawings were fascinating. When they
finished I explained that the reason we
all like to color is because we can express ourselves any way we want to this
way. Then 1 held the pictures up to the
classroom and asked the students what
they saw about each person in them.
Their analyses were right on, and so true
that some students got a little scared
about how obvious they had made
themselves. They were worried about
Mick, whose drawing they said, "Looks
like the stars and stuf( you see after you
get punched" and whose favorite fairy
tale was Frankenstein who, he pointed
out in big purple letters, "Died by Burning to Death!" The class said they were
afraid he might be plann'ing to hurt himself so badly someday he would die violently. He defended himself saying, "I'm
not crazy." I made the point he wasn't
crazy, but he did have a lot of permis·
sion to be violent and he enjoyed it.
LaSt year his brother killed a boy in
cold blood, and Mick still had a cast on
his hand from slamming it into a brick
wall in a rage, doing damage . to the
nerves. I gently recommended he get
some help from someone so he could
control his temper. He resisted. Either
he was too scared of being crazy. or he
reatly enjoyed his violence because of its
power, but he was not about to go talk
to any counselor.
Each student learned a lot about him
or herself from this work, and they were
impressed by who they were.

By the way, it is important here to
talk about how fairy tales are sexist
set different scripts fo r men and
women. When the women like Goldilocks or Oz's Dorothy, and the men like
Supennan or Al Capone, you have
something to talk about! A good way to
point out this sexism is to have the
studentS rewri te the fairy tales and reverse the sex roles. That means, "Red ,
the Riding Hood" arfd "The Prince and
the Pea," "Sleeping Handsome" and so
forth. The same work can be done with
popular songs, with changi ng sex roles
for such hits as "Brown Sugar" and" A
Woman Was Born to Cry."
Later on, after other work to acquaint students with their mind and
feel ings, I did a brief script checklist
with them. I asked them JUSt a few,
about twenty. questions and then gave
them brief and protective analyses of
what I saw their life plan being. They
like this- it was like having their palm or
stars read. This made me feel like a
gypsy with her crystal ball who sees
frightening things in it besides the good:
the infonnation is there, honesty demands I share it, yet I always wonder if
the telling will hurt or help. I see students with loser scriptS and death
scripts. I tell them all [ can, keeping in
mind that there is no real suppOrt for
t(:placing that script at this time. Sometimes [ see change. and more often [
don't.
When I asked students how they
would meet their death some answered
"somebody will kill my ass" or " I'll fall
off a bridge." Others described long
lives of unemployment and many babies
and said, "I'll just die in my sleep."
Unfortunately, I see nothing that I can
really do about these tragic scriptS in
the limited classroom situation.
Games-Or How Come
It Took You a
Half Hour to Piss?
I suggest teachers be aware of games
and the ones students are most adept at
playing, but [ don't teach about games
as a distinct part of a psychology unit.
This is because my studentS have been·
categorized and labeled to the

The ch ildren learn at school what it is like to live in a compet itive
c.lass
Moreover, t he children learn t o funct ion in art oppressive SOCIa l structure which is not of their making. T hey lea rn to
identify another oppressed group (the teachers and other workers) as
the enemy and, therefore, not to see thereat enemy.
This is what is really " learned" at the school.
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Summary
What I have outlined is a skeleton of
an approach to teaching therapy.
Teachers can discover their own ways to
share this knowledge with their particular classes. However, one thing cannot
be altered: the attitude that teaching is
a political act with the purpose being
awareness of oppression. And furth er.
that this awareness is most valuable
when constructed to cause changes.
I want to stress again that good
therapy and teaching lead to change,
not adjustment or coping. Grown-ups
too often usurp youth's power and
rights. Therapy and psychology coupled
with abused teacher power can become
even more clever ways for abusive
grownups to oppress the young. When
therapy is used as a cute gimmick or as a
more sophisticated mc:ans of controlling
students, it conStitutes abuse of power
on the teacher's behaJf; a good teacher
will use her knowledge of therapy (0
give the power of seJf-dir.ection and selfknowledge back to the students and
prove that we arc all basically good and
fine.
The rightness of this viewpoint was
brought home to me at the end of the
year when a number of students wrote
about their changes, "I really feci like I
am my own best friend now," one said.
And his witchy teacher loved it.

point that they feel whatever move they
make can be classified into a psychiatric
mindfuck . They sec their actions in
probation records, neurological testing,
court books, and in IeneTS scnt home
from the school. I know what games
they play and how I play with them,
and I use that awareness to stop them
and set new panerns of behavior. I also
instruct other faculty members, and we
work out coumer-gamc plans. We have
been successful with this approach, and
many of our Uproar, Stupid and Poor
Me players have given up these games in
the classroom. Contracts can help here.
I sometimes make individual behavioral
contracts with nudents who arc really
having trouble controlling themselves.
In this contract, teacher and student
exchange behavior promises to insure
they arc both working equally on the
problem . I have a contract with a heavy
Uproar player that he will juSt leave the
room when he gets out of control, and I
will talk with him gently later. I have
another contract with a young man
named Lenny, well-liked but being persecuted by other students for his body
odor which was absolutely overwhelming . The students tried to take
care of it, nicely, for a long time, but
Lenny gOt defensive, and the B.O . got
more offensive. I called Lenny in and
explained to him that having B.O. was
not in his favor because it kept people
away from him. I .assured him all the
kids really liked him and all they
wamed was to be around him. He said
he didn't know what to do about it. So
we made a contract he would bathe
every day and wash his shirts.

THE TRUTH ABOUT ELECTRO-SHOCK TREATMENTS
As to the horrible American War-Crime of Electroshock treatments against
your will , here's what they're like in Montana:
The ex<on attendants come to your cell and tell you you don't get no
breakfast that morning. Then they rush you and strap your hands to your sides
before you can fight back. Then you're led downstairs to the shock table. A
rubber toothguard is shoved in your mouth. Two cold steel plates are put to
your temples and the foreign doctor, who went to the same school as Fidel
Castro, turns on the juice.
A jolt of power jars you into the darkness of temporary death. It's a darkness
you can't see or perceive. It's the equivalent of death, except you wake up again.
You wake up upstairs in your cell and they feed you breakfast. It destroys some
of the cells in your brain and erases your treasured memory. The war-criminal
doctor gives you not one of these, but 15, and one guy got lOOt
It completely shuts off the light in your brain to temporary darkness that
feels like it lasts one day, but actually lasts about 20 minutes. It's horror!!
After my treatment, given to me because I punched an attendant, I couldn't
even remember what my mother looked like and one patient couldn't even
remember the names of his kids. One patient asked me if he "died" in the
shock treatment room. One patient said he got a "little glimpse of eternity and
there's nothing out there." One girl after her treatment said, "Where's my brains
at, where's my brains at??" Yes, girls get shock treatments, too. Once, in
Montana a patient DIED on the table, and never got up.
I lost my treasured memory, and much of my mental ability. I used to be
good at mathematics, now I am just mediocre. I used to be the best Bridge
player at a hospital, now a retarded patient plays better. I used to be able to
memorize all the cards in a Pinochle game, now I just coast through. I used to be
good at Art, now I quit because I lost the Knack. Now I am always forgetting
things and I used to have a good memory. I'm stopped at geningchoice jobs and
professions. (The treatments give you Epilepsy, too.)
And every doctor applying electricity to the flesh knows it harms. His sins are
seen by the Skies, and by himself. He's worse than an Auschwitz fanatic.
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AND NO MAnER WHAT HE TELLS YOU AND WHAT PROPAGANDA
HE SPREADS, HE WON'T TAKE SHOCK TREATMENTS HIMSELF OR GIVE
THEM TO ANY MEMBER OF HIS FAMILY.
These treatments happen today in every state in the Union. Can this be
America???

-

written Nov. 1, 1972
by Cyri l Athana Kolocotronis. inmate.
Home Address:
718 Cherry Street
Se.Jttle, Washington 98104
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OTB Placating Losers
With an EGO Triple

Claude:

In view of your anick about perversions of TA , I thought you should
sec this.
Best

By ST£VE CADY

The OTB horseplayer's
Aqueduct daily double has

gone down the drain, and his
exactas haven't been close.
His confidence is falling
apart.
He steps up to the window
for one last try. and the ticket-seller says cheerfully: "You
can't always win, you know.
You'll be luckier next time."

By James A. Flnefroek

Mayors should act more like children and less Uke
parents - at least in their relationships with their wives.
Larry Bensky
. '!bat was one conclusion
wliich emel'ged from a seminar on transactional analy·
sis (TA) yesterday at the
Conference of Mayors.
• The session was held by
the National Training and
Development Service, a
Washington, D.C., based
non-profit organization.
Interpersonal
' Those who showed up got
a speedy introduction to TA
as it applies to the life of a
City's chief executive and his
family.
Noting that each year 25
percent of this state's electstudy of schizophrenic minds, that they
ed leaders voluntarily bow
look through our hypocrisy, our cruelty
out of office, NTDS Presl·
dent Thomas Fletcher (forand stu pid ity, our fake culture, our
mer San Jose city manager)
evasiveness and our fear of the tru th.
s.aid that his organization
They had the courage to approach what
was attempting "t 0 find
is cammollly evaded, and they were
to make elected offi·
wrecked because they went through the
daIS jobs better, more un·
d.erstandable and more JOY·
inferno without any help on the part of
tul."
our neurotic parents, our conceited
Yesterday .they got a taste
teachers, our cruel directors of educ·
of one of the ways of doing
institutions, our ignorant
ational
that: Through the analysis
physicians."
professional and personal
goals vis·a-vis interpersonal
relationships.
"Secret negotiations is the poljtics of
3 States
reaction. The politics of revolution is to
TA holds that a person is a
turn always to the masses, and to root
c.ombination of three tgo
out secret negotiations."
states: Parent, Adult and
Child, which bear a superfi·
cial
resemblance t') the
" There is only one possibility: to cut
Freudian Ego, Id, and Super
through the Gordian knot of bourgeois
Ego.
politics, not by aping it but by attacking
The child messages a'ce
it with the fundamental principle of
stored up and played back,
revolutionary politics: the principle of
like a tape recorder, to the
balance wheel, the rational
addressing the masses, ceaselessly, tirepart of our personalities
lessly, simply :l{1d clearly , of expressing
which sorts out the inconsisthe ideas of the masses, whether these
tencies presented by Parent
have been thought out or not, of desand Child.
The purpose of TA is to
troying the awe of the masses in the
strengthen the Adult ego by
face of high politics, of refusing to take
beComing more aware of
the swindle of high politics seriously, of
Parent and Child tapes.
mercilessly and relentlessly exposing it,
Mixed Reactions
of speaking the language of the masses,
That, theoretically at
of adapting politics to the masses in·
least, was what yesterday's
seminar was all about. Some
stead of vice versa, thereby democratfound it confusing ; others
izing it, simplifying it, making it accesfoUnd they had already
sible to everyone."
things out in other
ways before TA came along.
The factor wbich changes the humml
But still others found it
structure from "sick" to "healtby" is
challenging and useful. May·
or
A. J. Cooper, Jr. of Pritth e emotional, bioenergetic 'coordichard, Ala., 'said tlle semi·
• 'Iation of the organism. The orgasm
nar was "one of the unique
reflex is merely thc most prominent
things" about the confer·
indication that the coordination has
ence.
actually succeeded. Respiration, breakMuch of tlle interaction
between lecturer Tom a s
ing of muscular blocks, resolution of
Clary
and the audience
.. rigid character armor are nothing but
evolved around tlle stereo·
tools in this process of reintegration of
typed roles of men and
the organism. They are, most unforwomen, especially - as one
tunately, often mistaken for a theramight suspect - in a. m3yor·s household.
peutic end in itself, even by some dose
Can't Relate
workers in our fie lds. To mistake mere
"People in public Hie can't
tools of medical endeavors for the end
ft,late to normal transacitself is the result of bad thinking due to
tions at honie," one mayor
lack of coordinated knowledge of the
suggested, "because the
organism, i.e ., a narrow judgment which '
adult and children in people
are banging away at him all
docs not fit the breadth and the depth
day long at tlle office."
of human emotional diseases."
Politics itself was viewed.
as . a mian's game. (There
"The-central task of orgone therapy is
are only two women mayors
- the destruction of the armor, in other
.out of a tota! of 8(0).
.
"We think women can't
words, the reestablishment of plasma
suceeed
in
pOlitics
as
weD
as
mobility. In the armored individual, the
a man because -or their
function of pulsation is more or less
bleeding heart attitude," ODe
restricted in all organs. The taSk of
mayor ' said. "They overre·
orgone therapy is that of reestablishing
spond and Jose objectivity
because they are emotional."
the full capacity of pulsation. This is
done, biophysically, by dissolving the
29
attitude of holding back."
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The loser doesn't realize
it, but his bruised ego has
just been psychologically
"stroked" by a ticket clerk

trained in a role-playing technique known as T.A.C.T.
Instead of negative comments. losers receive nothing

but respect and encouragement. Every clerk has read
the best-seller "I'm O.K.You're O.K.," and he is telling the losing customer, iit
effect, "You're O.K,"
Three Faces of Adam

The T. A. C. T. system
(Transactional Analysis for
Customer Treatment) was
purchased by OTB from
American Airlines. which de·
veloped it from the theories
found in "I'm O.K. - You're
O.K." According to the author, Dr. Thomas A. Harris,
everyone's
is
divided into three ego states:
parent. adult and child.
In the OTB training course,
sellers and cashiers arc
taught to recognize which
,.state a horseplayer may be
in-and to react with the
proper ego state of their
own.
For example, a customer
who yells and threatens to
punch the employe or stick
a hand through the window
would be in a child ego state.
A customer behaving like a
. "parent" would bc authorita·
tive and dcmanding, likely to
make swecping statements.
In the adult ego state, the
decision-making part of the
triad, the person would be
calm and rational.
"We try to swing the behavior onto an adult level,"
said Erika Van Acker, director of training at OTB. "But
sometimes you have to play
a different role. If an angry
customer is coming from a
'heavy
ego state,. the
clerk might want to go mto
a hcavy
ego state.
"He might say something
like, 'This kind or· behavior
isn't tolerated here.'''
The tems "stroke" and
"stroking" afe very- big in
T.A.C.T. "Usually," says Miss
Van Acker, "ali an iratc'customer needs is a strokc. Just
be nice to them, and they
calm down.
Courses Last 4 Hours
TraiOing courses last four
hours, during which situa·
tions are acted out, scripts
are read and diagrams drawn
up. Basic examples include
the situatiol). in which a
horseplayer (in a parent ego
state) demands to. know why
OTB "always" makes blun·
that "never" happen at
the racetrack.
, "You people are always
wrong," .the customer says.
,The wrong responses would
be' a parent ego state (,'Then
you ought to go to the
track") and a child ego state
("Why pick on me?''). The
proper adult response would
be: '\We're trying to get the
problem solved, I'll be with
you in a minute."
OTB apparently hasn't discovered yet that large numbers of horseplayers thrive" on
despair, and might be uncomfortable. being told they're .
"O.K." For these compulsos,
the standard exchan,e has
always been, "I'm Slck you're &iclt."
'. OTB might do well to add
that role to il;s T.A.C.T. pr0gram.

Mayors Should
Be Childlike?
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Wilhelm Reich lived a life filled with
excitement, love, loyalty, passionate
work, discovery, betrayal, persecution,
defiance and paranoia. He was a genius;
some say he was a quack. He believed
that he discovered a cure for cancer and
that he could control the weather. He
died, at age sixty in a U.S. penitentiary.
His work is su re to become central to
the Radical Therapy movement.
The following quotes, selected from
Character Analysis, The Function of the
Orgasm, and Sex Pol struck us, at IRT,
to be of interest. We publish them here
to call attention to the fact that we arc
planning to have a Special Issue on
W. Reich, bioenergetics, orgonomy, neoRcichian therapy, and other related approaches dealing with the politics and
oppression of the human body.
We are inviting you to submit articles, graphics, poetry, or whatever for the
Winter Issue 1974 of IRT. The deadline
for receipt of your contribution is
December I, 1973.
"For more than two decades I had
experienced and understood the murderous rage against me on the part of
people who became frightened to death
by my scientific, factua l description of
the orgonotic .streamings. I had met this
terror in presidential candidates, communist liberators, fascist mystics, welladjusted psychoanalysts, neurotic court
psychiatrists, neurosurgeons, directors
of mental institutions, hopeless cancer
pathologists, schizophrenics, politicians
of all kinds, scheming wives of co'
workers, etc. So I knew that 1 was
dea1ing with: She (Reich's patient) was
blue with rage; she tried again and again
to jump upon me, to get at my throat,
and to kick me .... She did it openly
and frankly, while the biopath ic psychoanalyst who feels threatened by my
teachings goes around sneaking and gossiping, telling people' that I was in a
mental institution or that I seduced all
my female patients or that I have just
been buried. 1 preferred the behavior of
my patient by far."
" I venture the statement that in our
mental institutions many potentially
great artists, musicians, scientists and
philosophers are rotting away their lives
... These great souls, broken down and
wrecked as "schizophrenics," know and
perceive what no homo normalis dares
to touch ... Let us listen to what these
gifted and clear·visioned human beings
have to say. We can learn a great deal
from them; we can learn to become
more modest, more serious, less gaudy
and cocky.
I claim, after 30 years of thorough
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Wi tches, Midwives and Nurses
PartH
Women and the Rise of the American Medical Profession

Barbara Ehrenmeh
and Deirdre Engtish

In the United States the male takeover
of healing roles started later than in
England or France, but ultimately went
much further. Today there is probably
no industrialized country with a lower
percentage of women doctors [han in
the u.s.: . Engrand has 24 percent ;
Russia has 7S percent ; the U.S. has only
seven percent. And while rnidwifcryfemale midwifery- is still a thriving occupation in Scandinavia, the United
Kingdom, the Netherlands, etc" it has
been virtually ou d awcd here since the
early twentieth cemury.
The question is: Ho ..... did one particular set of healers, who happened to
be male, while and middle class, manage
to oust all the competing folk healers,
midwives and other practitioners who
had dominated the American medical
scene in the early 1800's?
The conventional answer given by
medical historians is, of cou rse, that

•

1
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grew its earlier faith in quacks, and
granted the true medical profession a
lasting monopoly of the healing arts.
But the real answer is not in this
made·up drama of science versus ig·
noranee and superstition. It's pan of the
19th century 's long story of class and
sex struggles for power in all areas of
life. When women had a place in medi·
cine, it was in a people's medicine.
When that people's medicine was de·
stroyed, there was no place for womenexcept in the subservient 'role of nurses.
The set of healers who became the
medical profession was distinguished
not so much by its associations with
modern science as by its associations
with the emerging American business
establishment. With all due respect to
Pasteur, Koch and the other great Euro·
pean medical researchers of the 19th
century, it was the Carnegies and
Rockefellers who intervened to secure
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"Regular" doctors
there always was one true American
medical profession- a small band of men
whose scientific and moral au thority
nowed in an unbroken stream from Hippocrates, Galen and the great European
medical scholars. In fronti er America
these doctors had to combat, not only
the routine problems of sickness and
death, but the abuses of a host of lay
practitioners-usually
depicted
as
women, es-slaves. Indians and drunken
patent medicine salesmen. Fortunately
for the medical profession, in the [ate
19th century -the American public suddenly developed a healthy respect for
the doctors' scientific knowlcdge, out·
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water treatment
the final victory of the American medi·
cal profession .
The U.S. In 1800 could hardly have
been a more unpromising environment
for the development of a medical pro·
fession. or any profession, for that
matter. Few formally trained physicians
had emigrated here from Europe. There
were ...ery few schools of medicine in
America and very few institutions of
higher learning altogether. The general
public, fresh from a war of national
liberation, was hostile to professional'
ism and "foreign" elitisms of any type.
In Western Europe, university-trained
physicians already had a centuries·old

monopoly over the right to heal. But in
America, medical practice was tradi·
tionally open to anyone' who could
demonstrate healing skills- regardless of
formal training, race or sex.
Women frequently went into joint
practices with their husbands: the husband handling the surgery, the wife the
midwifery and gynecology, and everything else shared. Or a woman might go
inlO practice after developing skills
th rough caring for family members or
through an apprenticeship with a relative or other established healer. For ex·
ample, Harriet. Hunt, one of America's
first trained female doctors, became in·
terested in medicine during her sister's
illness, worked for a while with a husband-wife "doctor" team, then simply
hung out her own shingle. (Only later
did she undertake formal training.)
Entcr The Doctor
In the early 1800's there was also a
growing number of formally trained
doctors who took great pains to distinguish themselves from the host of lay
practitioners. The most important real
distinction was that the formally
lTained , or "regular" doctors as they
called themselves, were male, usually
middle class, and almost always more
expensive than the lay competition.
In terms of medical skills and theory,
the so·called "regulars" had nothing to
recommend them over the lay practi·
tioners. Their "formal training" meant
little-even by European standards of
the time. Medical programs varied in
length from a few months to two years;
many medical schools had no clinical
facilities ; high school diplomas were not
required for admission to medical
schools. Not that serious academic training would have helped much anywaythere was no body of medical science to
be trained in. Insread, the "regulars"
were ta ught to treat most ills by "hero·
ic" measures: massive bleeding, huge
doses of laxatives, calomel (a laxative
containing mercury) and. later, opium.
(The European medical profession had
little better to offer at this time either.)
There is no doubt that these "cures"
were often either fatal or more injurious
than the original disease.

The lay practitioners _ were un·
doubtedly safer and mo re effective than
the "regulars." They preferred mild
herbal medications, dietary changes and
hand·holding to heroic interventions.
htaybe they didn't know any more than
the "regulars," but at least they were
less likely to do the patient harm. Left'<
alone, they might well have displaced
the "regular" doctors with even middle
class consumers in time. But they didn't
know the right people. The "regulars,"
with their close tics to the upper class,
had legislative clout. By 1830, 13 states
had passed medical licensing laws out·
lawing "irregular" practice and establishing the "regulars" as the only legal
healers.
It was a premature move. Ti}ere was
no popular suppOrt fo r the idea of medi·
cal professionalism, much less for the
particular set of healers who claimed it.
And there was no way lO enforce the
new laws: The trusted healers of the
common people could not simply be
legislated out of practice. Worse stiUfor the "regulars"- this early grab for
medical monopoly inspired mass indigo
nation in the form of a radical, popular
health movement which came close to
smashing medical elitism in American
once and for all.
The Popu lar Health Movement
The Popular Health Movement of the
1830's and 40's is usually dismissed in
conventional medical histories as the
high·tide of quackery and medical cultism. In reality it was the medical front
of a general social upheaval stirred up
by feminist and working class movements. Women were the backbone of
the Popular Health Movement. "Ladies
Physiological Societies," the equivalent
of the current women's know-your·
body courses, sprang up everywhere,
bringing rapt audiences simple instrucrion in anatomy and personal hygiene.
The emphasis was o n preventive care, as
opposed to the murderous "cures" practiced by the "regular" doctors. The
Movement ran up the banner fo r fre·
quent bathing (regarded as a vice by
many "regular" doctors of the time),
loose-fitting female cloth ing, whole
grain cereals, temperance, and a host of
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other issues women could relate to.
And , at about the time that Margaret
Sanger's mother was a little girl, some
elements of the Movement were already
pushing birth contro!.
The Movement was a radical assault
on medical elit ism, and an affirmation
of the tradition of people's medicine.
"Every man his own doctor," was the
slogan of one wing of the Movement,
and they made it very clear that they
meant every woman too. The " regular,"
licensed, doctors were attacked as
members of the "parasitic, non-producing classes."
The "regular" docto rs quickly found
themselves outn umbered and cornered .
From the left-wing of the Popular
Health Movement came a total rejection
of " doctoring" as a paid occupationmuch less as an overpaid " profession,"
and by the 1840's medical licensing laws
had been repealed in almost all of the
states.
The peak of the Po pular Health
Movement coincided with the beginnings of an organized fe minist movement, and the two were so closely
linked that it's hard to tcll where one
began and the other left off. "This
crusade for women's health (the Popular
Health Movement) was related both in
cause and effect to the demand fo r
women's rights in general, and the
health and feminist movements became
indistinguishable at this point," accord·
ing to Ric hard Shryock, the well-known
mwical historian . The health movement
was concerned with women's rights in
general, and the women's movement
was particularly concerned with health
and with women's access to medical
training.

Doctors o n the Offensive
At its height in the 1830's and
1840's, the ropular Health Movement
had the "regu lar" doctors- the professional ancestors of today's physiciansrunning scared. Luer in the 19th century, as the grassroots energy ebbed and
the Movement 'degenerated into a set of
competing sects, the "regulars" went
back on the offensive. In 1848, they
pulled together their first narional
organization, pretentiously named the
American Medical Association (AMA).
Throug hout the latter part of the
19th century, the " regulars" relentlessly

attaeked lay practitioners, sectarian doctors and women practitioners in general.
The attacks were linked : Women .practitioners could be attacked beeause of
their sectar·ian leanings, sects could be
attacked because of· their openness to
women. The arguments against women
doctors ranged from the paternalistic
(how could a respectable woman mivel
at night to a medical emergency?) to the
hardcore sexist . In his presidential address to the AMA in 187 1, Dr. Alfred
Stille, said :
"Certain women seek to rival men in
manly sports ... and t he strongminded ape them in all things, even
in dress. In doing so they may com·
mand a sort of admiration such as all
monstrous productions inspire, especially when they aim towards a
higher ty pe than their own ."
The rare woman who did make it
into a " regular" medical .school faced
one sexist hurdle after another. First
there was the continuous harassmentoften lewd- by the male students. T here
were professors who wouldn 't discuss
anatomy with a lady present. There
were textbooks like a well·known 1848
obstetrical text which stated , "She
Iwoman l had a head almost too small
for intellect but just big enough fo r
love." There were respectable gynecological t heories of the injurious effects
of intellectual activity on the female
rep roductive organs.
And so it is all the stranger to us, and
all the sadder, that what we might call
the "women's health movement" began,
in the late 19th century, to d!ssociate
itself from its Popular Health Movement
past and to strive for respectability.
Members of irregular sects were purged
fro m the facult ies of the women's medical eolleges. Female medical leaders
such as Elizabeth Blackwell joined male
"regulars" in demanding an end -to lay
midwifery and "a complete
education" for all who practicw obstetrics. All this at a t ime when the " regu·
lars" still had lit tle or no "scientific"
advantages over the sect docto rs or lay
healers. The result was that midd le class
women gave up the substantive attack
on male med icine, and accepted the
terms set by the emerging male med ical
profession.
Professional Victory
The "regulars" were still in no condi·
tion to make another bid for medical
monopoly. For one thing, they still
couldn't claim to have any uniquely effective methods or special body of
knowledge. Besides, an occupational
group doesn't gain a professional
monopoly on the basis of technical
superiority alone. A recognized profession is not just a group of selfproclaimed experts , it is a group which
has au thority in th e law to s;clect its
own members and regulate their practice, i.e., to monopolize a certain field
without outside interference. How does
a particular group gain full professional
status? In the words of sociologist Eiliot

GLASS MOUNTAIN PAMPHLETS

This article is a shortened version of the second half of the pamphlet,
Witches, Midwives and Nurses: A History o f Women Healers. A condensation of
the first half appeared in tAT #2. The complete pamphlet is 45 pages long and
fully illustrated with period graphics.
Glass Mountain Pamphlets are published and distributed by The Feminist
Press, a non-profit, tax--exempt educational and publishing group organized to
challenge sexual stereotypes in books and schools and libraries. Witches,
Midwives and Nurses is available for $1.25 for single copies; Movement groups
can order in bulk at a 40% discount. Write: The Feminist Press, Box 334, Old
Westbury, New Vork, 11568. A free catalogue will be sent on request.
A second pamphlet by Barbara Ehrenreich and Deirdre English will be
available in the Fall. Titled Complaints and Disorders: The Sexual Politics of
Sickness, it is a history of medicine's contribution to sexist ideology and practice
in America.
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Freldson:
" A profession attains and maintains
its position by virtue of the pro tection and patronage of some elite segment of society which has been per·
suaded that there is some special
value in its work."
In other words, professions are the creation of a ruling class. To become the
med ical profession, the " regular" doctors needed, above all , ru ling class pa,tronage.
By a lucky coincidence fo r the " rcgulars," both the science and the patro nage became available around the same
time, at the turn of the century. Fre nch
Getman scientists
and
especially
brought fo rt h the germ theory of disease which provided, fo r the first time
in human history, a rational basis for
disease prevention and therapy. While
the run-of-the-mill American docto r was
still mum bling about "humors" and dosing people with calomel, a tiny medical
elite was travelling to German universities to learn the new science. They re·
turned to the U.S. fi lled with reformist
zeal. In 1893 German-trained doetors
(funded by local philanthropists) set up
the first American German-styte medical
school, Johns Hopki ns.
As fa r as curriculum was concerned ,
the big innovation at Hopkins was integrating lab work in basic science with
expanded clinical training. Other refo rms included hiring full time fac ulty,
emphasizing research, and closely associating the medical school with a fu ll
un iversity. Johns Hopkins also introduced the modern pattern of medical
wucation- four years of medical school
following four years of college- which
of course barred most working class and
poor people from the possibility of a
medical education.
Meanwhile, for the first time in
American history, there were su fficient
concentrations of corporate wealth to
allow for massive, organized philanthropy, Le., organized ruling class intervention in the social, cultural and politi·
cal life of the nation. Foundations were
created as the lasting instruments of this
intervention- the Rockefeller and Carnegie fou ndations appeared in the first
decade of the 20th century. One of the
earliest and highest items on their agenda was medical "reform," the creation
of a respectable, scientific American
medical profession.

.,
T h e group 0 f Amen·can med·Ica I practitioners that the foundations chose to
put their money behind was, naturally
enough, the scientific elite of the ':rcgular" doctors. (Many of these men were
themselves ru ling class, and all ,were urbane, university-trained gentlemen.>
Starting in 1903, fou ndation money
began to pour into mwical schools by
the millions. The conditions were clear:
Conform to the Johns Hopkins model
or close.
Medical schools closed by the score,
includ ing six of America's eight black
medical schools and the majority of the
" irregular" schools which had been a
haven for fe male students. Medicine was
established once and fo r all as a bra nch
of "higher" learning, accessible only
through lengthy and expensive university training. It's certainly true that
as medical knowledge grew, lengthier
training d id become necessary. But the
foundations had no intention of making
such training available to the great mass
of lay healers and " irregular" doctors.
Instead , doors were slammed shut to
blacks, to the majority of women and to
poor white men. Medicine had become a
white, male. middle class occupation.
But it was more than an occupation.
It had become, at last, a profession. The
doctor had become- thanks to some forcign scientists and eastern foundationsthe " man of science": beyond criticism,
beyond regulation, very nearly beyond
competition.
Outlawing the Midwives

In state after state, new, tough lieens·
ing laws sealed the doctors' monopoly
on medical practice. All that was left
was to drive out the last holdouts of the
old people's medicine- the midwives. In
1910, about SO percent of all babies
were delivered by midwives- most were
'blacks or working class immigrants. It
was an intolerable situation to the newly emerging obstetrical specialty.
Obstetricians launched their attacks
on midwives in the name of science and
reform. Midwives were ridiculed as
"hopelessly dirty, ignorant and incompetent. II Specifically, they were held responsible fo r the prevalence of puerperal sepsis (uterine infections) and
neonatal ophthalmia (blindness due to
parental infection with gonorrhea).
Both conditions were easily preventable
by techniques well within the grasp of
the least literate midwife (hand-washing
for puerperal sepsis, and eye drops fo r
3/
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the ophthalmia),
Bur the American obstetricians had
no real commitmen t to improved obst<::ukal carc. In fact, a study by a johns
Hopkins professor in 1912 'indicated
that most American doctors were fess
competent than the midwives. Not only
were the doctors themselves un reliable
about preventing sepsis and o phthalmia
but they also tcnded to be too ready (0
usc surgical techniques which endangered mother or child. If anyone,
then, deserved a legal monopoly on obstcuicai carc, it was the midwives, not
the MO's. But the doctors had power,
the midwives didn't. Under intense pressure from the medical profession, state
after state passed Jaws outlawing midwifery and restricting the practice of
obstcuics to doctors. Women had been
from
last foothold as in-

Lady with the Lamp
The only remai ning occupation for
women in health was nursing. Nursing
had not always existed as a paid occupation-it had to be invented. In the early
19th
a " nurse" was simply a
woman who happened to be nursing
someone-a sick child or an aging relative. There
hosp itals, and they did
employ nurscs. But the hospitals of the
time served largely as refuges for the
dying poor, with only token eare provided. Hospital nurses, hiStory has it,
were a disreputable lot, prone to
drunkenness, proStitution and thievery.
And conditions in
hospitals were
scandalous.
If nursing was not exactly an attrac;tive field to women workers, it was a
wide open arena for women refonners.
To
hospital care, you had to
reform nursing, and to make nursing
acceptable to docrors and to women of
"good character," it had to be given a
completely new image. Florenee Nigh tingale gOt
chance in the bank-front
hospitals of the Crimean War, where she
replaced the old camp-follower "nurscs"
with a bevy of disciplined, sober,
middle-aged ladies. Dorothea Dix, an
American hospital reformer, inrroduced
the new breed of nurses in the Union
hospitals of the Civil War.
The new nurse- " the lady with the
lamp," selflessly tending the wounded
caught the popular imagination. Real
nursing schools began to appear in
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England right after the Crimean War,
and in the U.S. right after the Civil War.
At the same time, the number of hospitals began to increase to keep pace with
the needs of medical education. Medical
needed hospitals to rrain in;
good
as the doctors were
learning,
good nurses. In fact,
the first American nursing schools did
their best to recruit actual upper class
as students; Miss Euphemia Van
Renesselear, of an old aristocratic New
York family, graced Bellevue's first
class.
Let us look a little more closely at
the women who invented nursing
cause, in a very real sense, nursing as we
know it today is the product of their
oppression as upper class Victorian
Dorothea Dix was an heiress of

substantial
Florence Nightingale
and Louisa Schuyler (the moving force
behind the creation of America's first
Nightingale-style nursing school) were
genuine aristocrats. They were refugees
from the enforced leisure of Victorian
ladyhood. Dix and Nightingale did not
begin to catve out their reform careers
until they were in their thirties, and
faeed with the prospect of a long, useless spinsterhood. They focused their
energies on the care of the sick
this was a "natural" and acceptable interest for ladies of their class.
Nightingale and her immediate diseiples left nursing with the indelible
stam p of their own class biases. Training
emphasized character, not skills. The
finished product, the Nightingale nurse,
was simply the ideal Lady, rransplanted

from home to the hospital, and absolvea
of reproductive responsibilities. To the
doctor, she brought the wifely virtue of
absolute obedience. To the patient, she
brought the selfless devotion of a
mother. To the lower level hospital
employees, she brought the firm but
kindly discipline of a household manager accustomed to dealing with servants. Or, as one historian of nursing
put it, nearly a century later, "Woman is
an instinctive nurse, taught by Mother
Nature." If women were instinctive
nurses, they were not, in tKe Nightingale:
view, instinctive doctors. She wrote of
the few female physicians of her time:
"They have only tried to be men, and
they have succeeded only in being thirdrate men."
Just as the feminist movement had
not opposed the rise of medical professionalism, it did not challenge nursing as
an oppressive female role. In fact, feminists of the late 19th century were
themselves beginning to celebrate th
nurse/ mother image of feminini
he
American women's movement had given
up the struggle for full sexual equality
to foeus exclusively on the vote, and to
get it, they were ready to adopt the
most sexist tenets of Victorian ideology: Women need the vote, they argued,
not because they are human, but because they are Mothers." "Woman is the
mother of the race," gushed Boston
feminiS[ Julia Ward Howe, "the guardian of its helpless infancy, its earliest
teacher, its moS[ zealous champion.
Woman is also the homemaker, upon
her devolve the details which bless and
beaurify family life." And so on in
paeans tOO painful to quote.
The Doctor Needs a Nurse
Of course, the women's movement
was nOt in a
to decide on the
future of nursing anyway. Only the
medical profession was. At first, male
doctors were a little skeptical about the
new Nightingale nurses-perhaps suspecting that this was just one more
feminine attempt to infiltrate medicine.
But they were soon won over by the
nurses' unflagging obedience . To the beleaguered doctors of the 19th century,
nursing was a godsend: Here at last was
a kind of health worker who did not
want to compete with the "regulars,"
did not have a medical doctrine to push,
and who seemed to have no other mission in life but to serve.

Overcoming Fear and Pain
Susan Tatum
Now that women arc tired of being

considered the "weaker sex" with its
concommirant

implications

of soft,

flabby, passive bodies and soft, flabby,
passive minds, we want to become
active, fully functioning human beings.

We ' are learning to take responsibility
for our own lives, to reclaim our
strength and power and ta ke care of
ourselves. '
While the re has been a lot of talk
about women getting to know their
bodies. most of it has ,been sexually
oriented. Not that this isn't an important area of liberation. But I believe that
we deserve to know our muscles and our
strength as well. Women have been '
brainwashed or indoctrinated to believe
that they cannot do things which require physical power. Very few women
even have a reasonable concept of what
their physical limits might be, or how to
with sudden fcar or pain.
The fact is, wc don't know how to
read our body's signals. Bccause wc
don't give it credit for its power, we
have, in effect, given up our body's
strength.
In a stressful situation an untrained
person is rarely cool, calm and collected. When the time comes that you
want to use either a fighting or defense
technique or the self healing and conuol
techniques I will discuss, you will be
either scared or angry or in pain, or a
combination of these things. The usual
reactions from womcn who are either
scared and tO': angry are:
hysteria-ineffectual flailing when in danger, hurt or being attacked.
2. catatonia-being
"frozen·with·
fear," which is obviously even less
effective.
I know of only nvo ways to avoid
these reactions, and I recommend that
you aim for both:
1. Practice so that the moves or
techniques are totally automaticiq$tinctive- so that you r mind and conscious control are unnecessary. This is a
must because you may need to react
faster than you can consciously direct. 1
must caution yo u here, though- If you
are going. to practice a defense or attack
until it is in your automatic memory,
you had better practice it correctly! If
you do it wrona: when you practice; you
are S¥f'C to do it wrons under stress.
This means that you cannot practice
haphazardly or sloppily and that for self
defense techniques you shou1d have in·
Imu::tion or wpcrvlston. Bad habits are
jlMt aa easily luraed. as
ones, and
'let}' difficult to unlearn.
2.
sccoaEI reqwil-cment is to
keep calm and relAxed;
don't get
scared or anery in the first place. I'm
not Niiesting that you really learn ho""
to be
totally indifferent to a mad
ACcropnwe wielding a bloody hatchet.
But increased self-confidence will prevent raehity tremors and will, in fact,
produce vibes which in and of themselves will keep you from getting hassled. And you can learn to control your
body's chemical secretions, especially
adrenalin, such that you stay in control
even when you are alarmed. Most
women (at least women in the social
class that I'm from) are so unaccusto med to the surge of adrenalin that
comes when they are in physical danger
or have been injured that instead of
having a useful burst of. energy and
power (which is the physiological
intent) they generally become even
more upset and cry a lot. It's as though
their circuits were suddenly overioided,
and that's actually a pretty fair analogy.
But yo u can become acquainted with all
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your powcr, including that emergency
buzz, so that you can use it rather than
being at its mercy.
I can't mock up a frigh tening situa·
tion for you, but yo u will probably
injure yourself soon cnough in the
course of daily life. T he ncxt time yo u
get a bad knock or a burn, or cut
yourself, or slam your finger in a door, I
suggest you try the follwoing: Instead
of jumping up and down: swearing and
crying, stay perfectly still (sit or kneel if
you are really hurt) and focus yo ur
mind on breathing deeply and regularly.
A surprising amount of our reaction to
pain is actually slightly delayed fright,
like the weak knees and shaking hands
that come after an almost car wreck. It's
yOlK body reacting to what your mind
knows migbt have happened.
Once, when I was taking a class on
the use of a bo (an oak staff about six
feet tOIli and an inch or an inch and a
half in diameter), my opponcat lIroucht
his stick 40"". 011. ·mine with an overhead stroM mat ""as mum str0nFr
than I e.cted. I had my bo above IDf
head in a horizontal bl.ck which took
the full force of his Wow. I didn't arop
my JUard, but my &rip slipped just
enouah [Ill allow my suff to roll forwar4
a bit, and that motion rolled the end of
his staff off my block. All this happened
very fast , and before I "new it I'd been
struck on the forehead and cheek with .
the end of an only slightly deflected boo
It was a very hard knock, and I instantly
sank to my knees and c:oncentrated on
breathing. But, believe it o r not, I was
less upset by the actual pain than by the
fact that the blow had barely missed my
eye. My body was trying to panic over
something that hadn't happened.
While I did my breathing exercise,
my karate instructor rubbed the back .of
my neck so that I wouldn't tense up and
cut off the natural flow of blood . Because of his action and because of my
own control and calm ·which prevented
my heart from wildly pumping blood to
the injured area, there was much less
congestion than would be expected

from such a blow. As soon as I was sure
I would not break down in tears of
delayed fright and that my breathing
was normal and effortless, I was given
some icc to hold on my fore head . This,
toO, discourages the flow of blood by
sh rinking the capillaries and veins so
that they do not become engorged. It is
a very useful technique immediately
aftcr a blow or a sprain. Another technique that I use to keep the blood
moving free ly through an injured area is
to rub firm ly toward my heart, as you
. would in a massage. This should be done
immediately after the injury. I find that
the bruise then develops with a reddish
tinge rather than black or blue, and
fades more quickly than an ordinary
bruise.
Of course, three or four hows later,
afte'r excess blood has congealed around
the injury to create swelling and bruising, you want heat to break up the

congcstion and restore [he natural circulation. Hot baths, hot towels, hcat
lamps, heating pads, etc. arc very useful.
With practice you can learn to incrcase
thc blood flow in an arca by mcntal
exercise. By concentrating on the injured area and using your creative imagination to see thc congestion dispersing,
the blood flowing smoothly, and to feel
a warmth around the arca, you can
actually create that effect. This notion
may sound a bit witchy and weird, but I
assure you that your though ts are very
powerful. If you contemplate this
power of thought, I'm sure you will
come up with some very practical- and
important possibilities.
In summary, get to know you r body
and its power. LeUJI. to use · your
and training; remember the
power of directing your thoughts and
consciousness and the imponanee of
being relaxed ana alert.
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Letters and Other Important Information

,Manuscripts for the next IRT issue
should be
by Sept. IS, 1973.
Send them to P.O. Box 23544. Oa.kland,
Calif. 94623. Manuscripts should be

ssues in Radical Therapy is a practical political journal which serves as a forum for
ialogue and exchange of information among people who are involved in the radical
erapy
IRT addresses anyone interested or involvCd in the radical therapy movement:
pie who were or are "in therapy," therapists and professionals who align
emsclves and support' the interests of " patientS" and workers, inmates of mental
ospitaJ,s and prisons of any kind, orderlies, etc. We want anicles about political
ppression and its relation to psychiaoic distress, articles which grow out of
volvement in radical therapy, "how [0 do it and why" articles, articles from
ople who are organizing to reclaim power over their own lives, etc.
believe that IRT must continue to grow. We want to learn. We want to
xpose contradictions in OUf theory .and practice. We"welcome change so that we
an continue to work toward our revolutionary goals. We ask for feedback from all
fyou.
In Joving struggle,
IRT colicctiYe

doublc'"$paccd throughout and in triplicate. If you want your manuscript back.
plcaseo'send us a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. We want feedback from all of
you so that. we can know and respond
to what you want. We invite guest editorials and letters .to IRT. If you want
to publish -your ideas and/or experiences
but YOUf writings arc not in final. publishable Conn, send them anyway. If we
like it, we'U help you finish it. We'll
read What you've: wrinen. write comments and Knd it back to you. Please
send a stamped. self-addressed envelope.
If you don't ha\le access to a typewriter
-1:nd c;m't type your paper. Send it anyay. Just write clearly and double space
we can read it easily.

1.--------------.,----------.;;;;.;.;;,;;,;,;,;;.;;___________________
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Readers · who notice such items will
sec that with IRT #3 staff positions
have changed. The following notes
explain why.
Given: that communication is power
and a crucial component of healthy
survival: one vision we had when we
started IRT was that we would share
with eaeh other everything we know
abou t publishing which, COllectively,
turned out to be considerable.
What I and the reS( of the group
didn't _know very much about, except
perhaps in the crudest form, was how to
publish a periodical without relying on
the usual specializing (i.e., editor, pro·
duction manager, etc.) and hierarchy of
function. Thus, another of our visions in
starting lRT was to be engaged in a
process which would lead eventually to
the obsolescence of T he Ed itor: every·
one would be an editor, everyone would
be equally responsible. Indeed the es·
sence of that vision is that anyone in
IRT collective will be able, if necessary,
to put OUt the paper completely alone.
(Of course, we hope that never has to
happ'en but our paranoia leads us to be
prepared for the possibility, given the
vulnerability of the left, caused by its
own in·fighting (lefter·Than-Thou) as
well as the more obvious kinds of re'
pression that might be expected from
the Fascist Right.)
So: with IRT #1 I bore most of ·the
editing/ publishing .burden. The collective asked me to be Editor and I wanted
to bc, too. By the time IRT #2 was in
the works people in the collective had
enough information and had acquired
enough skills so that my input could be
reduced and I became COQrdillatillg
Editor; I was still "where the buck
stopped," I still had the psychological
burden of "being the leader," but my
actual work and worry load had been
lessened considerably.
Now, with IRT # 3, Rick DeGolia
and Hogie wyckoff are sharing the Coordinating Editor function and I get to
relax and make mudpies with the rest of
the kids. (Well, just about: I still have
this advisory trip going but my
shoulders just don't look or feel
hunched over as they did when I wa"
"it_") Whew!
I'd like to point out that I think the
relative speed with which we are going
through this process- that of equalizing
power- has been the effect of our commitments to cooperation and a long,
long, long life for IRT.
- Joy Marcus
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March 23, 1973
Gcndepeople,
I was given yo ur address by VSC; I
wrote to them after reading their issue
of Work Force on mental health_ I'm
sure that nothing I could tell you about
my experiences would be new or surpflSlng_
I'm on the board of a halfway house
in Cleveland that I lived in for
months. The name of the house is
W.I.S. H., Inc. (Women in Search of
Help). I've been having somewhat of a
hard time as I'm the only non -profes· •
sional on the board, and the only
forme r resident. The house had to temporarily close down last September because of Financial and staffi ng hassles.
We've been promised state funds but
have yet to see any money_
According to the Code ,of Regulations, the objectives of Wish are:
' I. The Corporation is dedicated
to meeting the needs of women
18 years of age and over, for
whom normal social living has become a primary problem. INo one
bothers to define "normal social
living" nor to consider the hypqcrisy of ito]
2. Exeluded are women who are
users of opium, heroin, marijuana,
LSD, or any opiate derivative or
hallucinatory drug which is currently illegal or will be illegal in
the future_
3_ Pregnant women can be provided an emergency shelter not to
exceed a week's duration.
I had a hard t ime being accepted to
Wish; I was told that I was accepted
under special circumstances (I never was
told just what those circumstances
were) and was frequently reminded of
that by the person in charge.
Most of the residents were passive,
submissive people; however, there were
a few of us who were activists - organizers - outspoken - t rouble makers we were tenned "rebellious," "defiant,"
"resentful of accepted authority" (the
latter of which was true) because we
stood up for our rights as human beings_
When J challenged the manner in which
a cenain situation was handled, I was
told that I was "regressing" and that I
should consider "more intensive treatment and hospitalization"; I was also

told to think of the house as a "little
hospital." (At that time I had been
working for
months and was totally
self-supporting. ) This is a sample of the
kinds of verbal abuse those of us who
didn't submit to the whims of the person in charge (a live-in social worker)
were subject to.
I see being on the board as an incredible responsibility; there are so many
people who are desperately in need of a
home- a place that is more than a place
to sleep- and I can't let them down-I
can't let myself down_ If I can't learn by
my mistakes and the injustices we
suffered- what use was it all? Just because we gOt 'shit doesn' t mean it HAS
to happen. These are things I've tried to
convey [0 the rest of the board. Unfortunately, I'm dealing with many tradirional professionals. In a way, I can
understand what they're saying- if I say
to them "look, we don't necessarily
need professionals to run the house,"
I'm saying, "Look, we don't necessarily
need you ." - I'm threatening them.
Keeping their position, thei r stuffiness,
concern with professionalism and with
professional image in mind, I submitted
the enclosed recommendations to the
board at the last meeting. They accepted what I said.
I'm exhausted and frustrated from
fighting- the Struggle is endless. Any
suggestions you might have would be
welcome with open arms (eyes?)- your
experiences, and/or any other similar
endeavors you might know of; specifically, if you can't help me, names and
addresses of otner people who are doing
or are trying to do similar kinds of
things.
I'm also involved in trying to set up a
crash house which, we hope, will be a
place people ca.n go to hash out what
they've got to deal with (that sounds
awfu l!)-an alternative to incarceration
in mental institutions and the oppression that accompanies it.
Thank you.
In struggle- and hope,
In struggle- and hope,
Debbie Heller
2030 E. lISth St.
Apt. 21
Cleveland, Ohio 44106
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April 29, 1973
IRT :
There is a need for an international
meeting to stimulate and communicate
about radical thcrapy, radical psychi·
atry, radical psychology, Marxism,
mental patient's liberation and the full
range of issues. There is the possibility
of hold ing such a meeting in 1974 at
Erasmus University in Rotterdam. What
is your reaction to this? What topics
should the meeting cover? Who should
attend the meeting? Where should the
meeting bc held? When would be a good
time to hold such an assembly? How
can we find such a meeting? Would one
of your group be willing to serve on a
planning comrrri"ttce which would involve further communication about the
meeting?
The agenda could include the new
attempts at integration of Marx with
Freud and other mental health systems,
anti-psychiauy, politics of mental
health and mental oppression, drugs,
racism, sexism, gay liberation, class op'
pression, mil itarism, elitism and the
national liberation struggles. We want to
hear about new and liberating therapies
and we want to know of the dangers
from the new social controls.
Send me your ideas and
names of
interested people and thete will be a
further report.
Paul lowinger
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LEITERS TO ISSUES IN RADICAL 71IERAPY
January 21 , 1973
Dear People ,
, have Just completed the. reading of
my first issue of n i T. For the most part
it was really right on. ,'U tell you where
I am hung up and r hope it will be
received as I as writing it. First of all I
feel a bit de.eeived. When I sent in my
money for trus new publication IRT, I
along with a lot of other people I know
were under the impression that the
former Radical Therapist and your collective were one and the same, JUSt
happened to be on different sides of
the country. T hen I started writing to
Phil Brown on SOrt of a regular basis and
in one inspired moment 'l even sent in a
$5.00 gift to RT, thinking you were all
one and the samc. Then Phil Brown
came out to San Francisco a couple of
months ago and came to my house with
a friend ( I forgot her name, sorry) and
spent the better half of the afternoon. I
in turn brought a woman friend of mine
over, as we arc both struggling feministS
and into Radical Therapy etc. When Phil
Brown left my house, my friend and I
just stared at each other. We had both
been totally turned off and 'alienated' if
you will. I felt a moment of dissertion,
for I looked forward each month to my
RT with mu ch enthusiasm, and greatly
disapproved of their name change and
told them so. What we felt was, if this
RT and if this was where the people in
the collective were at, I wanted no part
.of it. Phil Brown felt lousy. The better
part of our time together . was spent in
putting your group down , quite vigorously. It was then and only then that I
learned you were not all of the same
collective, and he made the point of
telling w, you people are trying to
dedive us. This all stinks! It really does.
I have already made up my mind not
to resubscribe to ROUGH TIMES when
my current subscription runs out,
because as a woman involved in the
struggle and also as a Graduate student
in Psychology I have been totally alienated. Not that I don't agree with a hell
of a lot of what they say and what they
arc dIJing. I guess I simply feel 'dis·
counted' by their app roach, and even
more so after meeting with Phil Brown.
Now I am still concerned about how
your collective is dealing with Anger,
and I hope you will address y"ourselves
more to that in coming issues. I enjoyed
the article by Alan jacobs, but I need
much more infonnation and clarification than that. I felt 'unfinishcrl' by
that article. I still remember The Conference this past summer, and how unsatisfactorily anger was dealt with then.
A lot of us who got together fro m th at
conference here in the city have discussed that issue many, many times. So
I hope in future issues you will deal
more with Anger, and how it can be fel t
and expressed without others feeling
' pigged' and ' ripped off.'
I ho pe both collectives will not continue this petty bickering back and
forth in futu re issues, because it is reall)
a bummer.
At the same time, I ho pe you will
rationally and logically info rm us of
where you are really at, because you
had a hell of a lot of us thinking you
were all one and the same. There is a
huge lack of communication in that area
somewhere, and I would really like to
see if clarified .
I hope you will take this letter as
constructive. For that is the way I wrote
it. I really dug the first issue , am looking
forward to the next. I wish you would
publish monthly, perhaps you will be
able to eventually.
I wish you joy and love in the
struggle.
Peace,
Marilyn Christensen
San Francisco

Dear Marilyn:
I've also heard from people on the
East Coast that the difference between
the twO collectives, and the name
" issues in Radical Therapy," is confus·
ing. The reasons for choosing to put out
a new publication were spelled out by
joy Marcus in IRT -#1. The plain fact
that there is a difference will probably
need to be repeated a lot, though. Here
goes, IRT is in no way connected to
R ough Times, formerly The Radical
Therapist; except to the extent that we
sec ourselvcs as allies in the radical
health movement.
Thanks for writing.
Deirdre English
Marilyn,
I agree with your criticism that we
have a lot to lcarn about anger and we
plan to put together an article on it in
IRT #4 or S.
Rick DeGolia
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May 27, 1973
Dear Rick,
I live with a woman who subscribes to
Issues in Radical Th erapy, Both issues
have been excellent, and we've used
sever;U articles in some groups which arc
working on developing alternatives to
counselling here in K.C. Hogie Wyckoffs articles concerning wo men have
been excellent and also the articles
about men struggling have been very
helpful. The radical bookstore in K.C.
should be writing for IRT in quantity.
Also, some people in the more
"straight" T·A mining group here are
getting it and several have said good
things. Keep up the good work!
Sincerely,
Susan Thornton
Susan ,
Thanks for your letter. The radical
bookstore in Kansas City hasn't written
yet , hope they will. We all like the
su okes.
In struggle,
Rick
Dear Folks, especially Ossa & Joy,
I picked up your paper at a friend's
hou se and immediately began reading
the article on masturbation. The first
paragraph made me laugh and nod and
read on.
The article came at a very important
time for me. I've never gOt into masturbating. I've not been particularly tumed
off to my body, but I just was not

actively interested in exploring it $CXually. For II combination of reasons I
began to explore my body o ne night. It
felt really good and exciting. It w,as a
few days after this that I ran across your
paper. That night I once again got into
my body and discovered that I could
have a special deep orgasm by myself.
This blew my mind. ThoughtS went
racing through my mind-" I can have
this anytime I want"-"How docs this
change my relationships with men"" How could I have gone all this time
without knowing this-and I cou ld feef
my energy flowing and I was very excited.
One of my housemates read the artide and really thought it was good too.
So I'm hoping to share it with some
other people and talk .about it with
them.
From there J read "Radical Therapy
& Revolution" and " I Did It & I'm
Glad."
The first articit: really picked me up
because it's the first article I've ever
read which looked at therapy with a
m·l·m oudook. I'm not sure if I agree
with everyth ing he said but it at least
started me thinking once again about
therapy- something which I trashed
long ago when my political consciousness developed and I saw no viable way
of integrating "therapy." I had wanted
to be a therapist when I was in high
school. Now, after a few years I sec how
important it is for revolutionaries to
care for and about each other and o ther
friend s we are working with. I've seen
to O many people leave the movement
because there wasn't enough caring or
because the pressures as they arc were
tOO great and the support not enough to
withstand that pressure. It is a great
mo nster we are fighting and we must
develop fonns of emotional support.
I'm nOt clear, in practice, o f the difference between Issues in Radical Therapy and Rough Times.
I think it was really good and important for IRT to talk about how it grew
out of the Radical Therapist. It was very
honestly written.
I don't know if you want to carry on
any further talks about your differences
with Rough Times but like I say- I
don't sec from the articles how those
differences - reflect themselves in practice.
The open letter by judy Freespirit
really moved me. Marshall sounded like
an incredible person. A very freeing
letter. And the graphics throughout
"Problem-solving Groups fo r Women"
arc great. I might even cut them out and
put them up.
I hope you can lower the price of
your paper- it would reach more people
that way.
I get a tWO week vacation from work
in july. I am coming up to San Fran·
cisco (Q make plans fo r moving there in
AuguSt or Sep tember. I hope to spend a
few days in Berkeley and Oakland.
Would like to talk with some of you
then.
Much lu ck and sup port to you. Love,
Judy
Dear Judy,
Thanks much fo r your sunsh iney
letter. It means a lot to me to hear the
effect we're having on our readers. I
especially enjoy letters such as yours
which combine questions and criticisms
with appreciation.
Joy Marcus

Dear IRT Collective:
First, congratulations on the latest
issue ! It was excellent. I really learned a
lot from it, and enjoyed reading it. And
it looks beautiful, except I agree with
that weird guy who wrote snobbily to
complain about imitating the N.Y.
Review of Books. Why imitate people
like that? Anita's Mediations article
sounded fantastic, and I signed up with
a friend to go to her workshop in New
York. And I thought Claude's article on
TA was really dear and fair. My class of
Women and Psychology talked about
some of the content of Hogie's article,
about relations between men and
women. The journal gets well-used by
met Also Barbara and I thought you did
an excellent job of condensing our pamphlet, and we were reaUy pleased to see
it there, excep t, dummies, it's Glass, not
Glenn, Mountain Series. The Glass
Mountain is like sexism, you can see
through it, but it's hard to get over it.
Here's a little something from the
New York Times I thought you'd like to
sec- maybe even run, as an example of
what Claude predicted in the TA article
... the increasing man ipulative usc of
TA for consumer rip-offs, because of its
"cute" jargon. (See page 351. I've seen
T.A.C.T. slide show referred to
here, shown by Harris at the I.T.A.A.
co nference at Christmas. It was disgusting. The rumor at the time was that it
rentS for $1000 for the four-hour training program, and has been bought, for
example, for training croupiers at Las
Vegas. Harris' lawyers arc supposedly
tied up in litigation so that Harris can
get in on all the bread being turned over
by this lucrative little biz. It's interesting to note that it's first use seems to be
to encourage gambling, and my guess is
that it means really sending nurturing
witch-messages that seduce the not-okay
child into taking unwise risks. a
course, it's just a pseudo-scientific way
for the company to convince employers
to act in the company's best interest,
even just by being polite to customers,
rather than expressing their own real
feelings, like "what a shitty job," or
"gee, why doesn't this guy quit losing
money and go home?" So it's getting
the employees into their adapted childs,
meekly obedient to the co. And all this
is disguised- in the slide show itself-as
having "adult-adult" transactions. Fortunately, people aren't as easily
manipulated as all that, and as
writer implies, the net effect of the
whole thing is probably zero. But the
intentions of the T.A.C.T. program
make me shudder, anyway.
Well, none of this is why I'm writing.
The reason I'm writing is to propose
myself as a visitor for the summer to the
JRT. What I would like to do is come to
Berkeley for July and August, hang
around, and learn as mu ch as
in
that time: I'd also like to contribute
what I can. I'd do whatever would be
helpful- helping to edit, or lay-out, or
writing an article, or someth ing. I'd
want to come to meetings and generally
be as thoroughly involved in th ings as
others, given o nly the fact that my stay
there would be limited. What do you
thi nk?
Speak to you soon. In loving struggle,
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An!ilNe r: Th e real opp, es:sor is
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never In the picture.
PERSONAL/POLITICAL LIBERATION :
books. p.amphle lS end posters on wom en's lib'n
and histo.y, alternate lifll,*tvlll, third world
struggl es, gay lib'n, enarchlsm, revolutionary
culture, youth lib'n, marxism, prilions,
ecology, men's consc iouliness-raising, e tc.
Writll for free Cllllllog: TIMES CHANGE PRESS
2 Penwell
Washing ton, NJ. 07882
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